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PROGRAM FOR THE IOSCS MEETING

�

 

IN DENVER, NOVEMBER 17–20, 2001

 

Sunday, November 18, 2001

 

9:00 – 11:30 a.m.

Robert A. Kraft, University of  Pennsylvania, Presiding

Georg Walser, University of  Lund

 

Word Order and Clause Structure in the Greek Bible

 

Tim McLay, St. Stephen’s University

 

Beyond the Use of the Septuagint in Text-Critical Research

 

R. Glenn Wooden, Acadia Divinity College

 

The Recontextualization of Daniel 1 in the Old Greek

 

Benjamin G. Wright, Lehigh University

 

Why a Prologue? Ben Sira’s Grandson and His Greek Translation

 

Joint Session:
International Organization for Septuagint and Cognate

Studies / Biblical Lexicography Section

 

Sunday, November 18, 2001

 

4:00 p.m. – 6:30 p.m.

Erik Eynikel, Katholieke Universiteit Nijmegen, Presiding

 

Theme: Greek Lexicography and Language

 

Bernard A. Taylor, Loma Linda University

 

Voice and Lexicography

 

Randall Buth, Jerusalem

 

User Perception and Greek Lexicography

 

Cameron Boyd-Taylor, University of  Toronto

 

It’s All Greek to Me! Linguistic Register and Septuagintal Lexicography 
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Dirk Büchner, University of  Durban-Westville

 

The Translational and Grammatical Variation in LXX Leviticus in the 
Light of the Rest of the Pentateuch

 

Hong Bom Kim, University of  Sheffield

 

The Interpretation of 

 

Malista

 

 in 1 Timothy 5:17



 

Business Meeting: Basel
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Business Meeting

 

Business Meeting in Basel, August 3, 2001

Executive Committee Members Attending:

A. Aejmelaeus, J. Cook, K. De Troyer, N. Fernández-Marcos, R. Hiebert,
J. Joosten, R. Kraft, O. Munnich, T. Muraoka, A. Pietersma, R. Sollamo,
E. Tov, A. van der Kooij

1. Minutes: Sets of  minutes, including those from the business meeting in
Nashville (November 2000) and subsequent e-mail meetings, were re-
viewed. Pietersma moved and Tov seconded their acceptance. Approved.

2. Thanks: Muraoka expressed thanks for the work of  the treasurer / recording
secretary.

3. IOSCS Congress Proceedings: Seppo Sipilä was nominated as editor of  the
Basel Congress Proceedings. He subsequently accepted the appointment.
It was also agreed that, since SBL is the publisher, SBL formatting guide-
lines should be used in submissions to this volume.

4. Associate Treasurer: van der Kooij announced that he will discontinue col-
lecting dues from European members once the agreement with Eisen-
brauns is finalized (see following item).

5. Publication of  the IOSCS 

 

Bulletin

 

: An agreement in principle has been
reached for Eisenbrauns to publish the 

 

Bulletin

 

 beginning in 2001 (vol-
ume 34), following the signing of  the contract. Matters pertaining to
electronic publication are still being worked out in discussions with
Eisenbrauns.

6. New English Translation of  the Septuagint (NETS) Report: Pietersma
reported that the NETS Psalms fascicle was published by Oxford Univer-
sity Press in November 2000. An IOSCS proposal regarding the prepa-
ration of  a fascicle containing the Romances (Ruth, Esther, Judith,
Susannah, and Tobit) was still being considered by Oxford. This pub-
lisher, however, is only obligated by contract to produce one fascicle
(Psalms) in addition to the entire NETS volume. With regard to the Sep-
tuagint commentary series, it was reported that Oxford New York is not
interested in this project but that we are awaiting word from Oxford U.K.
regarding its interest. If  there is none from that quarter, we can go else-
where without any difficulty, since the IOSCS holds the rights to use the
NETS version in a commentary series.
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7. Hexapla Project: Peter Gentry is proposing that the Hexapla Project be
brought under the auspices of  the IOSCS. Discussion regarding this possi-
bility will continue.

8. Website: Jay Treat is the webmaster for the IOSCS website. This should be
announced in the 

 

Bulletin

 

.

9. Helsinki Septuagint Congress: Sollamo reported that the Proceedings of  the
Helsinki Congress in 1999 will be published soon, hopefully by the end of
2001.

10. Strasbourg Septuagint Conference: Joosten announced that a conference
will be held November 8–9, 2002 in Strasbourg.

11. Stellenbosch Congress: Cook announced that the Proceedings of  the
AIBI.6 Congress in Stellenbosch will be published by the end of  2001.

12. Treasurer’s Report: Hiebert presented the treasurer’s report for July 1,
2000 to June 30, 2001. Statements for IOSCS accounts during this period
will be published in the IOSCS 

 

Bulletin

 

, volume 34 (2001). Approved.

13. Thanks: Tov moved that the executive committee thank the president for
his work. Approved.

Respectfully submitted,
Robert J. V. Hiebert

Recording Secretary (pro tem)
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International Organization for Septuagint
and Cognate Studies

 

TREASURER’S REPORT
U.S. DOLLAR ACCOUNTS

JULY 1, 2001 – JUNE 30, 2002

Account No. 4507919—Royal Bank of  Canada, Oakville, ON

 

BALANCE 7/1/01 4,968.84

CREDITS

7/3/01 (Interest) 0.85
7/4/01 (Deposit: Transfer of  Cdn $1400.00) 913.90
7/31/01 (Deposit) 70.00
7/31/01 (Deposit) 742.00
8/1/01 (Interest) 3.50
8/14/01 (Deposit) 645.00
9/4/01 (Interest) 4.46
10/1/01 (Interest) 3.80
10/2/01 (Deposit) 356.00
10/16/01 (Deposit) 577.11
11/1/01 (Interest) 0.77
11/6/01 (Refund service fee) 1.00
11/6/01 (Deposit) 5.00
11/6/01 (Deposit) 532.00
11/20/01 (Deposit) 350.78
12/3/01 (Interest) 1.86
1/2/02 (Interest) 1.23
2/1/02 (Interest) 1.18
2/12/02 (Deposit) 111.00
2/12/02 (Deposit) 794.00
3/1/02 (Interest) 1.17
4/1/02 (Interest) 1.37
5/1/02 (Interest) 1.32
5/21/02 (Deposit) 25.00
5/21/02 (Deposit) 389.50
6/3/02 (Interest) 1.40

Total 5,535.20

DEBITS

8/14/01 (Postage costs incurred by IOSCS secretary) 113.20
9/27/01 (Publication and mailing of  

 

BIOSCS

 

 33) 2,763.00
10/2/01 (IOSCS/IOSOT conference costs [Basel]) 506.23
10/12/01 (Service fee) 1.00
1/8/02 (LXX essay prize to Jannes Smith) 250.00
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4/17/02 (Reimbursement of  subscription overpayment: 
Westminster Sem., CA) 9.00

Total 3,642.43

BALANCE 6/30/02 6,861.61

SUMMARY

BALANCE 7/1/01 4,968.84

7/1/01 – 6/30/02 Credits +5,535.20

Total 10,504.04

10,504.04

7/1/01 – 6/30/02 Debits –3,642.43

Total 6,861.61

6/30/02 BALANCE 6,861.61

 

Account No. 9550519—Farmers State Bank, Warsaw, IN

 

CREDITS

5/23/02 0.12
5/23/02 0.20

6/30/02 BALANCE 0.32

 

Respectfully submitted: Audited:
Robert J. V. Hiebert Bruce Guenther
IOSCS Treasurer Associated Canadian Theological Schools

 

Treasurer’s Report—Canadian Dollar Account
July 1, 2001 – June 30, 2002

Account No. 8082–010—Bank of  Montreal, Mississauga, ON

 

BALANCE 7/1/01 1,525.81

CREDITS

7/31/01 (Deposit) 25.00
7/31/01 (Deposit) 20.00
7/31/01 (Interest) 0.03
8/31/01 (Interest) 0.01
9/28/01 (Interest) 0.01
10/16/01 (Deposit) 67.00
10/16/01 (Deposit) 27.00
10/16/01 (Deposit) 16.00
10/31/01 (Interest) 0.01
11/6/01 (Deposit) 15.73
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11/20/01 (Deposit) 7.87
11/30/01 (Interest) 0.01
12/31/01 (Interest) 0.01
1/31/02 (Interest) 0.01
2/28/02 (Interest) 0.01
3/28/02 (Interest) 0.01
4/30/02 (Interest) 0.01
5/31/02 (Interest) 0.01
6/28/02 (Interest) 0.01

Total 178.74

CREDITS

7/5/01 (Transfer to U.S. dollar account 4507919 [= US $913.90]) 1,400.00

Total 1,400.00

BALANCE 6/30/02 304.55

SUMMARY

BALANCE 7/1/01 1,525.81
7/1/01 – 6/30/02 Credits +178.74
Total 1,704.55

1,704.55
7/1/01 – 6/30/02 Debits –1,400.00
Total 304.55

6/30/02 BALANCE 304.55

 

IOSCS PETTY CASH

 

Item Amount Balance Date
10.55 6/30/02

 

Respectfully submitted: Audited:
Robert J. V. Hiebert Bruce Guenther
IOSCS Treasurer Associated Canadian Theological Schools
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NEWS AND NOTES

 

A New Look

 

It will be obvious to readers of  the 

 

Bulletin 

 

that our publication has taken
on a bold, new look. This is due to the transferral of  the 

 

Bulletin

 

’s publication
to Eisenbrauns, Inc., a renowned publisher of  biblical and ancient Near East-
ern materials, located in Winona Lake, Indiana, U.S.A. We hope that our new
face will encourage an even further rise in the already high quality of  the 

 

Bul-
letin

 

, with more submissions from senior scholars and international scholars.
Subscription information may be found on the inside back cover of  this issue.
The new e-mail address for subscriptions is: bioscs@eisenbrauns.com.

 

Call for Papers

 

The heart of  the 

 

Bulletin

 

 is the articles published in each issue. Please con-
sider submitting, and encouraging your students to submit, articles, papers
read at conferences, critical notes, and so forth. Essays read at annual meet-
ings of  the IOSCS are especially appropriate.

 

Books and Book Reviews

 

Book reviews are solicited. If  you have published something in the field,
please ask your publisher to send us a copy (the 

 

Bulletin

 

’s circulation is 250
scholars and 150 libraries and institutions). If  there is a particular book that
you would like to review, please contact the editor.

 

Essay Prize Competition

 

The International Organization for Septuagint and Cognate Studies is of-
fering an annual prize of  $250 to be awarded to an outstanding paper in the
field of  Septuagint Studies. This field is construed broadly, and a paper may
focus on any aspect of  the study of  the Greek translations of  the Jewish
Scriptures. The IOSCS wants to encourage the study of  these translations by
younger scholars, and eligibility is thus limited to advanced graduate students
or recent Ph.D. recipients (3 years or less after receiving the degree). The pa-
pers will be judged by a committee composed of  IOSCS members, and papers
receiving prizes will be published in the following 

 

BIOSCS

 

. Depending on its
assessments of  the papers submitted, the committee may decide not to award
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the prize in any given year. The deadline for submission is August 31 of  each
year. Papers should be sent to Prof. Tim McLay, St. Stephen’s University, St.
Stephen, NB E3L 3E2 Canada, tmclay@ssu.ca.

 

NETS Project Update

 

The New English Translation of  the Septuagint (NETS) has recently expe-
rienced an upsurge in the submission of  translations. The editors now have al-
most two-thirds of  the translations in hand. We expect several more quite
soon. NETS had made a proposal to Oxford University Press (OUP) for a vol-
ume of  the biblical romances with an introduction by Cameron Boyd-Taylor.
Unfortunately, OUP decided that market factors would not make such a vol-
ume feasible. OUP has, however, encouraged NETS to submit a collection of
the books of  the Pentateuch, which we want to send to press as soon as pos-
sible. We continue to push toward the final goal of  having the entire corpus
finished and off  to OUP.

Several NETS translators attended a conference on the Septuagint held at
Bangor Theological Seminary in early September 2002. There we had an op-
portunity to exchange views with German colleagues who are pursuing their
own translation project. A volume of  essays from the conference is in prepara-
tion and will contain contributions from Albert Pietersma (co-editor and trans-
lator of  Psalms), Benjamin Wright (co-editor/Ben Sira), Cameron Boyd-Taylor
(Judith, 3 Maccabees), Robert Hiebert (Genesis), Karen Jobes (Esther), and
Glenn Wooden (1 and 2 Esdras).

For NETS: Albert Pietersma and Benjamin Wright

 

New Publications in Septuagint Studies

 

Several new books and journals have been received or announced that will
be of  interest to readers of  the 

 

Bulletin.

 

1. Frank Polak and Galen Marquis, 

 

A Classified Index of the Minuses of
the Septuagint

 

. 

 

Part I: Introduction

 

 (CATSS Basic Tools 4; Stellenbosch,
2002). Pp. xiv + 93. 

 

Part II: The Pentateuch

 

 (CATSS Basic Tools 5; Stellen-
bosch, 2002). Pp. xviii + 414. These hefty (8

 

uu

 

 

 

x

 

 11.5

 

uu

 

) volumes build on the
database compiled by the Computer Assisted Tools for Septuagint Studies
(CATSS) project and serve as a first step in classifying and presenting the
various types of  variants present in the biblical text. “Our work at the Hebrew
University Bible Project made us acutely aware of  the need for a comprehen-
sive, systematic tool for putting the mass of  individual variants into a whole
picture” (Part I, p. vii). Part I lays out the background and methodology for the
“minuses” project as a whole, while Part II comprises minute analyses of  each
of  the “minuses” in the Septuagint version of  each book of  the Pentateuch in
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turn, focusing for each book on (1) Words, Phrases and Clauses, (2) Syntactic
and Stylistic Functions, (3) Scribe and Translator, and 4) Relationship to
Other Text Forms. Needless to say, these volumes will constitute a tremen-
dous boon for advanced scholars working on these corpora.

2. Rosario Pierri OFM, 

 

Parole del Profeta Amos: Il libro di Amos secondo
i LXX 

 

(Studium Biblicum Franciscanum Analecta 59; Jerusalem: Franciscan
Printing Press, 2002). Pp. 161. A translation into Italian and verse-by-verse
commentary on the Old Greek version of  Amos. Brief  introduction; 7-page
conclusion. Quite technical. This book will be reviewed in a future edition of
the 

 

Bulletin.

 

3. A new issue of  

 

Reseña Bíblica: Historia del texto bíblico

 

 (n

 

o

 

 31, otoño
2001; Editorial Verbo Divino), coordinated by Maria Victoria SPOTTORNO,
is designed to provide an overview of  current research on the history of  the
biblical text. It features five articles of  interest to Septuagint scholars: (1) “El
texto hebreo del Antiguo Testamento,” by Emilia FERNÁNDEZ TEJERO
(pp. 5–14); (2) “La primera traducción de la Biblia,” by Natalio FERNÁN-
DEZ MARCOS (15–24); (3) “El texto del Nuevo Testamento,” by Maria Vic-
toria SPOTTORNO (25–34); (4) “De Oriente a Occidente: Las versions latinas
de la Biblia,” by José Manuel CAÑAS REÍLLO (35–42); and (5) “Las ver-
siones antiguas de la Biblia,” by Maria Victoria SPOTTORNO (43–51).

4. Takamitsu Muraoka, 

 

A Greek-English Lexicon of the Septuagint,
Chiefly of the Pentateuch and the Twelve Prophets

 

 (Leuven: Peeters, 2002).
Pp. xxxii + 613.

5. Tim McLay. 

 

The Use of the Septuagint in New Testament Research

 

(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2003). In press.
6.

 

Helsinki Perspectives on the Translation Technique of the Septuagint:
Proceedings of the IOSCS Congress in Helsinki 1999

 

 (ed. Raija Sollamo and
Seppo Sipilä; Publications of  the Finnish Exegetical Society 82; Helsinki: The
Finnish Exegetical Society in Helsinki / Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ru-
precht, 2001).

Details on the contents of  several of  these books appear in the “Varia” sec-
tion of  this issue.

 

A New Work on Armenian Culture Features Biblical MSS

 

By Mayaan Jaffe. Reprinted with permission from 

 

The Jerusalem Post,

 

December 10, 2002. 
Seven kilograms of Armenian art, history, and culture lay prominently on

the table at the front of the Hebrew University lecture hall. A sea of men clad
in the traditional black robes and pointed hoods of the Armenian Patriarchate,
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intermingled with rows of scholars in suits and ties, sat with gaping mouths,
waiting for the jewel to be revealed.

After twelve years of dedicated research and hard work, the Hebrew Uni-
versity’s Gail Levin de Nur Professor of Religion and Armenian Studies
Program director Michael E. Stone presented the Album of Armenian Pale-
ography, a work of art and academia, for which he served as editor-in-chief.

The celebration on December 8 included lectures on the correlation be-
tween Jewish and Armenian history, and Armenian writing and art by senior
university and Armenian dignitaries. But the jewel of the evening was what
Prof. Malachi Beit-Arie, director of the Hebrew Paleography Project of the Is-
rael Academy of Sciences and one of the world’s most distinguished experts
on Hebrew manuscripts, called “the exquisitely designed [album], which is
not only appealing to scholars, but is a deluxe coffee table book.”

The event was honored by the presence of his His Beatitude Torkom Ma-
noogian, the 96th Armenian Patriarch of Jerusalem.

His Beatitude entered deliberately with his staff and clergy just behind,
like a rabbi being greeted by his Hasidim. When his grandfatherly eyes met
Stone’s the two of them chuckled and embraced.

Co-edited by Prof. Dickran Kouymjian at California State University,
Fresno, and Prof. Henning Lehmann of the University of Aarhus in Denmark,
the Album illustrates the history of the development of Armenian writing
from the earliest dated codicils of the ninth century to the cursive script of the
19th century. Its more than 200 magnificent, full-color plates of carefully se-
lected manuscript pages are accompanied by computer-generated tables,
showing the changes in the letter shapes over the centuries. In addition, each
entry has a bibliography of important earlier paleographic literature on the
manuscript, and comments on important features.

“I think today we are witness to the presentation of possibly [Stone’s]
greatest gift to the tools of scholarship in the field, and most definitely to the
particular study of Armenian paleography, of which this album is and will
continue to be the cornerstone,” said visiting lecturer Dr. Sergio La Porta.

The work’s richly illustrated introductory chapters vividly trace the history
of the study of Armenian script and its development.

While the Album will form an objective basis for all future studies of Ar-
menian manuscripts and is clearly a poignant depiction of the depth and bril-
liance of Armenian poetry, art, and culture, its completion attests to the strong
ties between Hebrew University and the Armenians in Jerusalem that Stone
has aimed to cultivate over the past 30 years.
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In his address, Hebrew University Rector, Prof. Haim Rabinovich, ex-
plained that Armenians have been living in Jerusalem for more than 1,000
years, and the relationship Stone has fostered since 1969 has built an unprec-
edented bridge between Jews and Armenians. He cited the Armenians’ fight
for independence, dispersion, exile, and genocide as parallel to historical
events of the Jewish people.

La Porta outlined the history of Armenian writing, explaining that it was
first formulated by Saint Mesrop Mashtots to facilitate translation of the
Bible. Proverbs was the first book translated.

“From the very beginning Armenians held their alphabet in great esteem.
In a famous passage, Korwin [the biographer of the inventor of the Armenian
alphabet] . . . compares Mesrop Mashtots to Moses, calling him a second
Moses,” said La Porta.

Stone has dedicated a significant portion of his life to Armenian letters,
whether they are situated on rock faces in the Sinai or in manuscripts housed
in Yerevan or Jerusalem.

“If  Mesrop Mashtots was a second Moses who brought the law to his
people,” La Porta said, “then I feel certain in saying that in our generation Prof.
Stone is a second Daniel, for he has shown us the handwriting on the wall.”

 

Hexapla Institute Established

 

A new institute for the study of  the Hexapla has been established at the
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, Louisville, Kentucky.

Executive Board: Daniel I. Block (Southern), Peter J. Gentry <pgen-
try@sbts.edu> (Southern), Alison Salvesen (Oxford), Bas ter Haar Romeny
(Leiden).

Advisory Board: Detlef  Fraenkel (Septuaginta-Unternehmen, Göttingen),
Johan Lust (Leuven; President IOSCS), Arie van der Kooij (Leiden; President
IOSOT), Gerard Norton (Birmingham; initiator Hexapla Working Group).

Research Fellow: Leonard Smith.
History:

At the Rich Seminar on the Hexapla, held at Oxford in 1994, all agreed that
a new collection of  Hexapla fragments was a desideratum. Gerard Norton re-
ported on this Seminar and the plans made there at the 1995 IOSCS Con-
gress,

 

1

 

 and a volume comprising the papers presented at the Seminar was

 

1. G. J. Norton, “Collecting Data for a New Edition of  the Fragments of  the Hexapla,”
in 

 

IX Congress of the International Organization for Septuagint and Cognate Studies,
Cambridge 1995

 

 (ed. B. A. Taylor; SCS 45; Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1997) 251–62.
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published, edited by Alison Salvesen: 

 

Origen

 

’

 

s Hexapla and Fragments

 

.

 

2

 

 At
the 1998 IOSCS Congress, Bas ter Haar Romeny reported on the work he and
Peter Gentry had done on Genesis. Because it took some time before this
paper was published,3 it may have seemed that the vision for a new edition of
Origen’s Hexapla had died. Fortunately, the original vision of  L. Greenspoon,
G. Norton, and A. Salvesen is being carried forward.

The difficulties we have had over the past years were of  a practical nature:
those who were working on the Hexapla project had to do so in addition to
other assignments. They also had to secure their own positions, and there was
no institutional backing. We are grateful that the situation at this moment has
very much improved, for us personally, as well as for the project. During the
fall of  2000, Bas Romeny came to Southern Seminary to give some lectures
on textual criticism. When the Associate Dean, Dr. Daniel Block, heard of  the
desire that we had to keep the Hexapla Project alive, he brought our concerns
to the Dean at Southern Seminary. As a result, Peter Gentry was given a grant
of  about $35,000 to set up a web site there for the preliminary database. This
includes about $10,000 for computer equipment and $25,000 for a research
fellow with skills in computer and biblical studies to set up the web site over
a five-year period, beginning this year. This research fellow has recently been
appointed; his name is Leonard Smith. Peter Gentry will also have a number
of  Ph.D. students working on this project. Finally, the continuity of  the project
appears to be secure.

In July of  2001, Peter and Bas met in Leiden with Arie van der Kooij, now
President of  IOSOT, and Konrad Jenner of  the Peshitta Institute. We were en-
couraged about envisioning a kind of  Hexapla Institute. To give direction to
the institute we would need an executive board and an advisory board. In the
beginning, since funding had come from Southern Seminary, it was suggested
that we have an executive board of  four people, two from Southern and two
from elsewhere. For Southern Seminary these are Daniel Block and Peter
Gentry. Since the institute will cooperate closely with Leiden University, Bas
Romeny was appointed to the board as well. The three of  us were joined by

2. A. Salvesen (ed.), Origen’s Hexapla and Fragments: Papers Presented at the Rich
Seminar on the Hexapla, Oxford Centre for Hebrew and Jewish Studies, 25th–3rd August
1994 (Texte und Studien zum Antiken Judentum 58; Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 1998).

3. R. B. ter Haar Romeny and Peter J. Gentry, “Towards a New Collection of  Hexaplaric
Material for the Book of  Genesis,” in X Congress of the International Organization for Sep-
tuagint and Cognate Studies, Oslo 1998 (ed. B. A. Taylor ; SCS 51; Atlanta: Scholars Press,
2001) 285–99.
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Alison Salvesen from Oxford. She was one of  the initiators of  the project, and
Bas and Peter have kept in touch with her over the intervening years.

As an advisory board, the following have agreed to provide input: Arie van
der Kooij (mentioned previously), Johan Lust (as President of  IOSCS), Detlef
Frankel (for the Septuaginta-Unternehmen, and also because he is a great
expert in catena materials), and Gerard Norton (who was among the initiators
of  the Hexapla Project, and also because of  his expertise and leadership in
Hexapla and hexaplaric research).

Scholars who were assigned books by the original Hexapla Working Group
of  the Oxford Rich Seminar will be given opportunity to affirm continuing
commitment to the project. The largest part of  the work has yet to be assigned.

Partnership with IOSCS:

We who seek to keep the goal of  “A Field for the 21st Century” believe that
our aims would be best served by cooperation and partnership with The Inter-
national Organization for Septuagint and Cognate Studies. The mechanism for
cooperation with IOSCS has been entitled The Hexapla Project. This cooper-
ation will assist excellent scholars in joining the project. The following motion
was passed following the annual meeting of  the IOSCS in Toronto, 2002:

Hexapla Project Proposal:

Considering that
A Hexapla Institute was established this year (2002) at The Southern Bap-
tist Theological Seminary of  Louisville, Kentucky, in cooperation with the
Universities of  Leiden and Oxford, having as its chief  aim the publication
of  a new edition of  the fragments of  Origen’s Hexapla (“A Field for the 21st
Century”)

and that
the current executive board of  the Institute believes it important that it op-
erate in partnership with, and that The Hexapla Project be under the aus-
pices of, the International Organization for Septuagint and Cognate Studies

we, the undersigned,
move that the Hexapla Project be sponsored by the International Organi-
zation for Septuagint and Cognate Studies under article 21 of  the IOSCS
Bylaws, and that it be carried out by the Hexapla Institute on behalf  of  the
IOSCS.
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Signed
Peter J. Gentry
Bas Romeny
November 24, 2002
Toronto

The Editorial Committee overseeing the Hexapla Project and operating un-
der IOSCS will consist of  Peter Gentry, Bas Romeny, and Alison Salvesen.

We invite anyone interested in participating in the Hexapla Project to con-
tact anyone on the Editorial Committee.
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�
VARIA

Conference on the Septuagint Held

UNIVERSITÀ CATTOLICA DEL SACRO CUORE

Dipartimento di Scienze Religiose
S E P T UA G I N TA

Libri sacri della diaspora giudaica e dei cristiani
V Giornata di studio

Dall’Egitto alla terra di Canaan: storie di eroi e di profeti
7 Maggio 2003

Milano, Largo A. Gemelli, 1
Cripta Aula Magna
ore 10,00 Saluto del Direttore del Dipartimento di Scienze Religiose

Prof. A. Acerbi.
ore 10,15 G. Borgonovo

Pentateuco, Tetrateuco, Esateuco: problemi di canone e di
ermeneutica nel rapporto tra la Tôrâ e i profeti anteriori

ore 11,15 A. Rofé
Testo ebraico e traduzione greca dei libri di Giosuè e dei

Giudici: storia letteraria e testuale: Qumran, LXX, TM
ore 15,30 L. Troiani

La storia della conquista della terra di Canaan nella 
tradizione storica ellenistica

ore 16,30 A. Passoni Dell’Acqua
Il cantico di Deborah dai campi di battaglia alla sinagoga:

problemi di traduzione di un antico brano biblico

La V Giornata di studio sulla versione dei LXX si ricollega alla precedente,
tenutasi il 10 maggio 2001, per far scorrere l’attenzione dal nucleo originario
della traduzione, il Pentateuco, ai due libri che nelle varie forme del canone
biblico si trovano in immediata successione: Giosuè e Giudici. Tali libri sono
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considerati storici in ambito cristiano, ma profetici in ambito giudaico: ecco
perché occorre partire da una riflessione preliminare sull’assetto e sulla con-
cezione ermeneutica che stanno alla base di tale classificazione.

D’altro canto la traduzione greca di questi libri, da ricondurre, sembra, alla
I metà del II sec. a.C., pone nuovi problemi rispetto a quella del Pentateuco: è
lecito supporre una tradizione non più monolitica in campo ebraico, se la
tradizione greca ci appare bipartita.

I nuovi libri spostano anche l’attenzione da Mosè, a cui la tradizione giu-
daica attribuisce il Pentateuco, ad altri eroi ed eroine protagonisti della “con-
quista” della terra promessa e delle prime vicende politiche della storia
dell’Israele libero. Figure che saranno poi emblematiche del passato glorioso,
o letto come tale, del popolo ebraico, tanto da conferire loro lo status di pro-
feti. Ecco perché sarà interessante osservare quale lettura degli avvenimenti
facciano, posti a confronto, i traduttori greci e lo storico per eccellenza della
storia d’Israele, Giuseppe Flavio.

L’asse si sposta dall’Egitto alla Palestina a vari livelli: geografico, con l’e-
sodo dall’Egitto e l’entrata nella terra di Canaan; storico, con il passaggio dalla
schiavitù nella terra di Faraone alla libertà nella terra promessa; istituzionale
con l’inizio della vita politica e le esigenze di un’organizzazione amministra-
tiva; religioso a confronto con una concezione religiosa ed un pantheon di-
versi da quello egiziano, quali erano quelli di ambiente “fenicio” della zona
siropalestinese. Infine anche culturale: Israele, inserito nel tessuto siropale-
stinese di una terra di passaggio contesa tra le grandi potenze dell’Antico Vi-
cino Oriente è sempre stato coinvolto nelle loro vicende, gravitando ora
nell’area orientale degli imperi assiro e babilonese prima e del regno seleuci-
dico poi, ora in quella più occidentale del dominio egiziano in età faraonica e
tolemaica (sotto cui si ha la versione dei LXX). Parimenti, da Alessandria
d’Egitto, luogo di inizio della traduzione in greco dei libri biblici e della ver-
sione di quello dei Giudici e, forse, di Giosuè, si passa alla Palestina romana
di Giuseppe.

Old Latin Versions of  the Bible (Vetus Latina)
Beginning in the 1940s, under the direction of  Dr. Bonifatius Fischer, the

Vetus Latina Institut in Beuron, Germany devoted itself  to producing new edi-
tions of  the Old Latin (i.e., pre-Hieronymian or mainly independent of  the
Vulgate) Bible. These editions would replace the monumental, eighteenth-
century edition of  Pierre Sabatier, which had been rendered obsolete by new
scholarship. Under the leadership of  Fischer, Hermann Josef  Frede, and now
Roger Gryson, the Vetus Latina Institut has become a major force in biblical,
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text-critical scholarship, although the amount of  material to be covered re-
mains daunting. Following is a synopsis of  its progress to date in the areas of
Jewish scriptures and apocrypha, drawn from the Institut’s 2001 prospectus.

V E T U S  L AT I N A

Die Reste der altlateinischen Bibel
nach Petrus Sabatier neu gesammelt
und herausgegeben von der Erzabtei Beuron

Gliederung des Gesamtwerkes

Textausgabe
Band
1: Verzeichnis der Sigel
2: Genesis
3: Exodus, Leviticus
4: Numeri, Deuteronomium, Josue, Judicum, Ruth
5: 1–4 Regum
6: 1–2 Paralipomenon, Esdras, Nehemias, 3–4 Esdras
7: Tobit, Judith, Esther
8: Job
9: Psalmi (5 Teilbände)
10/1: Proverbia
10/2: Ecclesiastes
10/3: Canticum Canticorum
11/1: Sapientia
11/2: Sirach (Ecclesiasticus)
12/2: Isaias 1–39
12/11: Isaias 40–66
13: Jeremias (mit Lamentationes, Baruch), Ezechiel
14: Daniel, 12 Prophetae
15: 1–2 Macchabaeorum

Grundlagen und Quellen

Band 1: Bonifatius Fischer, Verzeichnis der Sigel für Handschriften
and Kirchenschriftsteller (104 Seiten) vergriffen 1949

Band 1/1: Hermann Josef  Frede, Kirchenschriftsteller, Verzeichnis und 
Sigel. Repertorium scriptorum ecclesiasticorum latinorum 
saeculo nono antiquiorum siglis adpositis quae in editione 
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Bibliorum Sacrorum iuxta veterem latinam versionem 
adhibentur 4. aktualisierte Auflage (Oktavformat, 1049 
Seiten, gebunden) 1995
Aktualisierungsheft 1999 – Mise à jour 1999, par Roger
Gryson (Oktavformat, 136 Seiten) 1999

Band 1/2 Roger Gryson, Altlateinische Handschriften / Manuscrits 
vieux latins. Première partie: Mss 1–275 (d’après un manu-
scrit inachevé dé Hermann Josef  Frede) (Oktavformat,
381 Seiten, gebunden) 1999

Altes Testament

Band 2: Genesis, hrsg. von Bonifatius Fischer
1. Lfg. Einleitung und Gn 1,1–9, 14 (170 Seiten)

vergriffen 1951
2. Lfg. Gn 9, 14–27,23 (160 Seiten) 1952
3. Lfg. Gn 27,23–43,22 (160 Seiten) vergriffen 1953
4. Lfg. Gn 43,22 bis Schluß; Nachträge, Register (132

Seiten) 1954
Band 6/2: Esr, wird vorbereitet von Placidus Kuhlkamp
Band 7/1: Tobit, wird vorbereitet von Jean-Marie Auwers
Band 7/2: Judith, hrsg. von Pierre-Maurice Bogaert

Fasc. 1 Introduction  2001
Band 7/3: Esther, wird vorbereitet von Jean-Claude Haelewyck
Band 10/3: Canticum Canticorum, hrsg. von Eva Schulz-Flügel

1. Lfg. Einleitung 1992
2. Lfg. Einleitung (Fortsetzung und Schluß) In Vorbereitung

Band 11/1: Sapientia Salomonis, hrsg. von Walter Thiele
1. Lfg. Einleitung 1977
2. Lfg. Einleitung (Fortsetzung) 1977
3. Lfg. Einleitung (Schluß) 1979
4. Lfg. Sap 1,1–5,3 1980
5. Lfg. Sap 5,3–8,8 1981
6. Lfg. Sap 8,8–13,1 1983
7. Lfg. Sap 13,1–18,18 1984
8. Lfg. Sap 18,18 bis Schluß; Nachträge, Register (38

Seiten) 1985
Band 11/2: Sirach (Ecclesiasticus), hrsg. von Walter Thiele

1. Lfg. Einleitung 1987
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2. Lfg. Einleitung (SchluB) 1988
3. Lfg. Sir Prolog und 1,1–3,31 1989
4. Lfg. Sir 3,31–7,30 1992
5. Lfg. Sir 7,30–11,35 1993
6. Lfg. Sir 11,35–16,21 1996
7. Lfg. Sir 16,21–19,28 1998
8. Lfg. Sir 20,1–23,6 2001

Band 12: Esaias, ed. Roger Gryson
Pars I: Introduction générale; Esaias 1,1–39,8; Appendice

Fasc. 1 Introduction et Is 1,1–22 1987
Fasc. 2 Is 1,22–5,7 1987
Fasc. 3 Is 5,8–7,14 1988
Fasc. 4 Is 7,14–10,19 1989
Fasc. 5 Is 10,20–14,13 1990
Fasc. 6 Is 14,13–22,5 1991
Fasc. 7 Is 22,5–26,20 1991
Fasc. 8 Is 26,20–30,15 1991
Fasc. 9 Is 30,15–35,5 1993
Fasc. 10 Is 35,3–39,9; Appendice: Un agraphon apparenté

à Isaïe 31,9 1993
Pars II: Esaias 40,1–66,24; Conclusion: Histoire du texte;

Compléments, Tables
Fasc. 1 Introduction: Les manuscrits 1993
Fasc. 2 Introduction: Les manuscrits (suite et fin); 

Is 40,1–41,20 1994
Fasc. 3 Is 41,21–44,4 1994
Fasc. 4 Is 44,5–46,13 1995
Fasc. 5 Is 46,13–50,3 1995
Fasc. 6 Is 50,4–53,3 1996
Fasc. 7 Is 53,3–54,17 1996
Fasc. 8 Is 54,17–58,8 1996
Fasc. 9 Is 58,8–61,10 1997
Fasc. 10 Is 61,10–65,23 1997
Fasc. 11 Is 65,23–fin; Conclusion: Histoire du texts;

Compléments, Tables 1997
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New Books on the Septuagint

Several significant, comprehensive new books on the Septuagint have ap-
peared during the past year.

1. Helsinki Perspectives on the Translation Technique of  the Septuagint. Ed-
ited by Raija Sollamo and Seppo Sipilä (Publications of  the Finnish Exe-
getical Society 82; Helsinki 2001)

Table of  Contents
• Acknowledgements
• Raija Sollamo

Introduction
• Takamitsu Muraoka

Translation Techniques and Beyond
• Raija Sollamo

Prolegomena to the Syntax of  the Septuagint
• Bénédicte Lemmelijn

Two Methodological Trails in Recent Studies on the Translation Tech-
nique of  the Septuagint

• Cornelis G. den Hertog
The Treatment of  Relative Clauses in the Greek Leviticus

• Frank Austermann
a˚nomÇa im Septuaginta-Psalter: Ein Beitrag zum Verhältnis von Überset-
zungsweise und Theologie

• Staffan Olofsson
Death Shall Be Their Shepherd: An Interpretation of  Ps 49:15 in LXX

• Albert Pietersma
A Proposed Commentary on the Septuagint

• Jan de Waard
Some Unusual Translation Techniques Employed by the Greek Transla-
tor(s) of  Proverbs

• Johann Cook
Ideology and Translation Technique: Two Sides of  the Same Coin?

• Trevor V. Evans
A Hebraism of  Mixed Motivation

• Paul Danove
The Grammatical Constructions of  a˚kouvw and Their Implications for
Translation
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• Evangelia G. Dafni
jwrh vya – aßnqrwpoÍ oJ pneumatofovroÍ (Hos 9:7): Zur Theologie der
Sprache des Hoseabuches

• Kristin De Troyer
Towards the Origins of  Unclean Blood of  the Parturient

• P. D. M. Turner
The Translator(s) of  Ezekiel Revisited: Idiosyncratic LXX Renderings as
a Clue to Inner History.

2. Tim McLay, The Use of the Septuagint in New Testament Research. Grand
Rapids: Eerdmans, forthcoming [2003].

• This volume is written for New Testament scholars and students. Its aim
is to introduce and address the fundamental issues of  Septuagint study
and the ways in which they apply to New Testament research. Thus, many
areas within Septuagint studies are introduced, but the main focus is on
exploring the impact of  the knowledge and use of  the Jewish Scriptures
in Greek on the New Testament writings.

Table of  Contents
• Preface
• Abbreviations
• Introduction
• Chapter One: The Use of  Scripture in the New Testament

The Texts
Comparing OG and MT
Comparing the NT to the OG and MT
Theories on the Use of  Scripture in the NT

Summary
• Chapter Two: Identifying a Source as Greek or Hebrew

Is the Source Hebrew or Greek?
Translation Technique
Defining the Purpose
The Focus on Literalism
Reservations Concerning the Focus on Literalism

Five Presuppositions for Translation Technique
TT is Descriptive
TT is Primarily Synchronic
Langue and Parole
TT is an Analysis of  Structure
TT takes the Source Language as its Point of  Departure
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Summary
• Chapter Three: A Model for TT

An Overview of  TT Analysis
Element of  Translation
Adjustment
Motivation
Effect on Meaning

Summary
• Chapter Four: The Origin of  the Septuagint and its History

The Origins of  the Septuagint
Explanations for the Origins of  the LXX

The Remaking of  the LXX Text
The Relationships Between the Texts
New Recensions and Translations 

Summary
• Chapter Five: The Impact of  the LXX on the NT

Scripture in the Early Church 
The Use of  the LXX in the NT

The Vocabulary of  the LXX and the NT
Citations of  the LXX in the NT
Theological Influence of  the LXX

Summary
• Chapter Six: Conclusion
• Glossary
• Bibliography
• Index of  Scripture and Ancient Writings
• Index of  Authors
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RECORD OF WORK PUBLISHED

�
OR IN PROGRESS

La Septante en France
Groupe de Recherches sur la Septante, Faculté de Théologie Protestante-

Université Marc Bloch, Strasbourg, Colloque organisé par Jan Joosten: L’ap-
port de la Septante aux études sur l’Antiquité, novembre 2002 (P. le Moigne,
“Esquisse de poétique de la Septante”; A. Voitila, “La Septante—une source
de la Koiné antique?”; T. Muraoka, “Contributions of  the Septuagint to Our
Understanding of  the Hebrew and Greek Language and Lexicon”; J. Lust,
“The Question of  Translation Greek”; A. Passoni dell’Acqua, “La prière de
Manassé”; P.-M. Bogaert, “La datation par souscription dans les textes court
(LXX) et long (TM) du livre de Jérémie”; R. Brucker, “Observations on the
Wirkungsgeschichte of  the Septuagint-Psalms”; J. de Waard, “Indices pho-
nologiques hébreux dans et derrière le grec des Proverbes”; R. Roukema,
“L’interprétation de quelques mots hébreux de la Septante dans le christian-
isme ancien”; C. Dogniez, “Aggée et ses suppléments (TM et LXX) ou le
développement littéraire d’un livre biblique”; N. Fernández-Marcos, “Trans-
lations as Narrative: Samson in the Septuagint”; O. Munnich, “Le caractère
secondaire du cadrage dynastique dans le livre de Daniel.”

Hommage à Dominique Barthélemy (1921–2002), Journée d’Etudes
organisée à l’occasion du premier anniversaire de son décès, sous la direc-
tion d’Adrian Schenker (Université de Fribourg) et d’Olivier Munnich

(Université de Paris IV—Sorbonne), jeudi 23 janvier 2003, Paris IV—
Sorbonne (M. Harl, “Philon d’Alexandrie, Dominique Barthélemy et une
équipe d’hellénistes de la Sorbonne”; A. Caquot, “Qumrân et la traduc-
tion de Job”; A. Schenker, “Le travail sur le texte de la Bible hébraïque”;
O. Munnich, “L’histoire raisonnée du texte de la Bible grecque”; G. Do-

rival, “Des Pères à la Septante”; M. Alexandre, ” Un regard d’historien
sur la critique textuelle de la Bible”; N.-J. Sed, “Aux origines de la Bible
d’Alexandrie”).
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La Bible d’Alexandrie:

Volumes parus:
Jan Joosten, Eberhard Bons, Stephan Kessler, Les Douze Prophètes, Osée,
vol. 23, 1, avec une introduction de Takamitsu Muraoka, Editions du Cerf,
Paris, 2002.

Françoise Vinel, L’Ecclésiaste, vol. 18, Editions du Cerf, Paris, 2002.

Autres publications:

Bons, Eberhard. “Le vocabulaire de la servitude dans la Septante du livre de
Ruth,” Journal for the Study of Judaism in the Persian, Hellenistic and Roman
Period 33/2, 2002 pp. 153–163.

Dogniez, Cécile. (1) “Übersetzungen des Alten Testaments ins Griechische,”
Religion in Geschichte und Gegenwart (RGG4), Handwörterbuch für Theo-
logie und Religionswissenschaft, herausgegeben von H. D. Betz, S. Brown-
ing, B. Janowski, E. Jüngel, Mohr Siebeck, Tübingen, 1998, col. 1487–91.
(2) “Les dires de Jonas au bord de l’abîme: Jonas 2,5 selon les LXX: le
doute ou la foi?” Nier les dieux, nier Dieu, Études réunies par G. Dorival et
D. Pralon. Actes du colloque organisé par le Centre Paul-Albert Février
(UMR 6125) à la Maison Méditerranéenne des Sciences de l’Homme les 1er
et 2 avril 1999, Aix-en-Provence, Publications de l’Université de Provence,
2002, p. 185–97. (3) “The Greek Renderings of  Hebrew Idiomatic Expres-
sions and Their Treatment in the Septuagint Lexica,” in Journal of North-
west Semitic Languages 28/1, 2002, p. 1–17. (4) “Les noms de fête dans le
Pentateuque grec” à paraître dans les Actes du XI Congrès de l’IOSCS, Bâle
2001. (5) “Oiseaux et convulsions en Deut–LXX 32, 24a: quelques re-
marques à propos d’une interprétation de la figure des démons,” à paraître
dans le volume d’hommage offert au professeur Takamitsu Muraoka, dans la
collection Orientalia Lovaniensia Analecta, Peeters Press, Louvain. (6) “Ag-
gée et ses suppléments (TM et LXX) ou le développement littéraire d’un
livre biblique,” à paraître dans les Actes du Colloque sur “L’apport de la
Septante aux études sur l’Antiquité” organisé par Jan Joosten à l’Université
Marc-Bloch de Strasbourg, novembre 2002.

Dorival, Gilles, et Pralon, Didier. Nier les dieux, nier Dieu, Actes du col-
loque organisé par le Centre Paul-Albert Février (UMR 6125) à la Maison
Méditerranéenne des Sciences de l’Homme les 1er et 2 avril 1999, Aix-en-
Provence, Publications de l’Université de Provence, 2002, 420p.
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Dorival, Gilles. (1) David, Jésus et la reine Esther. Recherches sur le
psaume 21(TM22), Leuven, 2002, 401 p. (2) “Un gruppo giudeocristiano mi-
sconosciuto: gli ebrei,” dans G. Filoramo, C. Gianotto (éd.), Verus Israel.
Nuove prospettive sul giudeocristianesimo. Atti del Colloquio di Torino (45
novembre 1999), Brescia 2001, p. 190–219. (3) “Le regard d’Origène sur les
judéo-chrétiens,” dans S. Mimouni (éd.), Le judéochristianisme dans tous ses
états, Paris, 2001, p. 257–288. (4) “L’argument de la réussite historique du
christianisme,” dans B. Pouderon, Y.-M. Duval (éd.), L’Historiographie de
l’église des premiers siècles. Actes du colloque de Tours sur l’historiographie
chrétienne (11–13 septembre 2000), Paris, 2001, p. 37–56. (5) “Le sacrifice
dans la traduction grecque de la Septante,” Annali di Storia dell’Esegesi 18,
2001, p. 61–79. (6) “La Bible d’Alexandrie” et “Le Pentateuque d’Alexan-
drie,” dans le site http://ccat.sas.upenn.edu/ioscs/. (7) “La fixation du Canon
de la Bible. Entre Jérusalem et Alexandrie,” dans L. Giard, C. Jacob (éd.), Des
Alexandries I. Du livre au texte, Paris, 2001, p. 115–134. (8) “Exégèse juive
et exégèse chrétienne,” dans W. Geerlings, C. Schulze (éd.), Der Kommen-
tar in Antike und Mittelalter. Beiträge zu seiner Erforschung, Leiden, 2002,
p. 131–50. (9) “Origène et ses disciples,” dans G. Filoramo (éd.), Maestro et
discepolo. Temi e problemi della direzione spirituale tra VI secolo a.C. e VII
secolo d.C., Brescia, 2002, p. 159–79. (10) “Septante et texte massorétique.
Le cas des psaumes,” dans A. Lemaire (éd.), Basel Congres Volume, Vetus
Testamentum Supplements 92, Leiden, 2002, p. 139–61. (11) “Origène,”
dans R. Goulet (éd.), Dictionnaire des Philosophes antiques (sous presse).
(12) “Kairos et logos d’après les commentateurs anciens de la Bible, Juifs et
chrétiens,” dans A. Tordesillas, Actes du colloque «Kairos et Logos» d’Aix-
en-Provence d’octobre 1994 (sous presse). (13) “L’originalité de la Bible
grecque des Septante en matière de sacrifice,” Actes de la table ronde «Sacri-
fice animal et offrande végétale dans les sociétés de la Méditerranée anci-
enne» (Paris, juin 2001), Bibliothèque de l’École des Hautes Études, Sciences
religieuses, Paris, Brepols (sous presse). (14) “L’apport des Pères de l’Église
à la question de la clôture du Canon de l’Ancien Testament,” dans J.-M. Au-
wers and H. J. de Jonge (éd.), The Biblical Canons, Louvain, 2002, p. 81–110
(sous presse). (15) “La Bible d’Origène,” dans L. Perrone (éd.), Origeniana
octava (sous presse), p. 49–53. (16) “La mise en pages des chaînes exégé-
tiques,” dans http://irht.cnrs-orleans.fr (en cours d’installation). (17) “La no-
tion de charisme prophétique,” à paraître dans les Actes du colloque Comment
naît une religion. Le charisme prophétique comme facteur d’innovation
(Plaisance, 1–3 novembre 2001) (sous presse). (18) “Un seul ou deux jeunes
hommes riches?” dans B. Lourié (éd.), Mélanges Annie Jaubert, Cristianskii
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Bostok III (IX), 2001, p. 694–705, Moscou (sous presse). (19) “The Origins of
the Pentateuchal Septuagint,” Mehqarey Morashtenu (Israel) (sous presse).

Harl, Marguerite. (1) “La place de la Septante dans les études bibliques,” Es-
prit et Vie, 65, septembre 2002, Paris, Cerf, p. 3–13. (2) “L’aventure d’une
traduction,” interview, Biblia n° 8, Paris, Cerf, 2002, p. 40–42. (3) “L’Europe
et les Pères. Vingt ans d’études patristiques dans le monde,” Actes du col-
loque du 8 septembre 2001 à l’Institut Catholique de Paris, Connaissance des
Pères de l’Eglise, n° 85, 2002, Conclusions, p. 119–25. (4) “L’exclusion des
négateurs de Dieu dans la Bible,” in Nier les dieux, nier Dieu, Études réunies
par G. Dorival et D. Pralon, Actes du colloque organisé par le Centre Paul-
Albert Février (UMR 6125) à la Maison Méditerranéenne des Sciences de
l’Homme les 1er et 2 avril 1999, Aix-en-Provence, Publications de l’Univer-
sité de Provence, 2002, p. 119–27. (5) Les religions et leurs livres: « La Bible
en version grecque », Interview dans Actualité des Religions, Hors série n° 7,
Sept. 2002, p. 26–27.

Joosten, Jan. “Lire la Bible en traduction: Une perspective historique,” Foi &
Vie 101 (2002), 3–11.

Le Moigne, Philippe. “Esquisse de poétique de la Septante,” à paraître dans
les Actes du Colloque sur “L’apport de la Septante aux études sur l’Anti-
quité” organisé par Jan Joosten à l’Université Marc-Bloch de Strasbourg,
novembre 2002.

Munnich, Olivier. (1) “Le roi impie dans le livre de Daniel,” Nier les dieux,
nier Dieu, Études réunies par G. Dorival et D. Pralon, Actes du colloque
organisé par le Centre Paul-Albert Février (UMR 6125) à la Maison Mé-
diterranéenne des Sciences de l’Homme les 1er et 2 avril 1999, Aix-en-
Provence, Publications de l’Université de Provence, 2002, p. 199–210. (2) “Le
caractère secondaire du cadrage dynastique dans le livre de Daniel,” à paraître
dans les Actes du Colloque sur “L’apport de la Septante aux études sur l’An-
tiquité” organisé par Jan Joosten à l’Université Marc-Bloch de Strasbourg,
novembre 2002.

Serandour, Arnaud. (1) “Dieux et négation de Dieu. Le cadre institution-
nel du livre de Jérémie. Notes de lecture sur le prologue (Jr 1–2),” Nier les
dieux, nier Dieu. Études réunies par G. Dorival et D. Pralon, Actes du
colloque organisé par le Centre Paul-Albert Février (UMR 6125) à la Mai-
son Méditerranéenne des Sciences de l’Homme les 1er et 2 avril 1999, Aix-
en-Provence, Publications de l’Université de Provence, 2002, pp. 129–45.
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(2) “Jr 33, 14–26 TM: Contribution pour dater la forme longue (TM) du livre
de Jérémie,” A. Chehwan and A. Kassis, eds., Études bibliques et Proche-
Orient ancien: Mélanges offerts au Rvd. Père Paul Feghali, Bouar-Kesserwan
(Lebanon), 2002.

Thèses soutenues:

Cavalier, Claudine. Le livre grec d’Esther, novembre 2002, sous la direction
de G. Dorival, Université d’Aix-en-Provence.

Hauspie, Katrin. La version de la Septante d’Ézéchiel: traduction annotée
d’Ez 1–24 et étude du grec d’Ézéchiel par une sélection de particularités lex-
icales et grammaticales, décembre 2002, sous la direction de W. Clarysse,
Faculteit Letteren, Departement Klassieke Studies, K.U. Leuven.

Le Moigne, Philippe. Le Livre d’Esaïe dans la Septante: ecdotique, stylis-
tique, linguistique, 572 pages et 43 pages d’indices, janvier 2001, Université
de Paris IV Sorbonne, sous la direction d’O. Munnich.

Leonas, Alexis. A l’épreuve du sacré. Recherches sur les traducteurs et les
lecteurs de la Septante, mars 2002, Université de Paris IV Sorbonne, sous la
direction de M. Alexandre.

Thèses en préparation:

Bouet, Florence. Les Cantiques des degrés de la Bible grecque des Septante
(Ps 119–133); traduction et annotation, sous la direction de G. Dorival, Uni-
versité d’Aix-en-Provence.

Mangin, Dominique. Recherches sur la Septante de Job, sous la direction de
G. Dorival, Université d’Aix-en-Provence.

Septuagint Studies (outside of  France)

Cox, Claude. (1) ed., with Robert J. V. Hiebert and Peter J. Gentry, The Old
Greek Psalter. Studies in Honour of Albert Pietersma. Journal for the Study
of  the Old Testament, Supplement Series 332. Sheffield: Sheffield Academic
Press 2001. Contribution: “Schaper’s Eschatology Meets Kraus’s Theology
of  the Psalms,” pp. 289–311. (2) “The ‘Songs of  Zion’ in Armenian,” in The
Armenians in Jerusalem and the Holy Land, Michael E. Stone, Roberta R. Er-
vine, Nira Stone, eds. Hebrew University Armenian Studies 4. Leuven:
Peeters, 2002. Pp. 33–59. (3) rev. [short]: Dictionary of Judaism in the Bibli-
cal Period, 450 b.c.e. to 600 c.e. Jacob Neusner, Editor in Chief; William
Scott Green, editor. Peabody, Mass.: Hendrickson, 1999. RestQ 43 (2001)
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302–3. (4) rev: Marguerite Harl, Cécile Dogniez, Laurece Brottier, Michel
Casevitz, and Pierre Sandevoir (eds. and trans.), Les Douze Prophètes: Joël,
Abdiou, Jonas, Naoum, Ambakoum, Sophonie (La Bible d’Alexandrie 12.4–9;
Paris: Editions du Cerf, 1999). CBQ, 63 (2001) 111–12. (5) rev. [short]: Jo-
seph W. Trigg, Origen. The Early Church Fathers. London and New York:
Routledge, 1998. RestQ 42 (2000) 255–56.

De Troyer, Kristin. (1) Did Joshua Have a Crystal Ball? The Old Greek and
the MT of  Joshua 10:15, 17 and 23, in Shalom M. Paul, Robert A. Kraft,
Lawrence H. Schiffman, and Weston W. Fields (eds.) with the assistance of
Eva Ben-David, Emanuel: Studies in Hebrew Bible, Septuagint and Dead Sea
Scrolls in Honour of Emanuel Tov, Leiden: Brill, pp. 571–89. (2) 4Q550 in
the Context of  the Darius Traditions. The Need for Integration of  Different
Tools, in J. Cook (ed.). Bible and Computer. The Stellenbosch AIBI-6 Confer-
ence, Proceedings of Association Internationale Bible et Informatique, “From
Alpha to Byte.” University of Stellenbosch, 17–21 July, 2000, Leiden: Brill,
pp. 573–81. (3) The Letter of  the King and the Letter of  Mordecai. An Analy-
sis of  MT and LXX 8.9–13 and AT 7.33–38, in Textus 21 (2002) 175–207.
(4) Zerubabbel and Ezra: A Revived and Revised Solomon and Josiah? A Sur-
vey of  Current 1 Esdras Research, in Currents of Biblical Research 1/1 (2002)
30–61. (5) Fifty Years of  Qumran Research: A Different Approach, in RSR 28
(2002/2) 115–22. (6) With Joshua in Göttingen, in Folio. The Newsletter of the
Ancient Biblical Manuscript Center, Fall 2002, p. 3, 7–8. (7) Forthcoming
(2003): With Rosario Pintaudi, Joshua (Papyri from the Schøyen Collection,
I), Oslo (forthcoming). (8) Rewriting the Sacred Text. What the Old Greek
Texts Tell Us about the Literary Growth of the Bible, Atlanta: Society of  Bib-
lical Literature / Leiden: Brill (in preparation; publication date: November
2003). (9) Ester (Belichting van een bijbelboek), ’s Hertogenbosch: KBS
(forthcoming; publication date: May 2003). (10) With Armin Lange, Beate
Ego, and Hermann Lichtenberger, Biblia Qumranica. Fasc. Dodeka-
propheton, Leiden: Brill (in preparation). (11) With Judith A. Herbert, Judith
Ann Johnson, and Anne-Marie Korte (eds.), Wholly Woman, Holy Blood. A
Feminist Critique of Purity and Impurity (Studies in Antiquity and Christian-
ity), Harrisburg, Pa.: Trinity Press International (forthcoming; publication
date: March 2003). (12) With Christine Helmer (eds.), and the assistance of
Katie Goetz, Truth: Interdisciplinary Dialogues in a Pluralistic Age (Studies
in Philosophical Theology), Louvain: Peeters (forthcoming; publication date:
November 2003). (13) Der lukianische Text. Mit einen Beitrag über der soge-
nannten lukianische Text des Estherbuches, in S. Kreuzer (ed.), title not yet
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known (BWANT), Stuttgart: Kohlhammer (forthcoming). (14) Reconstructing
the Old Greek of  Joshua, in: W. Kraus and G. Wooden (eds.), The Septuagint
in Ancient Judaism and Early Christianity (SCS). Atlanta: SBL (forthcom-
ing). (15) “And God was created . . .”: On Translating Hebrew into Greek
(forthcoming), in K. Feyaerts (ed.), Meaning, Metaphor and Religion: Cog-
nitive Semantics and the Bible, Edinburgh: Lang (forthcoming). (16) Blood:
a Threat to Holiness or towards Another Holiness? in Kristin De Troyer, Judith
A. Herbert, Judith Ann Johson, and Anne-Marie Korte (eds.), Wholly Woman,
Holy Blood. A Feminist Critique of Purity and Impurity (Studies in Antiq-
uity and Christianity), Harrisburg, Pa.: Trinity Press International (forth-
coming; publication date: May 2003). (17) Esther in Text- and Literary-
Critical Paradise, in L. Greenspoon and S. White Crawford (eds.). Esther
through the Ages. Proceedings of the Esther 2000 conference (JSOTSS).
Sheffield (forthcoming).

Fernández Marcos, Natalio. (1) A Greek-Hebrew Index of the Antiochene
Text in the Historical Books (with M.-V. Spottorno, advanced). (2) Rhetori-
cal Expansions of  Biblical Traditions in the Hellenistic Period, JNSL (2002).
(3) The Other Septuagint: From the Letter of  Aristeas to the Letter of  Jere-
miah, OTE (2002). (4) The Septuagint on Spanish Ground, to be published by
S. Kreuzer with the Proceedings of  the Fachtagung of  the Project for the Sep-
tuagint Translation into German. (5) Text History of  the Bible: The Historical
Books (Judges), to appear in 3e cycle sur l’histoire du texte de l’Ancien Testa-
ment, ed. A. Schenker (Geneva: Labor et Fides). (6) Hero and Victim: Samson
in the Septuagint, to appear in L’apport de la Septante aux études de l’Anti-
quité, ed. Jan Joosten (Geneva: Labor et Fides). (7) On Double Readings,
Pseudo-Variants and Ghost-Names in the Historical Books, to appear in
Emanuel: Studies in Hebrew Bible, Septuagint and Dead Sea Scrolls in Ho-
nour of Emanuel Tov (Leiden: Brill). (8) Theodoret’s Philological Remarks on
the Language of  the Septuagint, to appear in Ton Hilhorst Festschrift (Leiden:
Brill). (9) Review of  Nina L. Collins, The Library in Alexandria and the Bible
in Greek, VTSup 82, Leiden: Brill 2000, in JSJ 33/1 (2002) 97–101.

Fincke, Andrew. (1) I am collating Fernández Marcos and Busto Saiz, El
texto Antioqueno de la biblia griega: I 1–2 Samuel for The Samuel Scroll
from Qumran: 4QSama, Brill 2001, corrected and expanded version with
translation and transcriptions into Hebrew computer letters of  all the resto-
rations. All the apparatus is corrected on the basis of  FM-BS compared with
Brooke-McLean’s critical edition and Taylor’s edition of  the Lucianic text
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of  1 Samuel, based on B-M. Both Taylor’s book and FM-BS came out in
1989; B-M in 1927.

Hauspie, Katrin. (1) Leuven, 19 December 2002: Doctoral dissertation for the
degree Doctor in de Taal- en Letterkunde: Latijn en Grieks: La version de la
Septante d’Ézéchiel: traduction annotée d’Ez 1–24 et étude du grec d’Ézéchiel
par une sélection de particularités lexicales et grammaticales. Promotor: Prof.
Dr. W. Clarysse (Faculteit Letteren, Departement Klassieke Studies, K.U. Leu-
ven). Co-promotor: Prof. Dr. J. Lust (Faculteit Godgeleerdheid, K.U. Leuven)
Members of  jury: Prof. Dr. J. Joosten (Faculté de Théologie Protestante, Stras-
bourg), Dr. C. Dogniez (Sorbonne IV, Paris), Prof. Dr. A. Wouters (Faculteit
Letteren, Departement Klassieke Studies, K.U. Leuven). (2) Contribution of
Semantic Flexibility to Septuagint Greek Lexicography, in K. Feyaerts (ed.),
The Bible through Metaphor and Translation. A Cognitive Semantic Perspec-
tive, Bern: Peter Lang, 2002, pp. 221–40.

Hiebert, Robert J. V. (1) Articles: “The Hermeneutics of  Translation in the
Septuagint of  Genesis,” in Glenn Wooden and Wolfgang Kraus, eds., Proceed-
ings of an International Conference on the Septuagint in Ancient Judaism and
Early Christianity, at Bangor Theological Seminary, September 8–11, 2002
(SBLSCS; Atlanta: Society of  Biblical Literature / Leiden: Brill [forthcom-
ing]). (2) “The Place of  the Syriac Versions in the Textual History of  the
Psalter,” in Peter W. Flint and Patrick D. Miller, eds., The Book of Psalms:
Composition and Reception: The Formation and Interpretation of Old Testa-
ment Literature, Supplements to Vetus Testamentum; Leiden: Brill, (in press).
(3) Reviews: Invitation to the Septuagint, by Karen H. Jobes and Moisés Silva
(Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2000) in Bulletin for Biblical Research
[forthcoming]. (4) The IVP Bible Background Commentary: Old Testament,
by John H. Walton, Victor H. Matthews, and Mark W. Chavalas (Downers
Grove: InterVarsity Press, 2000) in Bulletin for Biblical Research (in press).
(5) Micah, by Francis I. Andersen and David Noel Freedman (Anchor Bible,
24E; New York: Doubleday, 2000) in Bulletin for Biblical Research (in press).

Johnson, Timothy. (1) “Implied Antecedents in Job XL 2B and Proverbs III
6A,” in Vetus Testamentum 52/2.

Knoppers, Gary. (1) I Chronicles. Anchor Bible 12; New York: Doubleday
(forthcoming) (2) Editor (with M. P. Graham and S. L. McKenzie), The
Chronicler as Theologian (JSOTSup; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press,
forthcoming). (3) Editor (with A. Hirsch) Egypt, Israel, and the Ancient Med-
iterranean World: Festschrift Donald B. Redford (Probleme der Ägyptologie;
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Leiden: Brill). (4) “Introduction” to and Notes on 1 and 2 Chronicles for The
New Oxford Annotated Bible (New York: Oxford University Press, 2001)
576–670. (5) “Sources, Revisions, and Editions: The Lists of  Jerusalem’s
Residents in MT and LXX Nehemiah 11 and I Chronicles 9,” Textus 20 (2000)
141–68. (6) “Rethinking the Relationship between Deuteronomy and the
Deuteronomistic History: The Case of  Kings,” Catholic Biblical Quarterly 63
(2001) 393–415. (7) “The Davidic Genealogy in Chronicles: Some Contex-
tual Considerations from the Ancient Mediterranean World,” Transeuphra-
tène 22 (2001) 35–50. (8) “Intermarriage, Social Complexity, and Ethnic
Diversity in the Genealogy of  Judah,” Journal of Biblical Literature 120
(2001) 15–30. (9) “ ‘Great among His Brothers’, but Who is He? Heterogene-
ity in the Composition of  Judah,” The Journal of Hebrew Scriptures, 3/4
(2000) http://www.purl.org/jhs (10) “An Achaemenid Authorization of  the
Torah in Yehud?” Persia and Torah: The Theory of Imperial Authorization of
the Pentateuch, ed. James W. Watts (SBL Symposium Series; Atlanta: Society
of  Biblical Literature, 2001) 115–34.

Lee, John A. L. A History of New Testament Lexicography (Peter Lang,
forthcoming 2003).

Lim, Timothy H. (1) with Hector MacQueen and Calum Carmichael (eds.),
On Scrolls, Artifacts, and Intellectual Property (Sheffield: Sheffield Aca-
demic Press, 2001). (2) Pesharim (Sheffield Academic Press/Continuum,
2002). (3) “Biblical Quotations in the Pesharim and the Text of  the Bible—
Methodological Considerations,” in The Bible as Book: The Hebrew Bible and
the Judaean Desert Discoveries, eds. E. Herbert and Emanuel Tov (London:
The British Library, 2002), pp. 71–79. (4) “Authorized English translation of
the Hebrew Original of  ‘the Judgment’ (on the MMT case) by Justice Dalia
Dorner” in On Scrolls, Artifacts and Intellectual Property, eds. Timothy H.
Lim, Hector L. MacQueen, and Calum M. Carmichael (Sheffield: Sheffield
Academic Press, 2001), pp. 26–62. (5) “An Alleged Reference to the Tri-
partite Division of  the Hebrew Bible,” Revue de Qumran 77 (2001) 23–37.
(6) “Studying the Qumran Scrolls and Paul in Their Historical Context,” in
James R. Davila (ed.), The Dead Sea Scrolls as Background to Postbiblical
Judaism and Early Christianity (Leiden: Brill, 2002), pp. 135–56. (7) “Intel-
lectual Property and the Dead Sea Scrolls,” Dead Sea Discoveries 9/2 (2002)
187–98. (8) “The Legal Nature of  PYadin 19 and Galatians 3:15,” in When Ju-
daism and Christianity Began: Essays in Memory of Anthony J. Saldarini,
eds. Daniel J. Harrington, Alan J. Avery-Peck, and Jacob Neusner (Leiden:
Brill, forthcoming 2003).
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Mclay, Tim. Book: (1) The Use of the Septuagint in New Testament Re-
search. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2003 (in press). Article: (2) Beyond Textual
Criticism: The Use of  the Septuagint in NT Research. JNSL 28 (2002) 72–88.

Muraoka, Takamitsu. (1) A Greek-English Lexicon of the Septuagint, Chiefly
of the Pentateuch and the Twelve Prophets. Leuven: Peeters, 2002. Pp. xxxii
+ 613. Next phase started. Finished Isaiah, now working on Jeremiah.

Olley, John. (1) “Paragraphing in the Greek text of  Ezekiel in P967: With
particular reference to the Cologne Portion,” in Studies in Scriptural Unit Di-
vision, eds. M. Korpel and J. Oesch (Pericope 3: Assen: Van Gorcum, 2002),
pp. 202–25. (2) “ ‘You are Light of  the World’: A Missiological Focus for the
Sermon on the Mount in Matthew,” Mission Studies (accepted for publication,
2003). (3) “2 Chr. xxvi 22: Isaiah ben Amoz or Isshiah the Prophet?” Vetus
Testamentum [accepted for publication as a Short Note; on the peculiarities
of  the LXX of  the verse]. (4) “Trajectories in Paragraphing of  the Book of
Ezekiel,” ed. M. Korpel and J. Oesch (Pericope 4; Assen: Van Gorcum,
2003). (5) Research continuing on the LXX of  Ezekiel.

Passoni Dell’Acqua, Anna. (1) Gli editti di liberazione nella letteratura giu-
daico-ellenistica: intento storico ed apologetico, in Atti del XV Convegno In-
ternazionale dell’Associazione Italiana per lo Studio del Giudaismo, Gabicce
Mare 3–5/9/2001, «Materia Giudaica» 7 (2002), 55–65. (2) Biblica in Papyris
2000, «Papyrologica Lupiensia» 10 (2001), 283–92. (3) I LXX nella Biblioteca
di Alessandria [in margine a N. Collins, The Library in Alexandria and the
Bible in Greek, Leiden 2000], «Adamantius» 8 (2002), 114–26. (4) Upon
Philo’s Biblical Text and the Septuagint, in F. Calabi (a cura di), Italian Studies
in Philo of Alexandria, Leiden: Brill, 2003, 29–64 (in press). (5) «Ma io li
guarirò!» La versione dei LXX di Is. 6, «Annali di Scienze Religiose» 7 (2002)
(in press, 16 pp.). (6) Yafet nelle tende di Sem: gli Ebrei e il greco della Bibbia,
in Atti del XVI Convegno Internazionale dell’Associazione Italiana per lo Stu-
dio del Giudaismo “Le lingue parlate dagli Ebrei: tradizioni e metodologie,”
Gabicce mare 2 ottobre 2002, «Materia giudaica» 8 (2003) (in press, 9 pp.).
(7) Alessandria e la Torah, paper read during the XXXVII Settimana Biblica
“Torah e Kerygma: dinamiche della tradizione nella Bibbia,” Roma 9–13/9/
2002 (the Proceedings will be published in «Ricerche storico-bibliche»)
(35 pp.). (8) La prière de Manassé: une fantaisie linguistique pour chanter la
Misèricorde de Dieu, paper read at the Colloque du Groupe de Recherches sur
la Septante de Strasbourg, “L’importance de la Septante dans le Judaïsme,
dans le Christianisme ancien et dans le monde antique,” Strasbourg 8–9/11/
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2002 (the Proceedings will be published by Labor et Fides, Geneva) (28 pp.).
(9) Reviews: A. Schenker, Septante et Texte Massorétique dans l’histoire la
plus ancienne du texte de 1Rois 2–14, Paris 2000, «Rivista biblica» 50 (2002),
227–31. (10) G. Hölbl, A History of the Ptolemaic Empire, London, 2001,
«Adamantius» 6 (2002), 227–31. (11) Work in progress: Biblica in Papyris
2001, «Papyrologica Lupiensia» 11 (2002). Il cantico di Deborah dai campi di
battaglia alla sinigoga: problemi di traduzione di un antico brano biblico, pa-
per for the V Giornata di studio sui LXX, Milan, Università Cattolica 7/5/2003
(cripta Aula Magna). (12) reworking of  The Liberation Decree of Addition E
in Esther LXX (paper read at the 2001 SBL International Meeting, Rome 8–12/
7/2001.

Pietersma, Albert. (1) “Exegesis and Liturgy in the Superscriptions of  the
Greek Psalter,” Proceedings of the Xth Congress of the International Organi-
zation for Septuagint and Cognate Studies, Oslo, July–August, 1998. Bernard
A. Taylor (ed.). SBL 2001, pp. 99–138. (2) “A New English Translation of  the
Septuagint (NETS)” (Panel on Modern Translations of  the Bible), Proceed-
ings of the Xth Congress of the International Organization for Septuagint and
Cognate Studies, Oslo, July–August, 1998. Bernard A. Taylor (ed.). SBL
2001, pp. 217–28. (3) “The Place of  Origin of  the Old Greek Psalter,” FS Paul
E. Dion: The World of the Aramaeans, I. P. M. Michele Daviau, John W.
Wevers, and Michael Weigle (eds.). Sheffield Academic Press, 2001, pp. 252–
74. (4) “A Proposed Commentary of  the Septuagint,” Helsinki Perspectives on
the Translation Technique of the Septuagint. Raija Sollamo and Seppo Sipilä
(eds.). The Finnish Exegetical Society in Helsinki / Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht,
2001, pp. 167–84. (Re Psalm 1). (5) “A New Paradigm for Addressing Old
Questions: The Relevance of  the Interlinear Model for the Study of  the Sep-
tuagint,” Bible and Computer (The Stellenbosch AIBI Conference. Proceed-
ings of the Association Internationale Bible et Informatique “From Alpha to
Byte.” University of Stellenbosch, 17–21 July, 2000.) Johann Cook (ed.).
Brill, 2002, pp. 337–64.

Rösel, Martin. (1) Adonaj—Warum Gott “Herr” genannt wird, FAT 29, Tü-
bingen 2000. (2) Die Septuaginta und der Kult. Interpretationen und Aktua-
lisierungen im Buch Numeri, in: Chr. Uehlinger and Y. Goldman (eds.), La
double transmission du texte biblique (Hommage à A. Schenker), OBO 179,
2001, 25–40. (3) Die Psalmüberschriften des Septuagintapsalters, in: E. Zen-
ger (ed.), Der Septuaginta-Psalter. Sprachliche und theologische Aspekte
(Herders Biblische Studien 32) 2001, 125–48. (4) Die Septuaginta-Version
des Josuabuches, in H. J. Fabry, and U. Offerhaus (eds.), Im Brennpunkt: Die
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Septuaginta. Studien zur Entstehung und Bedeutung der Griechischen Bibel,
BWANT 153, 2001, 197–212. (5) The Septuagint-Version of  the Book of
Joshua, Scandinavian Journal for the OT 16, 2002, 5–23.

Spottorno, Maria Victoria. (1) (coord.): Reseña Bíblica: Historia del texto
bíblico, n° 31, otoño 2001, Editorial Verbo Divino. (2) «El texto del Nuevo
Testamento» Reseña Bíblica 31 (2001) 25–34. (3) «Las versiones antiguas de
la Biblia» Reseña Bíblica 31 (2001) 43–51, 65. (4) «Lexical Variants in the
Greek Text of  Reigns and Chronicles» B. A. Taylor (ed.), X Congress of the
International Organization for Septuagint and Cognate Studies. Oslo, 1998.
SCSS 51. Atlanta: SBL, 2001, 63–80.

Torallas Tovar, Sofía. (1) «Sleep in Philo of  Alexandria», Sleep, Notting-
ham Classical Studies 8 (2002) forthcoming: 49–59. (2) «Egyptian Loan
words in Septuaginta and the papyri», Proceedings of the 23rd International
Congress of Papyrology, Vienna, (forthcoming 2003).

Wagner, J. Ross. (1) Book: Heralds of the Good News: Paul and Isaiah “In
Concert” in the Letter to the Romans. Novum Testamentum Supplements
101. Leiden: Brill, 2002. (2) Work in progress: Volume on Isaiah for the Brill
Septuagint Commentary Series.

Williams, P. J. (1) Monograph. Studies in the Syntax of the Peshitta of
1 Kings (Monographs of  the Peshitta Institute, Leiden, 12; Leiden: Brill,
2001). (2) Articles. “Bread and the Peshitta in Matthew 16:11–12 and 12:4,”
Novum Testamentum 48 (2001) 331–33. (3) “Some Problems in Determining
the Vorlage of  Early Syriac Versions of  the NT,” New Testament Studies 47
(2001) 537–43. (4) “The Difference between the Roots ml† and pl†,” Zeit-
schrift für die alttestamentliche Wissenschaft 114 (2002) 438–42. (5) Work
awaiting publication: Monograph on the use of  the Old Syriac and Peshitta
versions for textual criticisim of  the Gospels (Forthcoming in Texts and Stud-
ies, 3d series: University of  Birmingham Press).

Wright, Benjamin G. (1) “The Jewish Scriptures in Greek: The Septuagint in
the Context of  Ancient Translation Activity.” In Frederick W. Knobloch, ed.,
Biblical Translation in Context. Studies and Texts in Jewish History and Cul-
ture 10. Bethesda: University Press of  Maryland, 2002, 3–18. (2) “ ‘Who Has
Been Tested by Gold and Found Perfect?’ Ben Sira’s Discourse of  Riches and
Poverty.” With Claudia V. Camp. Henoch 23 (2001) 153–74.

Youngblood, Kevin J. I am working on a dissertation on the translation tech-
nique of  the Greek Lamentations in which I conduct a comprehensive, sys-
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tematic analysis of  the translator’s approach to both the lexical and structural
aspects of  rendering his Hebrew parent text into Greek. The results of  the
analysis should clarify OG Lamentations’ place in the transmission history of
the Septuagint. The project is under the supervision of  Peter J. Gentry for
completion of  the Ph.D. in Old Testament Language and Literature at the
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary in Louisville, Ky.
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�
In Memoriam Ilmari Soisalon-Soininen

The grand old man of  Finnish Septuagint studies, Professor Ilmari Soisalon-
Soininen, died in Helsinki on 5th October, 2002, at the age of  85. He was born
in Helsinki on 4th June, 1917.

A shadow was cast over his childhood by the stormy period of  disputes and
discord preceding the Finnish declaration of  independence in 1917. During
these tumultuous days his grandfather, Eliel Johnsson, later raised to the no-
bility as Soisalon-Soininen, held a prominent position as a civil servant in the
Finnish Senate, then as procurator in the years 1901–5. He supported a policy
of  compliance with Russia, but this kind of  patriotism was not readily under-
stood by his countrymen at a time of  fervent nationalism and fierce opposition
toward Russia. This led to his being murdered in 1905. Following this inci-
dent the grandfather was no longer mentioned in the family. It was only in the
1980s and 1990s that Ilmari Soisalon-Soininen became reconciled to his
family’s past. He carefully studied the historical documents and his grand-
father’s correspondence and diaries and finally came to understand his grand-
father’s policy of  compliance, which was not at all shameful. It was typical of
Soisalon-Soininen that he wanted to go to the roots and sources and form his
own opinion. His forebears had for several generations been learned, well-
educated men and women.

Soisalon-Soininen began his university education in the Faculty of  Theol-
ogy of  the University of  Helsinki, but the Winter War (1939–40) and the Con-
tinuation War (1941–44) made it difficult for him to concentrate on his
studies. As it was, he took his first degree in the Faculty of  Theology in 1942
and was ordained as a military chaplain.

Something happened to Ilmari Soisalon-Soininen that has happened to
many theologians: the ancient languages, Hebrew and Greek, captured his in-
terest while he was studying in the Faculty. So he decided to study classics and
Semitic languages, even while at the front. In autumn 1945, he obtained his
Master’s degree in the Faculty of  Arts. He took his Master’s degree in the-
ology in 1948 and obtained the licentiate degree the same year.
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When it was time to find a suitable theme for a doctoral thesis, his search
led him to the Septuagint. The title of  his doctoral thesis was Die Textformen
der Septuaginta-Übersetzung des Richterbuches. His supervisor and examiner
was Professor Gillis Gerleman of  Lund. The academic disputation took
place in Helsinki in 1951. His second book also dealt with translation tech-
nique: Der Character der asterisierten Zusätze in der Septuaginta (1959).

In the 1950s Soisalon-Soininen established a career in marriage counsel-
ling in the Lutheran parishes of  Helsinki and also taught religion and psychol-
ogy in two gymnasiums in Helsinki. He himself  was married and had three
children. It was in the 1960s that he commenced his university career, at the
lowest possible level, as a temporary assistant. But he managed to win a schol-
arship from the Academy of  Finland as a senior researcher during 1962–64.
He was then appointed Associate Professor of  Biblical Exegesis at the Univer-
sity of  Helsinki. In 1967 he was appointed Ordinary Professor of  Old Testa-
ment Exegesis. He remained in this post until his retirement in 1984. Even in
his later years he was an eager contributor to the new Finnish translation of  the
Bible. He served as a member and vice-chairman of  the translation committee.
His competence can be admired in the fine Finnish translations of  such books
as Proverbs and Job.

At the beginning of  the 1960s, Soisalon-Soininen made his scholarly break-
through with the publication of  Die Infinitive in der Septuaginta (1965). He
was interested in the work and working methods of  the Greek translators of
the Old Testament and developed a methodology for the study of  the Septua-
gint as a translation in comparison with the Hebrew Vorlage. This has become
a characteristic of  the “Helsinki School,” which now consists of  his students
over two generations, namely Raija Sollamo, Anneli Aejmelaeus, Seppo Sip-
ilä, and Anssi Voitila. His field of  study has often been called translation tech-
nique(s), and properly so, if  we define translation technique as the human,
intellectual process which produced the Greek translation. It does not mean a
technique in the sense that the translators adopted a precise methodology or
clear-cut rules for their work. Their methodology, their usual ways of  translat-
ing, or their “techniques” can be detected only by comparing the final result
of  their work with the Hebrew Vorlage. For Soisalon-Soininen it was impor-
tant to find out how the different translators translated the same Hebrew ex-
pression or the same syntactical structure. The point of  departure was always
the Hebrew parent text. On the other hand, he emphasized the importance of
considering the Koiné background in order to enable one to evaluate whether
a rendering was good Koiné Greek and what effect normal Greek practice and
idiom had on different translators.
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In the 1970s Soisalon-Soininen began a major project for studying the
translation technique of  the Greek Pentateuch. The corpus that was gathered
then formed a solid basis for many later studies of  the “Helsinki school.” He
continued his Septuagint studies in a number of  articles, the majority of  which
are included in the jubilee volume Studien zur Septuaginta-Syntax: Zu seinem
70. Geburtstag am 4. Juni 1987, edited by Anneli Aejmelaeus and Raija Sol-
lamo (AASF B 237).

Soisalon-Soininen also published a number of  articles and textbooks in the
broader field of  Old Testament studies. Of  these I mention The Original Text
of the Old Testament (only in Finnish: Vanhan testamentin alkuteksti, 1953), a
study of  the stories of  the patriarchs under the title From Abraham to Joseph
(only in Finnish: Aabrahamista Joosefiin, 1965), and The History of Israel
(only in Finnish: Israelin kansan historia, 1969).

Soisalon-Soininen was a member of  the Finnish Academy of  Sciences
(1972) and chairperson of  the Finnish Exegetical Society from 1972 to 1980.
He was made an honorary member of  the same society in 1980. He was
awarded an honorary doctorate by the Faculty of  Arts of  the University of
Helsinki in 1990.

It was typical of  him as a scholar that he was very international in out-
look, severely critical, and extremely quality oriented. Only the best was
good enough for him. He took good care of  his students. His strong per-
sonality was characterized by a warm religious spirit, a capacity for heart-
felt laughter, and the manners of  a gentleman. He is survived by his wife,
Marjatta Soisalon-Soininen.

Raija Sollamo

University of Helsinki

[Ed.: Professor Sollamo has written a longer article on Soisalon-Soininen
and “The Origins of  LXX Studies in Finland”: SJOT 10 (1996) 159–68.]
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Wevers, John William. Notes on the Greek Text of Numbers. Society of Bibli-
cal Literature Septuagint and Cognate Studies 46. Atlanta: Scholars Press,
1998. Pp. xlviii + 653. ISBN 0-7885-0504-1.

For modern scholars of  the Septuagint, the name John William Wevers
(Emeritus Professor of  Near Eastern Studies, University of  Toronto) is syn-
onymous with the Greek Pentateuch. He has produced critical editions of  all
five books in the Göttingen series (Genesis 1974, Deuteronomy 1977, Num-
bers 1982, Leviticus 1986, Exodus 1991), which alone would be a lifetime’s
work for most scholars. Yet Wevers has been more productive still, by supple-
menting the edition of  each Pentateuchal book with two different types of
monograph: a textual history (Genesis, 1974, Exodus 1992, Leviticus 1986,
Numbers 1982, Deuteronomy 1978); and a volume of  critical notes (Genesis
1993, Exodus 1990, Leviticus 1997, Numbers 1998, Deuteronomy 1995). As
with others in this later series, the present volume is intended to be read in
conjunction with the critical edition.

The purpose of  the Notes series is to provide commentaries on Wevers’s
critical editions of  the Greek Pentateuch, in this case Numbers. The volume
opens with a helpful Introductory Statement (pp. ix–xlviii) that features the
character of  the Greek translation of  Numbers, the character of  the present vol-
ume (“my Notes . . . are not primarily intended for the professional,” p. xxv),
and an extensive list of  sigla. Following the Notes themselves (see below), the
volume ends with an appendix that lists some 35 proposed changes in the criti-
cal Göttingen text of  Greek Numbers (pp. 608–9), three grammatical indices
(Greek words and phrases, Hebrew words and phrases, grammatical and tex-
tual terms, pp. 610–45), and a general index (pp. 646–53). Like its four com-
panions, this volume contains no bibliography; Wevers never intended the
series to present the state of  the question, but rather to assist serious students
in their comparison of  the MT and LXX (p. xli).

The main body of  the work is the Notes. In these 607 pages, Wevers com-
ments on virtually every verse in Greek Numbers. Unlike the more technical
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textual history series (see above), which is addressed to the Greek textual spe-
cialist, the commentary is informative and accessible to scholars and students
who are not expert in Septuagint studies but have a fair knowledge of  Greek
and some Hebrew. Scholars who seek greater detail are at times referred by
Wevers to the more specialized companion volume on textual history (for ex-
ample, p. xl). On several occasions, he pays due respect to an earlier pioneer,
Zacharias Frankel, whose landmark analysis of  Greek Numbers as a transla-
tion of  the Hebrew text was published in the mid–nineteenth century (Über
den Einfluss der palästinischen Exegesis auf der alexandrinische Hermeneu-
tik, Leipzig, 1851; Frankel’s treatment of  Numbers is on pp. 167–200).

Wevers’s approach and underlying suppositions are especially evident in
his Introductory Statement. He regards Septuagint Numbers, indeed the entire
Pentateuch, as “the product of  Alexandrian translators” (p. ix), but admits that
this view is “hard put to the test” for Numbers. On the translator’s work and
competence, Wevers judges Numbers to be “by far the weakest volume in the
Greek Pentateuch” (p. ix), and more than once characterizes the translator as
careless (for example, pp. x, xii). Nevertheless, he believes that the volume as
a whole “shows a mind at work, making judgments at times quite astute in its
approach to the task of  translating holy writ” (p. xv), as opposed to Frankel’s
less positive view of  the translator as inconsistent and rather haphazard.

Wevers provides several definitions and helpful clarifications of  the termi-
nology that he uses in this monograph. He employs the term tradition, for ex-
ample, “throughout to represent the development of  the original LXX, the
autographon, from its original form as reconstructed for the critical text up to
its form (or forms) in the fifteenth century” (p. xxxvii). Several features that
appear in the notes are summarized in a helpful manner. Two examples: the
translator’s obvious prejudice against Balaam (p. xxix); and through chap. 23
in Greek Numbers, all except two instances of  hwhy become “God” (p. xxix).

Two weaknesses may be observed. On a more minor level, several typing
errors are evident, unfortunately sometimes in the citation of  Greek and He-
brew words. Other errors are of  no great import, but can give rise to confusion
on the part of  the reader (the sigla, for example, begin on p. xliii, not on p. xxx
as given in the Table of  Contents). On a more substantial level, the Introduc-
tory Statement, as well as the Notes, make it clear that Wevers almost invari-
ably chooses readings found in the consonantal Masoretic Text over variant
readings (compare p. xl). His aversion to the concept of  a different Vorlage,
even where such evidence is present in the Dead Sea Scrolls, the notes in BHS,
or commentaries on Numbers, will be troubling to many readers.
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Notes on the Greek Text of Numbers is a major contribution to our under-
standing of  the book of  Numbers in the Septuagint. It is really a commentary
in its own right, and is essential reading for scholar and student alike who seek
to understand better the text and message of  the fourth book of  the Greek Pen-
tateuch. Although the volume is not primarily intended for experts in Septua-
gint and Greek studies, these scholars, too, will find this an invaluable
resource and a gold mine of  rich and nuanced information.

Peter W. Flint

Trinity Western University, British Columbia
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Response to James Barr’s Review of  
Invitation to the Septuagint

In 2000, Karen H. Jobes and Moisés Silva published Invitation to the Septuagint
(Grand Rapids: Baker) (see our review in BIOSCS 34). James Barr wrote a lengthy
review of  the book, which first appeared on the Review of Biblical Literature website
(http://www.bookreviews.org/) on 10/22/02. Professors Jobes and Silva have re-
quested this opportunity to reply to Barr’s review. The reply is printed here with the
permission of  the editors of  Review of Biblical Literature.

We are pleased that Professor Barr has given so much—and such careful—
attention to our book. We are moreover very appreciative of  the generous re-
marks, as well as constructive suggestions, found at various points in the re-
view. It is also the case, however, that his assessment gives an inaccurate
picture of  the book, and readers may find a brief  response helpful.

Barr’s critique focuses almost exclusively on the use of  the LXX for the
textual criticism of  the Hebrew Bible. While it is quite appropriate for a re-
viewer to select for special attention an important issue, such as this one cer-
tainly is, it is also fair to point out that the book was never intended as a
manual for the textual criticism of  the Hebrew Bible—a topic to which we de-
vote one chapter out of  fourteen (and even if  we include scattered statements
elsewhere, it is doubtful that more than fifty pages out of  over three hundred
address this issue). Our primary concern is rather to help readers understand
the Greek versions in their own right. Insofar as the review does not clearly set
our treatment of  the MT within the context of  that larger (and logically prior)
aim, it runs the risk of  giving a false impression not only about the book as a
whole but also about what it really says regarding the value of  the LXX for the
Hebrew text.

In particular, Barr’s overarching evaluation that the book shows an “appar-
ent negativity towards the LXX” (concluding section of  the review) is very
surprising to the authors and is not borne out by the facts. It is certainly a false
evaluation if  one thinks of  the book in general, but even when one keeps in
mind that Barr has in view the text-critical use of  the LXX (and only that, we
assume), it must still be said that the evidence does not support him. For ex-
ample, out of  twelve specific passages discussed by him, he actually agrees
with our judgment in a majority of  them. Indeed, only with regard to four of
the variants (Gen 4:8; 1 Kgs 2:5; Isa 53:7, 8) does he find that we have rejected
the LXX reading without sufficiently valid reason; moreover, it is only in the
case of  the two variants in Isaiah (in a passage where the Greek translator has
indisputably made several mistakes) that we express any confidence about the
inferiority of  the LXX. Barr himself  elsewhere (s6) acknowledges that at sev-
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eral points we make positive statements about the text-critical value of  the
LXX, and in fact there are more of  these in the book than the three he men-
tions. For example, “The primary source [for variants] consists of  the ancient
versions, and inasmuch as the LXX was the only translation of  the whole Bible
produced prior to the standardization of  the pre-Masoretic text, it takes on
unique importance” (Invitation, 148, emphasis added). Elsewhere (p. 152) we
explicitly distance ourselves from “scholars who abandon the readings of  the
MT in favor of  an LXX variant only as a matter of  last recourse”; we add that
“such an approach cannot be easily defended, and it is likely to lead us astray.”
Several other statements could be adduced.

In the light of  these and various other facts, one wonders what would have
led Barr to assess the book as he did and to say that we have an “extremely
strong preference for the MT” (s16). A possible answer arises from reading
his comments on “Inspiration” (a topic to which he devotes a whole separate
section, even though we mention it only in passing in a footnote). Knowing
that the authors regard themselves as evangelicals (though the book nowhere
says anything about that), and apparently assuming that there is a standard
evangelical position on “the centrality and authority of  the MT for Christian-
ity,” Barr proceeds to attribute this position to us. His comments, however,
misrepresent our view of  the role of  the MT in textual criticism. In truth, if  any
such considerations had been at play in the book, they would have run in pre-
cisely the opposite direction. While we recognize that the MT, being the only
extant text of  the entire Hebrew Bible, enjoys a privileged standing in some
respects, it is our firm conviction that, in the attempt to make text-critical
decisions, no preference should be given to any surviving textual tradition on
theological or religious grounds. We do believe (along with many other schol-
ars with differing traditions) that, for most books of  the Bible, the textual form
preserved in the MT is generally more reliable than that found in competing
witnesses, but this is a conclusion we reach strictly on the basis of  widely
accepted text-critical criteria.

Among a number of  Barr’s specific criticisms, at least a few should be
addressed.

1. According to him (s7), the book “has one serious misstatement,”
namely, our comment that the Qumran scroll A of  Isaiah contains “essentially
the same Hebrew text as found in Codex Leningradensis” (p. 177). He be-
lieves that “the authors must surely mean the B scroll of  Isaiah.” Actually, we
do mean the A scroll, and the fact that he thinks we have made a mistake may
be a clue to where are our real differences lie. While it is of  course true that
the A scroll contains many important variants (a few of  which are reflected in
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the LXX), the point at issue is whether this scroll—once we set aside obvious
errors by the scribe of  that document, as well as orthographic/morphological
variations that do not affect the sense—gives evidence of  an underlying con-
sonantal text that is essentially different from the MT. Most assuredly not. The
language we use in the comment quoted above is commonplace in the litera-
ture. For example, E. Würthwein (The Text of the Old Testament, 2d ed.
[Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1995], 33) says that the scroll “essentially sup-
ports” the MT; S. Talmon (in ASTI 1 [1962]: 62), though arguing that this
manuscript should be given greater weight than some scholars do, speaks of
the “basic identity between MT” and the scroll; J. Hoegenhaven (in JSOT 28
[1984]: 19) uses the phrase “fundamental agreement.”

2. Particularly misguided, in our view, is Barr’s strong—indeed, drastic—
rejection of  the principle lectio difficilior potior (s11 of  the review). This sec-
tion is frankly one of  the most disappointing in the review, primarily because
it shows great insensitivity to the way some of  our best textual critics have
both articulated and applied the principle. For example, Barr comments: “In
the LXX . . . there are hundreds of  readings which, if  they were taken seri-
ously, would be difficult or impossible and would therefore, by the principle
of  difficulty, be superior to Vaticanus and to MT itself.” But who has ever ar-
gued that “impossible” readings are preferable? Moreover, Barr here ignores
the extremely important qualification that the canon in question has in view
readings that are superficially, not intrinsically, difficult. Barr adds that while
there might be some place for this principle in monolingual textual compari-
sons, the situation is different in the case of  a translation. But this distinction
is patently invalid. A variant based on LXX evidence is worth considering
only if  we can offer a credible “retroversion” into Hebrew, but once we have
done that, the comparison becomes monolingual: we need to decide between
the Hebrew reading of  the MT and the Hebrew reading of  the text underlying
the LXX. It should be added that Barr’s comments in this section are quite in-
consistent with his own perceptive discussion in Comparative Philology and
the Text of the Old Testament (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1968), 266–
68 (e.g., “Where it is a matter . . . of  obscure words in normal contexts [i.e., in
contrast to technical architectural passages, etc.] and of  strange meanings for
common words, there was a strong tendency towards the levelling of  the vo-
cabulary and the interpretation of  that which was rare as if  it was that which
was more normal” [p. 268]; this fine statement undercuts Barr’s argument
against the MT at Gen 4:8 in s5 of  his review).

3. In s13, where Barr faults us for placing “remarkable confidence in the
standard editions,” he characterizes our position as “stressing that the right
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word must be there somewhere in the LXX tradition.” Both here and in the
following section, he seems to imply that we say nothing about the need for
conjectural emendations. Our true position (which Barr himself  quotes) is
that, given the numerous surviving LXX witnesses (in contrast to most Greek
and Latin works), it is “likely that the original reading in any one problem pas-
sage has indeed survived somewhere” (p. 136 of  our book). How our word
“likely” metamorphosed into “must” is unclear, particularly when we imme-
diately add, “But ‘likely’ is not the same as ‘certain.’ ” Moreover, we go on in
that paragraph to commend Ziegler’s conjecture at Isa 53:2. And on p. 225 we
adopt an old conjecture at Isa 53:11 not mentioned by Ziegler.

4. In the fourth paragraph of  s9 of  his review, Barr quotes our statement:
“We should have good reason to believe that the presumed Hebrew/Aramaic
reading truly existed in a manuscript and not only in the mind of  the translator
(whether by a mistake or by a conscious emendation)” (p. 153 of  our book;
Barr leaves out the parenthetical clause, which gives some indication of  where
one might look for the evidence). Barr goes so far as to call this principle
“nonsense” because “there is no way of  knowing that a reading existed in a
manuscript unless we have the actual manuscript.” But we mean no more and
no less than the inevitable kind of  judgment that every scholar must make—
as indeed Barr himself  makes in the fourth paragraph of  s5, where he ex-
presses great assurance (“It is to my mind clear”) that the verb in Amos 9:12
“was written as in MT but was read [by the Gk. translator] as with a D and not
a Y.”

As for Barr’s other (and milder) criticisms, some of  them are certainly
worth discussing—and we are genuinely grateful for the stimulus they pro-
vide—but we do not find them persuasive. In any case, we encourage read-
ers to consult our book directly before forming their own opinion regarding
our views.

Karen H. Jobes and Moisés Silva
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vjn—OFIS
Genesis 3 und Jesaja 27,1 

auch im Lichte von I Kön. 22,19–23. 
Hi. 1,6–12; 2,1–7 und Sach. 3,1–2

Ein Beitrag zur Erforschung der Sprache und der Theologie des Alten 
Testaments aus der Sicht des Masoretischen Textes und der Septuaginta*

(Zusammenfassung)

Evangelia G. Dafni

�
Athen / Göttingen

Diese Studie wurde im Wintersemester 1997/98 von der Theologischen
Fakultät der Nationalen und Kapodistria-Universität Athen als Doktorarbeit
angenommen. Es handelt sich um eine traditions- und theologiegeschichtliche
Untersuchung des Verhältnisses von Jesaja 27,1 zu Genesis 3 unter besonderer
Berücksichtigung der Septuaginta.

I.

Die Stellungnahme des Alten Testaments zum allgemein menschlichen
Problem des Bösen durch Genesis 3 ist einzigartig. Dieses Kapitel ist auch
wegen der Rolle, die eine Schlange (vjn—oßfiÍ) einnimmt, einmalig. Erst im
deuterokanonischen Buch Weisheit Salomos (2,24) wird die betreffende
Schlange klar und deutlich mit Satan als einem persönlichen Wesen identifi-
ziert. So fragt man sich nun, wie die Weisheit Salomos zu dieser Identifi-
zierung gekommen ist.

* Titel des Originals: vjn—OFIS. GenevsewÍ 3 kaµ ÔHsai?ou 27,1 uÒpo; to; fΩÍ kaµ tΩn Au Ba-
sil. 22,19–23. ∆I∫b 1,6–12· 2,1–7 kaµ Zac. 3,1–2. Sumbolh; e√Í th;n eßreunan thÅÍ Gl∫sshÍ
kaµ thÅÍ QeologÇaÍ thÅÍ PalaiaÅÍ DiaqhvkhÍ ejx ejpovyewÍ MaswritikouÅ Keimevnou kaµ
MetafravsewÍ tøn ÔEbdomhvkonta, ∆AqhÅnai 1997 / Göttingen 2000 (ISBN 3–930333–91–0).
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In Jes. 27,1 wird andererseits die endzeitliche Heimsuchung von “Levia-
than, der flüchtigen Schlange und Leviathan, der gewundenen Schlange, dem
Drachen, der im Meer ist” durch JHWH (MT) bzw. durch das heilige Schwert
Gottes (LXX) geschildert. Die Eigenart der betreffenden Jesajastelle besteht
darin, daß der dort gebrauchte Wortlaut, insbesondere der zusammengesetzte
Name µyb rva ˆynthAta . . . ˆwtlq[ vjn ˆtywl jrb vjn ˆtywl direkt vom
Ugaritischen (KTU2 1.3 III 41–42 ; 1.5 I 1–3 parall. 27–29: tnn . . . ltn. btn.
brh . . . btn. ºqltn) übernommen worden ist. Das Bestreben, den Namen
möglichst buchstabengetreu wiederzugeben, kann man bei Aquila (Leuiavvqan
oßfiÍ moclovÍ. Leuiavqan oßfiÍ ejneskir(r)wmevnoÍ, khÅtoÍ to; ejn t¬Å qalavss¬), Sym-
machus (Leuiavqan oßfiÍ sugkleÇwn, Leuiavqan oßfiÍ skoliovÍ . . . dravkwn oJ ejn t¬Å
qalavss¬) und Theodotion (dravkwn oßfiÍ √scurovÍ, dravkwn oßfiÍ skoliovÍ . . .
dravkwn oJ ejn t¬Å qalavss¬) feststellen. Eine abweichende Auffassung sowie in-
haltliche Erwägung des Namens seitens des Übersetzers findet ihren Nieder-
schlag in der LXX: dravkwn oßfiÍ feuvgwn dravkwn oßfiÍ skoliovÍ. Der hier
festgelegte Namenstypus ist im Neuen Testament u.zw. in Off. 12,9; 20,3 (to;n
dravkonta to;n mevgan, to;n oßfin to;n ajrca∂on, to;n kalouvmenon Diavbolon kaµ to;n
SatanaÅ) wiederzuerkennen, wo ebenfalls das endzeitliche Gericht über den
Bösen, der dabei als Drache (s. Jes. 27,1 u.a.), Schlange (s. Gen. 3) und Satan
(s. Hi. 1–2; Sach. 3) bezeichnet wird, angekündigt wird.

Mit Jes. 27,1 verbindet sich also ein dreifaches Problem bezogen auf  seine
außer- und innerbiblische Vorgeschichte, sowie auf  seine alt-, zwischen- und
neutestamentliche Nachgeschichte, welches bisher eher vernachlässigt
wurde. Das Hauptaugenmerk meiner Untersuchung richtet sich vornehmlich
auf  das Alte Testament. Die außerbiblische Vorgeschichte (d.h. ugaritische
Paralleltexte) sowie seine Nachgeschichte (insbesondere Septuaginta, deute-
rokanonische Schriften, Targum und Neues Testament) werden berücksich-
tigt, soweit sie für einzelne Fragen der Untersuchung von Relevanz sind.

Die Leitfragen lauten: Wie sieht Jes. 27,1 in den ugaritischen Parallelen
aus? Wie ist es nach der Aufnahme in den Masoretischen Text und in die
Denkart des Übersetzers des Jesajabuches modifiziert worden? Die Beant-
wortung dieser Fragen setzt aber eine andere wichtige Klärung voraus. In
welcher Weise haben weitere schon im Alten Testament vorhandene Tradi-
tionen auf  Jes. 27,1 eingewirkt? Welche theologischen Konsequenzen sind
daraus zu ziehen?

Es ist die These dieser Studie, daß die Schlange in Jes. 27,1 mit jener in
Gen. 3 als identisch anzusehen ist und den Bösen als persönliches Wesen
symbolisiert. Diese Auffassung ist zwar für das Selbstbewußtsein der Alten
Kirche gegeben, sie wird aber sowohl von der älteren als auch von der
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jüngeren historisch-kritischen Forschung des Alten Testaments in Frage ge-
stellt. Andere sprechen entweder von Personifikation des Prinzips des Bösen,
oder von Personifikation göttlicher Handlungen in bezug auf  die Bestrafung
des abtrünnigen Volkes oder bloß vom Zustand des Bösen im Menschen, an-
dere aber von unpersönlichen Mächten bzw. Chaosmächten. Allein schon
diese Tatsache wirft eine weitere wichtige Frage auf: Wie komme ich nun zu
dieser Identifizierung? Gibt es Anhaltspunkte im Alten Testament, die sie
rechtfertigen? Somit wird aber zugleich das Problem der “Geschichte der
inneralttestamentlichen Auslegung von Gen. 3” angesprochen, der offensicht-
lich Jes. 27,1 angehört.

II.

Zur Erhellung der alttestamentlichen Vorgeschichte von Jes. 27,1 werden
im ersten Teil meiner Arbeit folgende Traditionen vorgezogen: a) Gen. 3,1–
5.13–15 (vjn—¢OfiÍ), b) I Kön. 22,19–23 (rqv jwr—PneuÅma YeudevÍ), c) Hi.
1–2 und Sach. 3 (ˆfc—Satavn / DiavboloÍ).

Die einzelnen methodischen Schritte, die den Verlauf  der vergleichenden
Untersuchung des Masoretischen Textes und der LXX bestimmen, entspre-
chen ihrem doppelten exegetischen (traditions- und theologiegeschichtlichen)
Interesse.

Nach einer tiefgreifenden semantischen und pragmatischen Orien-
tierung über den hebräischen Wortschatz und die griechischen Äquiva-
lente, die die LXX und die anderen altgriechischen Übersetzungen des
Alten Testaments bieten, wird der Versuch unternommen, die formalen und
inhaltlichen Berührungen dieser Texteinheiten zueinander kritisch darzu-
stellen, um dann Brücken für den Vergleich von Jes. 27,1 und Gen. 3
schlagen zu können.

Um einen Überblick zu gewinnen, führe ich hier die m.E. wichtigsten Ge-
meinsamkeiten und Unterschiede der genannten Einheiten an:

1. Die Termini vjnh—oJ ¢OfiÍ, jwrh—to; PneuÅma, ˆfch—oJ Satavn / Diav-
boloÍ, die charakteristischerweise determiniert auftauchen, um ein bestimm-
tes Subjekt zu bezeichnen, welches eine ebenso bestimmte Aufgabe zu
erfüllen hat, sind in Aussagen eingebettet, die zwar klar und deutlich abgrenz-
bar sind, sie stehen aber zugleich in enger wechselseitiger Beziehung zu
ihrem literarischen und logischen Zusammenhang.

2. Bei allen diesen Fällen begegnen uns drei charakteristische Größen:
Gott, der einzelne Mensch und ein böses persönliches Wesen, jeweils unter
einem der oben erwähnten Namen.
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3. Gemeinsame Basis und Voraussetzung ist, daß dieses böse Wesen sich
zwischen Gott und den einzelnen Menschen stellt und versucht, ihr Verhältnis
zueinander zu zerstören.

4. Eine sekundäre Rolle nehmen die himmlischen Diener Gottes ein. In
Gen. 3,24 werden als solche die Cheruben und das flammende Schwert er-
wähnt, die den Weg zum Baum des Lebens zu hüten haben. In I Kön. 22,19
und Hi. 1,6; 2,1 erscheint das Himmelsheer und die Gottessöhne (MT) bzw.
die Engel (LXX). Sach. 3,1–2 unterscheidet sich von den anderen Fällen
darin, daß der Engel Gottes eine bestimmte, untergeordnete Rolle einnimmt.
Die Anwesenheit der himmlischen Gottesdiener erfüllt m.E. die Funktion, das
böse Wesen von Gott und seinen Dienern deutlich zu unterscheiden und es
von diesen abzugrenzen.

5. Die Begegnung Gottes mit dem einzelnen Menschen und dem bösen
Wesen wird in direkter oder indirekter Weise zeitlich und räumlich bestimmt.

(a) Bei Gen. 3,1–5.13–15 handelt es sich um ein urzeitliches Geschehen,
welches im Garden Eden stattfindet, und setzt die urzeitliche enge persönliche
Beziehung zwischen Gott und dem Menschen voraus. Es wird dabei ange-
deutet, daß es sich am ehesten um einen Zustand handelt.

(b) Bei I Kön. 22,19c–23 handelt es sich eigentlich um ein himmlisches
Geschehen, welches das irdische entscheidend beeinträchtigt. Denn es bezieht
sich auf  bestimmte geschichtliche Personen (Ahab und die Pseudopropheten)
und Ereignisse (Krieg gegen Syrien), die in einem bestimmten Raum und in
einer bestimmten Zeit leben und geschehen. Die Umstände werden in I Kön.
22,1–19b.24–40 ausführlich beschrieben.

(c) Zwischen Urgeschichte und Vorgeschichte bzw. Patriarchenerzählun-
gen (Westermann) steht Hi. 1,6–12; 2,1–7. Diese Texteinheit sowie die han-
delnden Personen haben ein eigentümliches Verhältnis zu den geschichtlichen
Voraussetzungen. Im Hinblick auf  die Zeit wird charakteristisch die Bestim-
mung µwyh gebraucht. Den räumlichen Rahmen bilden entweder der Himmel
oder die Erde.

(d) Sach. 3,1–2 spielt sich anscheinend im Himmel ab. Sein nachdrück-
licher eschatologischer Charakter zeigt sich darin, daß hier die Strafe und Ver-
nichtung des Bösen als unmittelbar bevorstehend angekündigt wird.

6. Alle Fälle tragen mit ihren einzelnen Elementen zur Skizzierung des
Bösen und seiner Natur bei und führen zur Feststellung und Bestimmung
seiner Eigenschaften und seines quertreiberischen Handelns.

7. I Kön. 22,19–23 verbindet sich mit Gen. 3,1–5.13–15 nicht nur, weil in
beiden Fällen ähnliche Merkmale dem bösen Wesen zugeschrieben werden,
der Schlange die Intelligenz bzw. die List, dem Geist die Verlogenheit, sondern
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vor allem wegen der Lüge. In Gen. 3,1–5.13–15 geht die Schlange von der
Wahrheit des göttlichen Gebots aus und verdreht sie in der Folge durch ihre
Lüge. In I Kön. 22,19–23 erscheint der Lügengeist als die Wahrheit im Munde
der Pseudopropheten und deutet an, daß die Lüge die eigentliche Wahrheit ist.

8. Der Mensch wird vom Bösen versucht hinsichtlich (a) des Gehorchens,
(b) der Geduld und des Langmutes, (c) des Unterscheidens zwischen wahrem
und falschem Wort Gottes im Munde der Propheten und (d) des Glaubens an
das göttliche Wort, das aus dem Mund des wahren Propheten gesprochen wird.

9. Das Ziel des indirekten oder direkten Angriffs des Bösen auf  den Men-
schen ist dessen Auflehnung gegen Gott. Die Formen des Angriffs, die der
Böse anwendet, sind unterschiedlich.

10. In zwei Fällen wird göttliches Strafurteil gegen den Bösen ausge-
sprochen; in den beiden anderen ist dies nicht deutlich, d.h. es kann nicht von
vornherein ausgeschlossen werden. In Gen. 3,14f. scheint die Strafe auf
dieses Dasein bezogen zu sein. In Sach. 3 aber ist es ein auf  ein zukünftiges
Dasein bezogenes Ereignis und dieses verbindet sich offensichtlich mit dem
in Jes. 27,1 angekündigten Gericht gegen die Schlange.

III.

Im zweiten Teil wird dabei versucht, das sprachliche und ideologische Ver-
hältnis von Jes. 27,1 zu seinem ugaritischen Hintergrund und zu den viel-
fältigen alttestamentlichen Drachen-Traditionen zu erklären u.zw. im Lichte
der im ersten Teil untersuchten Fälle. Besondere Aufmerksamkeit verdient
hier die Frage, welches Verhältnis zwischen Jes. 27,1 und den Einheiten be-
steht, die auf  die Hoffart und die Bestrafung der heidnischen Könige bezogen
sind, nämlich Jes. 10,(5–11).12–16; 14,(3)4–11.12–21. Ez. 28,1–10.11–19;
29,1–7(8–9); 31,1–18; 32,1–10. Es wird dabei gezeigt, daß diese Einheiten
auch durch MT-Jes 27,1 in direkte Verbindung mit Gen. 3 gesetzt werden.

Jes. 27,1 nimmt aus dem Ugaritischen auf: (a) die Namen tnn . . . ltn. btn.
brh. . . . btn. ºqltn, um daraus Bezeichnungen des Bösen zu machen, und (b)
die Ätiologie der Strafe nach dem weit verbreiteten jus talionis. Zugleich
aber trägt es in sich alttestamentliches Erbe aus früheren Zeiten, welches
nun in Verbindung zu den eschatologisch-apokalyptischen Vorstellungen
gesetzt wird. Dieses Erbe wird vor allem mit den Beinamen der Schlange
versinnbildlicht.

Im Hinblick auf  den Ugaritischen Hintergrund von Jes. 27,1 wird folgendes
festgestellt: (i) Wenn das zu beschreibende Wesen im Vordergrund der Er-
zählung stehen muß, dann wird im Ugaritischen der Eigenname den einzelnen
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Eigenschaften vorangestellt. So haben wir: ltn. btn. br˙ . . . btn. ºqltn. sly†.
d. sbºt. r™sm vgl. tnn . . . btn. ºqltn. sly†. d. sbºt. r™sm. Gemäß dieser syntakti-
schen Gleichsetzung ist ltn (Lôtan) als identisch mit tnn (Tunnanu) anzuse-
hen. (ii) Die umgekehrte Reihenfolge tritt auf  im Fall von mdd. ¡lm. ™rs (=der
geliebte der Götter, ™rs) und ºgl. ¡l. ºtk (=der Stier Els, ºtk); bt. ¡l. ¡st (=die
Tochter Els, ¡st). Es handelt sich hier m.E. nicht um Beinamen Yams, sondern
um Namen von verschiedenen Wesen, die als Yams Helfer beim Kampf gegen
Baal und Anath dargestellt werden. In diesem Fall ist die Rolle von Tunnanu
d.i. Lôtan mit jener von Kingu, dem Anführer der theriomorphen Helfer von
Tiamat im babylonischen Epos Enuma Elis gleichzusetzen. So mag Lôtan
ebenfalls der Anführer des Heeres von Yam sein.

Merklich verschiebt sich in MT-Jes. 27,1 der Fokus theologischer Betrach-
tungsweise vom Yam als Gegner Baals auf  Lôtan bzw. Leviathan als wider-
göttliches Wesen.

Die Auffassung, daß die drei Bezeichungen von Leviathan in Jes. 27,1 als
Symbole von widergöttlichen Weltherrschern stehen, wird vom Targum ver-
treten. Die LXX hingegen sieht darin drei Bezeichnungen eines einzigen We-
sens, welches sie mit der Schlange nach Gen. 3 identifiziert und als den Bösen
betrachtet.

Bei der Auslegung von Jes. 27,1 wird naturgemäß auf  die sprachlichen Be-
sonderheiten der Septuaginta Rücksicht genommen. Es handelt sich dabei
nicht um syntaktisch oder semantisch bedingte Abänderungen der Vorlage,
sondern um eindeutige Nachinterpretationen. Dies läßt sich an folgenden
Fällen zeigen:

1. Die Erklärung des ugaritischen Adjektivs br˙ in der Bedeutung feuvgwn
(=“fliehend”, “flüchtig”) ist für ein viel weiteres Gebiet interessant als nur für
den Vergleich der ugaritischen Sprache mit der hebräischen. Denn die Bedeu-
tung feuvgwn ist von der Septuaginta durch die Vermittlung des Klassisch-
Arabischen in die heutige ugaritische Lexikographie übergegangen. Doch
synchrones und älteres Vergleichsmaterial bedarf  der weiteren Untersuchung.

Es ist anzunehmen, daß das ugaritische Adjektiv brª eher wie die im Mit-
telbabylonischen belegten Personennamen Barihtu4, Ina-Isin-barhat, sowie
z.B. die im Neuassyrischen bzw. Spätbabylonischen zusammengesetzten
theophoren Namen dNabû-bar-hu-ilani, dSîn-bar-hi-samê u.a. zu verstehen ist,
d.h. in der Bedeutung “leuchtend”, “strahlend”, welche synekdochisch auf  die
Vorstellung eines gerühmten Anführers bzw. eines Königs zurückführt. Diese
Bedeutung scheint bei den Hiob- und Psalmen-Belegen auch in der Septua-
ginta erhalten geblieben zu sein, nicht aber bei dem Übersetzer des Jesaja–
buches, der sie m.E. bewußt verschweigt.
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Es ist aber nicht nur das Adjektiv selbst, das eine Bedeutsamkeit besitzt.
Von großer Wichtigkeit sind auch die Zusammenhänge, auf  die es hinweist
bzw. in die es uns hineinführt.

(a) Die LXX-Wiedergabe von jrb durch feuvgwn setzt das Bild der Ver-
folgung und des Entfliehens der Frevler in der eschatologischen Vision von
Amos [9,1–4(5–7)] voraus. Dort ist im MT von vjn die Rede, in der LXX
hingegen von dravkwn. Dieser erscheint als von Gott beauftragter Verfolger
der Frevler, die hoffnungslos ihre letzte Zuflucht in der Tiefe des Meeres
suchen werden.

(b) Die LXX-Wiedergabe der Termini vjn (Am. 9,3), ˆynt (Jes. 27,1) und
ˆtywl [Ps. 103(104),26b] durch dravkwn ist nicht als eine Übersetzungsverein-
fachung, sondern als eine Interpretation der drei Namen anzusehen, die nicht
drei verschiedene Wesen bezeichnen, sondern ein und dasselbe: den Bösen, ein
Geschöpf  Gottes, das an den betreffenden Stellen als Verfolger (Am. 9,3) und
Verfolgter u.zw. bis zu seiner totalen Vernichtung dargestellt wird (Jes. 27,1).

2. Die gängigen Wörterbücher der hebräischen Sprache schlagen folgende
Bedeutungen von ˆtywl vor: (a) “Leviathan” (Eigenname) und (b) “Krokodil”
(einfaches Substantiv). Seine Ableitung aus dem Verb hwl I (=begleiten, sich
verbinden), worauf  auch hywl (=Kranz) und ywl (=Levi, Priester) zurück-
geführt werden, deutet darauf  hin, daß in der Gestalt von ˆtywl königliche und
priesterliche Gewalt zusammenfließen. Als Gegenbild von ˆtywl dürfte
qdxyklm—Melcisedevk [Gen. 14,18. Ps. 109(110),4] angesehen werden, der
aber geistliche und politische Würde in seiner Person vereinigt. Be-
merkenswert ist hierbei, daß nicht die Grammatik, sondern die mit den einzel-
nen sprachlichen Elementen verbundenen Assoziationen die Bedeutung
dieser beiden seltenen Wortbildungen des Hebräischen bestimmen.

3. Seinem Charakter gemäß drückt das Hebräische die ideologische und
theologische Zusammengehörigkeit von einzelnen Größen im allgemeinen
auch dadurch aus, daß es zusammengesetzte Namen mit derselben oder ver-
gleichbaren syntaktischen Bildung gebraucht. Die Aneinanderreihung ist
keineswegs eine willkürliche, sondern findet, wie wir gesehen haben, nach
einer vorgeprägten Ordnung statt. Als Beispiele seien hier folgende angeführt:

Jes. 14,12 rjvAˆb llyh oJ eJwsfovroÍ oJ prwµ a˚natevllwn
Ez. 29,3 µyrxmA˚lm h[rp Fara∫,

lwdgh µynth to;n dravkonta to;n mevgan
wyray ˚wtb ≈brh to;n ejgkaqhvmenon ejn mevså potamΩn au˚touÅ
rma rva to;n levgonta
yray yl ∆EmoÇ e√sin o¥ potamoÇ,
.yntyc[ ynaw kaµ ejgø ejpoÇhsa au˚touvÍ.
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Q-Dan. 7,7 œhrÇon tevtarton fobero;n kaµ eßkqambon kaµ √scuro;n perissΩÍ.
LXX-Dan. 7,7 œhrÇon tevtarton foberovn, kaµ oJ fovboÍ au˚touÅ uÒperfevrwn √scuvi.

Dem folgt eine sehr ausführliche Beschreibung (z.B. LXX-Dan. 7,7f):
“eßcon ojdovntaÍ sidhroo;Í megavlouÍ, ejsqÇon kaµ kopanÇzon, kuvklå to∂Í posµ
katapatouÅn, diafovrwÍ cr∫menon para; pavnta ta; pro; au˚touÅ qhrÇa: ei®ce de;
kevrata devka, kaµ boulaµ pollaµ ejn to∂Í kevrasin au˚touÅ. Kaµ trÇa tΩn keravtwn
tΩn pr∫twn ejxhravnqhsan di∆ au˚touÅ: kaµ √dou; ojfqalmoµ w§sper ojfœalmoµ
a˚nœr∫pinoi ejn tåÅ kevrati touvtå kaµ stovma lalouÅn megavla, kaµ ejpoÇei povlemon
pro;Í tou;Í aÒgÇouÍ”. Diese ausführliche Beschreibung ist für die jüngeren Texte
des Alten Testaments sehr charakteristisch. In Jes. 27,1 werden mit dem zu-
sammengesetzten Namen kurz und sehr prägnant mehrere frühere Traditionen
zusammengefaßt und neu interpretiert.

Aus den Varianten und Abwandlungen des Namenstypus ist die Erkenntnis
der Wandelbarkeit des Themas “des Bösen” im Alten Testament zu schließen.
Daraus zeigt sich, daß das Nachdenken über “den Bösen” und “die Bösen”
immer präsent ist.

IV.

Wenn auch zu einer umfassenden traditions- und theologiekritischen Ana-
lyse die soeben angeführten Beobachtungen nicht einmal für das Gebiet der
Septuaginta- Forschung ausreichen, so erlaubt doch ihre Zusammenfassung in
einem Überblick einige Einsichten in den Entwicklungsgang dieses immer
noch umstrittenen Problems des Bösen nach dem Alten Testament.

Von den älteren Texten ausgehend sind folgende Darstellungsweisen des
Bösen festzustellen: (a) die zoomorphe (Gen. 3: vjn—¢OfiÍ), (b) die amor-
phe bzw. geistige (I Kön. 22: rqvAjwr—PneuÅma YeudevÍ. Hi. 1–2, Sach. 3:
ˆfc—Satavn / DiavboloÍ) und (c) in den späteren Texten die theriomorphe
(Jes. 27,1: ˆtywl / ˆynthAta—oJ Dravkwn). Vom Gedanken der realen Existenz
des Bösen ausgehend spricht das Alte Testament in auffallender Verschieden-
heit der Ausdrücke und der in ihnen zutage tretenden Anschauungen. Alle
Ausdrücke sind auf  diesen zentralen Punkt bezogen und von hier aus zu ver-
stehen.
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Jeremiah 52: Thackeray and Beyond

Jannes Smith
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University of Toronto

A. Retracing Thackeray’s Trail

A century ago, Henry St. John Thackeray wrote a series of  articles for the
Journal of Theological Studies.1 He attempted to show that the work of  differ-
ent translators could be identified within various books of  the Greek Old Tes-
tament. The first article, perhaps the best known of  the series, proposed that
two portions of  Jeremiah had been rendered by two different translators.2 In a
brief  paragraph, Thackeray further suggested that Jeremiah 52 was the prod-
uct of  yet a third hand, a suggestion which he supported with several argu-
ments.3 In subsequent writings, however, he no longer defended this view.
This paper endeavours to evaluate Thackeray’s initial arguments, to discover
why Thackeray changed his mind, and to provide an analysis of  the transla-
tion technique of  Jeremiah 52.4

I. Thackeray’s Initial Position

Thackeray’s article, “The Greek Translators of  Jeremiah,” published in
1902/1903, was the first in a series of  studies in which the author tried to

1. H. St. J. Thackeray, “The Greek Translators of  Jeremiah,” JTS 4 (1902/3) 245–66;
“The Greek Translators of  Ezekiel,” JTS 4 (1902/3) 398–411; “The Greek Translators of
the Prophetical Books,” JTS 4 (1902/3) 578–85; “The Greek Translators of  the Four Books
of  Kings,” JTS 8 (1906/7) 262–78; “The Bisection of  Books in Primitive Septuagint
MSS.,” JTS 9 (1907/8) 88–98.

2. Idem, “The Greek Translators of  Jeremiah” (hereafter cited as “The Greek Jeremiah”).
3. Ibid., 260.
4. A draft of  this paper was presented in a graduate seminar on LXX Jeremiah at the

University of  Toronto. Thanks especially to Albert Pietersma, without whose constant en-
couragement this paper might not have been completed.
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recover the translation techniques of  various books of  the LXX through lin-
guistic analysis. In the first paragraph he summarized his three main con-
clusions.

 

5

 

 (1) The Greek version of  Jeremiah “falls into two nearly equal
portions, which have been rendered by different translators, possibly from two
separate collections of  prophecies.” (2) The second part of  Jeremiah was
translated by the same hand as the first part of  Baruch. (3) The first part of
Jeremiah shows “a close affinity” with the Greek version of  Ezekiel and the
Minor Prophets, whereas Isaiah has a character of  its own. (This third conclu-
sion was developed in the subsequent articles.)

Thackeray acknowledged at the outset that to identify distinct translators
within a book was no simple task. A translator did not always render a particu-
lar Hebrew word with the same Greek word, not even in the same book or the
same context. Furthermore, the original text of  the LXX as rendered by the
first translators had been corrupted by variant readings, particularly from par-
allel columns of  Origen’s Hexapla.

 

6

 

 Nevertheless, Thackeray remained confi-
dent that the work of  distinct translators could be identified in the books of  the
LXX. In Jeremiah, he claimed, “the change in style and vocabulary takes
place at a definite point in the middle of  the book.”

 

7

 

 He then gave to the two
main portions of  the Greek Jeremiah labels which have endured to the present
day: the first (chaps. 1–28) he named Jeremiah 

 

a

 

, and the second (chaps. 29–
51) Jeremiah 

 

b

 

. Concerning the remaining chapter, he commented: “The final
chapter lii forms an appendix and the Greek is probably by a third hand (

 

g

 

): of
this I will speak later.”
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Thackeray gave four reasons for his opinion on Jeremiah 52.

 

9

 

 (1) It has
“the nature of  an appendix,” being placed at the end of  both the Hebrew and
the Greek texts. (2) It is lacking in Codex 41 (9th–10th century) of  Holmes
and Parsons.

 

10

 

 (3) It contained an Attic form, 

 

fulavttein

 

, which occurs no-
where else in the LXX. (4) The Hebrew word 

 

dg,B,

 

, translated by 

 

¥mavtion

 

 in

 

5. “The Greek Jeremiah,” 245.
6. Ibid.
7. Ibid., 246.
8. Ibid.
9. Ibid., 260.

10. A. Ralhfs’ 

 

Verzeichnis der griechischen Handschriften des Alten Testaments

 

 (Ber-
lin: Weidmannsche, 1914) 330–31, lists H.-P. Codex 41 among the “missing” manuscripts.
Since Swete’s 

 

Introduction

 

 

 

to the Old Testament in Greek

 

, which lists Codex 41 on p. 165,
was first published only 14 years earlier, in 1900, and since Thackeray’s article on Jere-
miah was published in 1902, it would be a safe bet that neither Swete nor Thackeray
checked the codex itself  (which indeed was probably lost before 1900) but simply referred
to Holmes and Parsons (published 1798–1827). 
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Jeremiah b, is rendered stolhÅ in 52:33. He further observed that the Greek of
Jeremiah 52 was not taken from that of  2 Kings (4 Kingdoms) 24–25.

The following points can be made on these four arguments. (1) Even if
chapter 52 “has the nature of  an appendix,” an appendix need not have been
translated by a separate individual. Thackeray himself  testified to the contrary
when he wrote concerning Jeremiah b: “The second collection was specially
connected with Baruch; it closed with the brief  prophecy addressed to him,
and the older portion of  the book of  Baruch was attached to it by way of  ap-
pendix.”11 (2) Thackeray had to contend with an obstacle that has since been
removed; there was not yet a fully critical edition of  Jeremiah at the turn of  the
20th century. The publication of  Ziegler’s edition in the Göttingen series
means that two of  his arguments can easily be dispensed with.12 For example,
the absence of  Jeremiah 52 in one medieval witness can scarcely be consid-
ered original in light of  the weight of  evidence to the contrary. (3) Further,
Ziegler regards the Attic spellings found in some of  the major uncials to be
secondary, reading qavlassan for qavlattan (88) in 52:17, fulavssontaÍ for fu-
lavttontai (B) in 52:24, and ejfulavsseto for ejfulavtteto (A 86u Tht.II 1377) in
52:31.13 (4) I will return to Thackeray’s fourth argument in my analysis of  the
translation technique of  Jeremiah 52. There it will also become clear that he
was right in observing that the Greek of  Jeremiah 52 was not taken from that
of  2 Kings (4 Reigns) 24–25.

II. Thackeray’s Change of Mind

A series of  writings published after his initial article on Jeremiah makes it
clear that Thackeray himself  subsequently abandoned his position that Jere-
miah 52 was translated by a third hand, though not, apparently, because he re-
alized the above weaknesses in his arguments. His second article, “The Greek
Translators of  Ezekiel,” was prepared while the first was still in press. It

11. “The Greek Jeremiah,” 256. It ought further to be noted that an appendix is not nec-
essarily a later addition, as may be demonstrated by an example from Thackeray’s own
writings. His book, The Septuagint and Jewish Worship: A Study in Origins (London: Ox-
ford University Press, 1923) contains a number of  “appendices,” the second of  which is a
reprint of  portions of  a table of  renderings for Jeremiah a and b from his article on Jeremiah
published in JTS some 20 years previously (cf. pp. 5, 116–17). This appendix was not a
later addition, being published together with the rest of  the book and containing older ma-
terial. Thackeray did not, in “The Greek Jeremiah,” state that Jeremiah 52 was a later addi-
tion, but he would do so in a later writing.

12. J. Ziegler, ed., Ieremias, Baruch, Threni, Epistula Ieremiae (Göttingen: Vanden-
hoeck & Ruprecht, 1976).

13. Ziegler’s “Einleitung” to Ieremias, Baruch, Threni, Epistula Ieremiae, 120.
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begins with a summary of  the first. Here Thackeray in two instances stated his
views less confidently than he had done previously. One concerns the back-
ground to the division of  Jeremiah: “With greater hesitation, I hazarded the
conjecture that this division of  the Greek book into two parts might be trace-
able to an older division of  the Hebrew Jeremiah into two books.”14 The other
concerns Jeremiah 52: “the final chapter, it was suggested, might possibly be
the work of  yet a third hand.”15 With regard to both cases, he expressed the
tentative nature of  his findings. The explanation for this, it will be seen, may
be traced to new conclusions made on the basis of  his studies of  Ezekiel.

Thackeray discovered a threefold division in the Greek Ezekiel, which he
labeled (as with Jeremiah) a (chaps. 1–27), b (28–39), and g (40–48). This did
not mean, however, that these were translated by three different people.
Rather, said Thackeray, “there are here, as in Jeremiah (excluding the appen-
dix) two translators and two only . . . the hand which translated Ezek. g is, in
my opinion, identical with the hand which translated Ezek. a.”16

Thackeray noted the relevance of  the division of  Ezekiel for the book of
Jeremiah: “If  we turn back again to Jeremiah, we are struck by the fact that
there too the break comes nearly at the halfway point.”17 To illustrate his
point, he performed an experiment to discover how close the divisions of
Ezekiel and Jeremiah lay to the halfway point of  each book:18

If  we take the pages of  the Cambridge manual edition of  the LXX and those
of  the R[evised] V[ersion] (minion 8vo, 1885) as a test, we get the following
results:

Jer. a = 66 pp. Camb. LXX = 23 !-2 pp. R.V.
Jer. b + g = 60 uu uu = 21 !-2 uu uu
Ez. a = 58 uu uu = 21 !-2 uu uu
Ez. b + g = 53 uu uu = 19 !-4 uu uu

Thackeray concluded that the translators of  both books were guided by the
same principle in dividing the book for translating, which further suggested to
him that the two translations were “parts of  a common undertaking.”19 What
is striking in the above quotation is that Thackeray combined Jeremiah g with
Jeremiah b when he reckoned the length of  the second half  of  the book. He did

14. Thackeray, “The Greek Translators of  Ezekiel,” 398 (hereafter cited as “The Greek
Ezekiel”).

15. Ibid.
16. Ibid., 399.
17. Ibid., 409.
18. Ibid., 409–10.
19. Ibid., 410.
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so without explanation, and one can only guess at his motives,20 but the effect
of  this combination is twofold. First, his statistics for the second half  of  Jere-
miah are slightly inflated, with the result that the degree of  difference between
the two parts of  Jeremiah agrees slightly more closely with that of  Ezekiel
than it would otherwise have done. Second, the distinction of  Jeremiah g as
the work of  a third hand diminishes, if  it does not disappear altogether (to say
nothing of  the difficulty that Thackeray’s combination of  Ezekiel b and g
poses for his argument that Ezekiel g was translated by the same individual
that translated a, not b). At any rate, the combination “Jer. b + g” shows that
Thackeray at this point still assumed that Jeremiah 52 was already a part of
the book of  Jeremiah at the time of  translation.

As noted previously, Thackeray appeared hesitant when summarizing two
conclusions from “The Greek Translators of  Jeremiah.” His view that the di-
vision of  the Greek Jeremiah can be traced to an older Hebrew division of  the
prophecies into two parts was treated at length in the first article but was char-
acterized as a “conjecture,” “hazarded” with “greater hesitation” in the sec-
ond. His hesitation, it seems, grew as a result of  the second study. The first
article highlighted the separateness of  the two collections, Jeremiah a and
Jeremiah b, as original to the Hebrew, which implies that the division of  labor
was not so much made as found by the translators. Thackeray later discovered,
however, that not only was Ezekiel likewise divided between two translators,
but that the two parts of  Ezekiel were proportional to those of  Jeremiah. This
similarity between the two books implied that the division of  labor for Jere-
miah was not so much found as made by the translators. Hence came Thack-
eray’s “greater hesitation.”

Thackeray also seemed more tentative about the independent translation of
Jeremiah 52 which, he said, “might possibly be the work of  yet a third
hand.”21 His study of  Ezekiel suggested to Thackeray that Jeremiah had been
divided for the purpose of  translation. Such a suggestion would not explain
why a third individual translated only the final chapter of  the book. He did not
again discuss the translation of  this chapter in this article. He maintained,
however, that it was an appendix.22 The change from the first study to the sec-
ond, then, is that he no longer used the observation that chap. 52 had “the

20. In a subsequent article, “The Bisection of  Books in Primitive Septuagint mss.,” he
calculated similar statistics for the corresponding Hebrew of  the two parts of  Greek Jere-
miah, but added a footnote with regard to the second part: “Omitting chap. 52, which ap-
pears to be a later addition (see J.T.S. iv 260).”

21. “The Greek Ezekiel,” 398.
22. Ibid., 399.
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nature of  an appendix” as an argument that it was translated by a third hand.
That is to say, he maintained the observation, but dropped the argument.

Five years after the publication of  his article on the Greek translators of
Jeremiah and subsequent studies of  Ezekiel and the prophetical books, Thack-
eray returned to the subject in an article entitled, “The Bisection of  Books in
Primitive Septuagint mss.”23 While the previous articles had stated that Jere-
miah and Ezekiel were divided into two parts for the purpose of  translation,
here Thackeray presented evidence that the bisectioning of  books was an an-
cient practice. His evidence came not from the realm of  translation but from
that of  transcription. He observed that uncial codices had preserved the spell-
ing of  their parent manuscripts. In uncials containing Exodus, Leviticus, and
Psalms, changes in orthography suggested to Thackeray that a second copyist
had taken over from the first.24 This change took place slightly after the mid-
point of  the book, as did the change in translators for Jeremiah and Ezekiel.25

Thackeray believed that these uncials had preserved the orthography of  parent
manuscripts which were written not on codices but on papyrus scrolls. He
concluded that each scribe would have been assigned a single scroll and that
a change of  scribe suggested that a book was divided over two scrolls.26 Since
the break in Jeremiah and Ezekiel was much more pronounced than that in Ex-
odus, Leviticus, and Psalms, involving not merely changes in spelling but
changes of  style, Thackeray suggested that the practice of  writing these pro-
phetical books on two separate scrolls dated back to their original translation
in the second century b.c.

27

Thackeray further proposed that the practice of  bisectioning was already
found in the Hebrew books. Comparing the Hebrew which corresponded with
the two parts of  the Greek Jeremiah, he found the first to be slightly longer
than the second: part 1 occupied 49 pages of  “an ordinary Hebrew Bible”
while part 2 occupied 43 !-2.28 With regard to part 2, Thackeray included a foot-
note to the effect that that he did not include chap. 52, which appeared to be
“a later addition,” and referred the reader to “J.T.S. iv 260”—that is, to his

23. Thackeray, “The Bisection of  Books in Primitive Septuagint mss” (hereafter cited
as “Bisection of  Books”).

24. Ibid., 88. 
25. Ibid., 92.
26. Ibid., 93.
27. Ibid., 94. Perhaps a mundane observation is in place here: if, as Thackeray sug-

gested, two translators set to work on different parts of  a book, it seems obvious that each
would begin to write on a fresh papyrus roll.

28. Ibid., 97.
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article “The Greek Translators of  Jeremiah.”29 This footnote signified that
Jeremiah 52 was not yet part of  the Hebrew text of  Jeremiah when it was di-
vided for the purpose of  translation, and that it was not rendered by one of  the
original translators of  Jeremiah. This would mean that Jeremiah 52 did not be-
long to the original Greek text of  Jeremiah, with the result that Thackeray no
longer had to treat its translation. Though Thackeray referred in the above-
mentioned footnote to p. 260 of  the first article, he had in fact turned its argu-
ment around: on p. 260 his statement that Jeremiah 52 had “the nature of  an
appendix” functioned as a supporting argument for his view that Jeremiah 52
was the work of  a third hand; here, however, his view that the final chapter
was a later addition is not a supporting argument for its translation but renders
the matter of  its translation irrelevant. If  chap. 52 in the Greek Jeremiah was
a later addition, it would, of  course, have been the work of  another hand, but
this was an issue of  the later history of  the Greek Jeremiah rather than of  its
original translation.

In 1909, Thackeray published his Grammar of the Old Testament in
Greek,30 which incorporated the results of  his studies to that date. The Gram-
mar contains a number of  references to Jeremiah 52. Thackeray reprinted the
part of  his article “The Bisection of  Books” that showed that the Hebrew cor-
responding to part 1 of  the Greek Jeremiah occupied 49 pages of  “an ordinary
printed Hebrew Bible” while part 2 occupied 43!-2, adding in a footnote, “Ex-
cluding the last chapter which is a later addition in the Greek.”31

Thackeray also commented on the occurrence of  Attic forms in Jeremiah
52: “Jer. g is probably a later appendix to the Greek book: the occurrence of
the form fulavttein (lii.24B, 31A) suggests at least that this chapter has an in-
dependent history.”32 His article “The Greek Translators of  Jeremiah” also re-
fers to the occurrence of  fulavttein in Jeremiah 52, but there the function of  the
reference is to support his suggestion that the final chapter was translated by a
third hand,33 while in the Grammar it accompanies his view that Jeremiah 52
was a later appendix to the book; the “third hand” has disappeared.

29. Ibid., 97n.
30. H. St. J. Thackeray, A Grammar of the Old Testament in Greek according to the

Septuagint (reprinted, New York: Olms, 1987). 
31. Ibid., 70.
32. Ibid., 11. See p. 123, where he wrote that ss was almost universal in the LXX, “ex-

cept that fulavttein occurs twice in the last chapter of  Jeremiah (probably a later appendix
to the Greek version).”

33. “The Greek Jeremiah,” 260.
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Thackeray mentioned several other “late forms” in Jeremiah 52. He noted
that in compound numerals, “the smaller number usually precedes, as in Attic,
but in the later portions of  the LXX, there is a marked tendency to reverse this
order, and thus to bring cardinals and ordinals into line.” The footnote adds:
“So regularly in . . . Jer. lii (verses 1 and 31).”34 On the transition from dÇdwmi
to dÇdw he remarked: “. . . in the third sing. imperf. and 2 aor. middle, forms as
from dÇdw (by an easy change of  o to e) appear in late portions or texts of  the
LXX: imperf  ejdÇdeto Jer. lii.34 B* a* (the chap. is a late appendix to the
Greek version).”35

No less than four times, Thackeray’s Grammar calls Jeremiah 52 a later
addition to the LXX. The difference, briefly stated, between his first article,
“The Greek Translators of  Jeremiah,” and his Grammar is this: the former
called the chapter an appendix, while the latter specified that it was a later ap-
pendix. The difference between an appendix and a later appendix is that the
former refers to an attached text while the latter specifies that the text was
originally not attached.

Conclusion

Thackeray originally suggested that Jeremiah 52, an appendix to the book,
was the work of  a third translator. His evidence, however, was sparse. On the
basis of  his study of  Ezekiel, he concluded that Jeremiah had been divided
into two nearly equal parts for the purpose of  translation; one part was as-
signed to each translator. Such a conclusion could not well explain why the
final chapter alone was given to yet a third translator. Thackeray further dis-
covered that the bisection of  the Greek text stemmed from the fact that the He-
brew book was divided between two scrolls. Maintaining that the final chapter
had the nature of  an appendix, but unable to prove that it had been translated
by a third hand, Thackeray began to insist that Jeremiah 52 was a later addi-
tion which did not yet form part of  the Hebrew text of  Jeremiah at the time
that the book was divided for translation. Peculiarities of  style formerly used
as evidence of  a third translator were now attributed to the lateness of  the ap-
pendix. In conclusion, Thackeray abandoned his proposal that Jeremiah 52
had been translated by a third hand because it was untenable while he re-
garded the chapter as an appendix and because it became unnecessary when
he came to regard the chapter as a later addition.

34. Thackeray, Grammar, 189n.
35. Ibid., 250.
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B. The Translation Technique of LXX Jeremiah 52

The nature of  the relationship of  LXX Jeremiah 52 to the rest of  the book
can be determined only after a thorough study of  its translation technique. At
the outset it may be acknowledged that there is much vocabulary in the final
chapter that is not found elsewhere in Jeremiah. But, as Thackeray already
noted, the same may be said of  its Hebrew text. Thus one cannot conclude that
the translation technique of  Jeremiah 52 is different from that of  the rest of  the
book without first considering to what extent this difference may be attributed
to the content of  the parent text. At the Hebrew level there is yet a further di-
mension to be considered: large sections of  Jeremiah 52 have almost exactly
the same text as 2 Kgs 24:18–25:30.36 Clearly there is dependence between
the two passages, though the precise nature of  this dependence cannot be con-
cluded with certainty, nor is it relevant for our purposes. The Greek transla-
tion of  each differs so frequently, however, that Thackeray concluded that
LXX Jeremiah 52 could not have been taken from LXX 4 Kingdoms 24–25.
Nevertheless, the existence of  two rather different translations for nearly iden-
tical Hebrew Vorlagen can provide us with a useful base of  operations in our
larger investigation. If, as Thackeray asserted but failed to demonstrate, the
Greek of  Jeremiah 52 does not derive from 4 Kingdoms 24–25, in what re-
spects do the two differ in their translation technique? And similarly, if  LXX
Jeremiah 52 is not dependent on the Kingdoms translation, does it perhaps
show more affinity with the rest of  Greek Jeremiah than Thackeray allowed?37

These are the questions which inform the following analysis.

Jer 52:1 2 Kgs 24:18
/kl}m:b} WhY;qId]xI hn;v… tj"a"w] µyriv‘[<AˆB< /kl}m:b} WhY;qId]xI hn;v… tj"a"w] µyriv‘[<AˆB<

µl:v…WryBI Ël"m: hn;v… hrec‘[< tj"a"w] µl:v…WryBI Ël"m: hn;v… hrec‘[< tj"a"w]

[lf"Wmj“] lf"ymIj“ /MaI µv´w] [lf"Wmj“] lf"ymIj“ /MaI µv´w] 

hn;b}LImI Why;m}r]yiAtB" hn;b}LImI Why;m}r]yiAtB"

36. Georg Fischer calls Jeremiah 52 “ein Schlüssel zum Jeremiabuch” because it is the
only passage in the book that provides an independent point of  reference for comparing
the Hebrew with the Greek (“Jeremia 52: Ein Schlüssel zum Jeremiabuch,” Bib 79 [1998]
333–59).

37. In the comparative analysis which follows, I have used A. Rahlfs, Septuaginta
(Stuttgart: Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft, 1979) for 4 Kingdoms, and Ziegler, Ieremias,
Baruch, Threni, Epistula Ieremiae, for Jeremiah. Unless otherwise specified, all citations
are LXX numbers.
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Jer 52:1 4 Kgdms 24:18
oßntoÍ e√kostouÅ kaµ e˚no;Í eßtouÍ Sedekiou u¥o;Í e≥kosi kaµ eJno;Í ejniautouÅ SedekiaÍ 

ejn tåÅ basileuvein aujtovn kaµ e §ndeka eßth ejn tåÅ basileuvein aujto;n kaµ e§ndeka e ßth 

ejbasÇleusen ejn Ierousalhm ejbasÇleusen ejn Ierousalhm

kaµ oßnoma t¬Å mhtrµ aujtouÅ Amital kaµ oßnoma t¬Å mhtrµ aujtouÅ Amital

qugavthr Ieremiou ejk Lobena qugavthr Ieremiou

(1) The first notable difference in the Greek is the use of  the genitive abso-
lute by the Jeremiah translator. There are a number of  other instances of  the
genitive absolute in both Jeremiah a and b, including 19:3b; 23:27; 33:8; 35:9;
36:2; 43:23; 48:7; and 49:18.38 While, strictly speaking, the genitive absolute
should not refer to the subject or object of  the main clause, it often does in
koine Greek (so in the above instances, except 35:9). Though not common in
Greek Jeremiah, the genitive absolute is distributed throughout the book. The
translator employs it where the Hebrew has either an asyndetic participial
clause—so that he produces an asyndetic adverbial construction without re-
course to subordinate conjunctions not formally present in the Hebrew (19:3b;
23:27)—or an infinitival clause (33:8; 35:9; 36:2; 43:23; 48:7; 49:18). Of  the
9 instances mentioned here, only in Jer 52:1 is the participle not formally war-
ranted by the Hebrew. But this does not suggest a different translation tech-
nique; it is simply that the genitive absolute construction requires a participle.
In general, the choice of  the genitive absolute is interesting in that it reveals
that the translator understands the Hebrew clause as an attending circum-
stance; often the Hebrew can be understood that way, but it need not be.39

(2) Jer 52:1 does not have u¥ovÍ for ˆB< but replaces it with a Greek idiom.
Unfortunately, there are no other instances of  ˆB< denoting age in the book of
Jeremiah. Most occurrences of  ˆB< in Jeremiah express either a patronymic or
a nationality; these are consistently rendered by u¥ovÍ. When the plural is used
of  children, it is translated tevkna.40 But in 38:12 ̂ axøAyneB} is translated probavta,
though µd;a:AˆB< is translated as u¥o;Í ajnqr∫pou (28:43; 30:1141). Idiomatic ex-
pressions with ˆB< are thus too infrequent in Jeremiah to make general remarks
regarding their translation in Greek Jeremiah. According to Thackeray, “U¥ovÍ
is used to render some idiomatic phrases with ˆB<, but this Hebraism is mainly

38. A few others are ambiguous: Jer 8:18; 43:2; 48:4; 52:31. In my view, ajnagin∫-
skontoÍ in 43:13 is not a genitive absolute but a genitive after ajkouw.

39. See especially Jer 19:3b.
40. Jer 2:30; 3:19; 19:2; 38:17, 29; 39:18, 39; 42:14; 45:23.
41. Note that Ziegler reads u¥o;Í ghgenouÅÍ in 30:11, against B, S, 130, 239, A, 106, 410,

Qtxt, V, 354, 613, Aeth, and Arab, judging that ajnqr∫pou entered secondarily via Aquila
and Symmachus.
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confined to the literal group: the Hexateuch, Isaiah and Chronicles generally
avoid it.”42 He also notes that u¥ovÍ is used of  age 31 times in the LXX, of
which 19 are found in Kingdoms bd43 (which includes 4 Kingdoms 24).

(3) LXX Jeremiah has two words for hnv, eßtoÍ (22 times: 1:2; 1:3; 25:1, 3,
3, 11, 12; 26:2; 28:5, 9; 35:1, 3; 36:10; 41:14, 14; 43:9; 46:1, 2; 52:1, 1, 4, 5,
31) and ejniautovÍ (10 times: 11:23; 17:8; 23:12; 31:44; 35:16; 39:1, 1; 43:1;
51:31; 52:31), both of  which occur in Jeremiah 52. The former denotes a year
as a unit of  time, while the latter has the connotation of  a duration or period of
time, sometimes with the broader meaning, “period” or “time.” Thus in LXX
Jeremiah eßtoÍ is always used with numbers, that is, the nth year of  someone’s
reign or x number of  years, whereas ejniautovÍ is used for such expressions as
ejniauto;Í ejpiskevyewÍ aujtwÅn (11:23; 23:12) and ejniauto;Í ajbrocÇaÍ (17:8).
Nevertheless, their considerable semantic overlap means that they are often
used interchangeably; in Jeremiah ejniautovÍ is also occasionally used of  the
nth year of  someone’s reign (39:1, 1; 43:1; 51:31). This also makes it difficult
to draw conclusions about translation technique from their distribution.

(4) It is of  interest that Jeremiah 52 has an ordinal number for the age of  the
king—“It being the twenty-first year of  Zedekiah”—though the Hebrew nu-
meral is cardinal. This is the only place in Jeremiah where an ordinal trans-
lates a cardinal. But this is not as significant as it might seem, since all other
occurrences of  ordinal numbers in LXX Jeremiah are used for the nth year of
a reign (1:3, 3; 25:1, 3; 26:2; 28:59; 35:1; 39:1, 1; 43:1, 9; 46:1, 2; 48:1;
51:31; 52:4, 31). (Note, of  course, that Hebrew distinguishes cardinals and or-
dinals from 1 to 10, but beyond 10 the cardinal numbers are also used as ordi-
nals.) This occurrence of  the ordinal to translate a Hebrew cardinal is unique
in Jeremiah, but so is the Hebrew idiom which it translates, and thus one can-
not conclude that it suggests a different translation technique.

Jer 52:4 2 Kgs 25:1
/kl}m:l} ty[Iv¥T}h" hn;V…b" yhIy]w' /kl}m:l} ty[Iv¥T}h" tn'v‘bI yhIy]w'

vd,jøl" r/c[:B< yriyc¥[“h: vd,jøB" vd,jøl" r/c[:B< yriyc¥[“h: vd,jøB"

lb<B:AËl<m< rX"ar,d]k"Wbn] aB: lb<B:AËl<m< rX"an,d]k"bUn] aB:

µil"v…Wry]Al[" /lyjEAlk:w] aWh µil"v…Wry]Al[" /lyjEAlk:w] aWh

bybIs: qyeD; h:yl<[: Wnb}Yiw' h:yl<[: Wnj“Y'w' bybIs: qyeD; h:yl<[: Wnb}Yiw' h:yl<[: ˆj"Yiw'

42. Thackeray, Grammar, 41.
43. Ibid.
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Jer 52:4 4 Kgdms 25:1
kaµ ejgevneto ejn tåÅ eßtei tåÅ ejnavtå thÅÍ kaµ ejgenhvqh ejn tåÅ eßtei tåÅ ejnavtå thÅÍ 

basileÇaÍ aujtouÅ ejn mhnµ tåÅ dekavtå basileÇaÍ aujtouÅ ejn tåÅ mhnµ tåÅ dekavtw

dekavt¬ touÅ mhno;Í

h®lqe Naboucodonosor basileu;Í h®lqen Naboucodonosor basileu;Í 

BabulwÅnoÍ kaµ paÅsa hJ duvnamiÍ aujtouÅ BabulwÅnoÍ kaµ paÅsa hJ duvnamiÍ aujtouÅ 

ejpµ Ierousalhm kaµ periecaravkwsan ejpµ Ierousalhm kaµ parenevbalen ejp∆ 

aujth;n kaµ periåkodovmhsan aujth;n aujth;n kaµ åjkodovmhsen ejp∆ aujth;n 

tetrapovdoiÍ kuvklå perÇteicoÍ kuvklå

(1) Though basileÇa is used almost exclusively for hklmm in Jeremiah
(1:10, 15; 15:4; 18:7, 9; 24:9; 28:27, 59; 32:12; 34:6; 35:8; 41:17), there is a
parallel instance to its use above in 1:2, where /kl}m:l} hn;v… hrec‘[<Avlv‘BI is ren-
dered eßtouÍ triskaidekavtou ejn t¬Å basileÇç aujtouÅ.

(2) hnj occurs twice in Jeremiah, both times with l[; in 27:29 it is trans-
lated parembavllw ejpµ “encamp against”44 (as here in 4 Kgdms 25:1), and in
52:4 pericarakovw, “to blockade, besiege,” a word that occurs only twice in the
LXX, here and in Prov 4:8. One of  the 2 occurrences of  the simplex carakovw
also occurs in Jeremiah (39:2; the other is Isa 5:2), where it translates rWx

(Qal). The noun cavrax, also uncommon in the LXX, is found in Jer 40:4 for
hl:l}sø “siege ramp.” One can therefore reason in the following manner: (a) The
rarity of  this root in the LXX indicates that a translator (generally speaking)
would not resort to it quickly. (b) The root is found in Jer 39:2; 40:4; and 52:4
for various Hebrew words, each time in the context of  the final siege of  Jeru-
salem. (c) That this root occurred to the translator in these 3 instances would
seem to favor the view that Jeremiah 52 was translated by the same individual
who translated chaps. 39 and 40. (d) The fact that 52:4 has the compound peri-
carakovw rather than the simplex form need not be an obstacle; perhaps the
compound form has a nuance better suiting the content of  52:4.

(3) The word hnb occurs 23 times in Jeremiah, rendered 3 times by
ajnoikodomevw45 “rebuild, restore,” 19 times by o√kodomevw,46 and only here by
perioikodomevw “build around, enclose.” However, perioikodomevw translates
not merely hnb, but l[ hnb, a combination that occurs only here in Jeremiah.
In both instances, the translator chose Greek verbs which suited the immedi-

44. Besides LXX references, LSJ also cites Polybius 1.77.6 (2d cent. b.c.) for parem-
bavllw ejpi.

45. Jer 1:10; 18:9; 24:6.
46. Jer 7:31; 12:16; 19:5; 22:13, 14; 36:5, 28; 37:18; 38:4, 4, 28, 31, 35; 40:7; 42:7, 9,

10; 51:34.
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ate context. The Greek is reminiscent of  Ezekiel’s prophecy concerning Ne-
buchadnezzar’s attack on Tyre, which is translated, kaµ perioikodomhvsei kaµ
poihvsei ejpµ se; kuvklå cavraka (Ezek 26:8).

(4) Besides here and in the parallel 4 Kingdoms passage, there are 4 occur-
rences of qyeD; “siege-wall” in Ezekiel (4:2; 17:17; 21:27; 26:8), translated with
3 different Greek words: promacwÅn “bulwark, rampart” (4:2), belostavsiÍ “war
engine” (17:17; 21:27), and cavrax “barricade” (26:8). The word perite∂coÍ
“wall” appears in 4 Kgdms 25:1, and tetrapouÅÍ “four-foot” is used in Jere-
miah 52. (Note that Ziegler differs from Rahlfs’ tetrapevdoiÍ lÇqoiÍ “squared
stones”; Ziegler judges that lÇqoiÍ is a secondary addition which crept in from
2 Para 34:11 or 1 Macc 10:11.) The Hebrew term could include various con-
structions such as siege walls, encampments, engines of  war like battering
rams, and mobile towers. But the Greek has a different meaning; since tet-
rapouÅÍ can refer to a length or area of  four feet (LSJ), it seems that the trans-
lator may be referring to the size of  the blockade around Jerusalem.

Jer 52:5 2 Kgs 25:2
r/xM:B" ry[Ih: abøT:w' r/xM:B" ry[Ih: abøT:w'

WhY;qId]xI Ël<M<l" hn;v… hrec‘[< yTEv‘[" d[" WhY;qId]xI Ël<M<l" hn;v… hrec‘[< yTEv‘[" d["

Jer 52:5 4 Kgdms 25:2
kaµ h®lqen hJ povliÍ e√Í sunoch;n e §wÍ kaµ h®lqen hJ povliÍ ejn perioc¬Å e §wÍ touÅ

eJndekavtou eßtouÍ tåÅÅ basile∂ SedekÇç eJndekavtou eßtouÍ touÅ basilevwÍ Sedekiou

(1) The phrase r/xM:B" occurs 3 times in Jeremiah, translated ejn ejklekto∂Í
“among the chosen” in 10:17; ejn t¬Å perioc¬Å (19:9) “in the enclosure” (the
consistent equivalent in Kingdoms); and e√Í sunoch;n “in distress” in 52:4 (as
well as Mic 4:14 and Nah 3:14). This is the only occurrence of  sunochv in Jere-
miah. It is possible, however, that the Vorlage read q/xm:b} “in distress,” since
this similar word reflects the meaning of  the Greek more closely. Note also
that the two Hebrew phrases occur side by side in Deut 28:53, 55, 57, as well
as in Jer 19:9 (where q/xm:b}W r/xm:B} is translated ejn t¬Å perioc¬Å kaµ ejn t¬Å po-
liorkÇç), and that Symmachus reads ejn poliorkÇç in Jer 52:4.

Jer 52:6 2 Kgs 25:3
vd,jøl" h[:v‘tIB} y[IybIr]h: vd,jøB" vd,jøl" h[:v‘tIB}

ry[IB: b[:r;h: qz'j”Y,w' ry[IB: b[:r;h: qz'j”Y,w'

≈r,a:h: µ["l} µj<l< hy;h:Aaløw] ≈r,a:h: µ["l} µj<l< hy;h:Aaløw]
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Jer 52:6 4 Kgdms 25:3
ejn t¬Å ejnavt¬ touÅ mhno;Í kaµ ejstere∫qh ejnavt¬ touÅ mhno;Í kaµ ejnÇscusen

oJ limo;Í ejn t¬Å povlei, kaµ oujk h®san aßrtoi oJ limo;Í ejn t¬Å povlei kaµ oujk h®san aßrtoi

tåÅ laåÅ thÅÍ ghÅÍ tåÅ laåÅ thÅÍ ghÅÍ

(1) The phrase y[ybrh vdjb is absent in LXX Jer 52:6, as in 2 Kgs 25:3.
Thus it is probably an explanatory addition in MT; it was already present in
Origen’s Hebrew.

(2) The verb qzj occurs 15 times in Jeremiah and is translated by a wide
variety of  verbs, including stereovw (5:3; 10:4; 52:6), kratevw (6:23; 20:7),
katakratevw (8:5; 27:43), ejcw (27:42), katevcw (6:24), katiscuvw (8:21), ajnti-
lambavnw (23:14), ejpilambavnw (30:14; 38:32), katadunasteuvw (27:33), and
ejfÇsthmi (28:12). This variety is present even when the verb recurs in the
same context (6:23, 24 and 27:33, 42, 43; 28:12), suggesting that the transla-
tor is not concerned with reflecting the lexical consistency of  the Hebrew, and
when the same Hebrew phrase is found in various parts of  Jeremiah (6:23 and
27:42; 6:24 and 8:21), suggesting that the translator is more concerned with
the immediate Hebrew context than with the way he has rendered the phrase
elsewhere. Nor do the Greek renderings divide along the lines of  the Hebrew
theme (Piel vs. Hiphil, etc.). This variety is not surprising, given the broad us-
age of  the Hebrew verb; all of  the Greek verbs which render it fall within the
semantic range of  qzj. Thus the translator simply chooses the Greek verb that
best renders the Hebrew in its particular context. It is striking, however, that
all 3 occurrences of  stereovw in Jeremiah translate qzj, which it never does
elsewhere in LXX.

Jer 52:7 2 Kgs 25:4
Wjr]b}yi hm:j:l}MIh" yv´´n]a"Alk:w] ry[Ih: [q'B:TIw' hm:j:l}MIh" yv´´n]a"Alk:w] ry[Ih: [q'B:TIw'

r["væ Ër,D, hl:y]l" ry[Ih:mE Wax}Yew' r["væ Ër,D, hl:y]L"h"

µyDic‘k"w] Ël<M<h" ˆG'Al[" rv≤a“ µyit"møjøh"AˆyBE µyDic‘k"w] Ël<M<h" ˆG'Al[" rv≤a“ µyit"møjøh"AˆyBE

hb:r;[“h: Ër,D, Wkl}Yew' bybIs: ry[Ih:Al[" hb:r;[“h: Ër,D, Ël<Yew' bybIs: ry[Ih:Al["

Jer 52:7 4 Kgdms 25:4
kaµ diekovph hJ povliÍ kaµ pavnteÍ o¥ kaµ ejrravgh hJ povliÍ kaµ pavnteÍ o¥ 

aßndreÍ o¥ polemistaµ ejxhÅlqon nukto;Í aßndreÍ touÅ polevmou ejxhÅlqon nukto;Í 

kata; th;n oJdo;n thÅÍ puvlhÍ ajna; mevson oJdo;n puvlhÍ thÅÍ ajna; mevson

touÅ teÇcouÍ kaµ touÅ proteicÇsmatoÍ o¶ h®n tΩn teicevwn au§th h§ ejstin

kata; to;n khÅpon touÅ basilevwÍ touÅ khÅpou touÅ basilevwÍ

kaµ o¥ Calda∂oi ejpµ thÅÍ povlewÍ kuvklå kaµ o¥ Calda∂oi ejpµ th;n povlin kuvklå

kaµ ejporeuvqhsan oJdo;n e√Í Araba kaµ ejporeuvqh oJdo;n th;n Araba
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(1) The verb [qb is found only twice in Jeremiah, translated r§hgnumi in
46:2 (as in 4 Kgdms 25:4) which also refers to the breach of  Jerusalem, and
by diakovptw here.

(2) The expression hm:j:l}MIh" yv´n]a" is found 8 times in MT Jeremiah, 2 of
which lack an equivalent in the Greek text (46:4; 48:3). Of  the remaining 6, it
is never translated o¥ aßndreÍ touÅ polevmou (as in 4 Kgdms 25:4), 4 times it is
translated o¥ aßndreÍ o¥ polemistaµ (28:32; 30:32; 52:1, 25), and once it is mod-
ified by µyrib:G] and translated dunatou;Í aßndraÍ ejn polevmå (48:16). The remain-
ing instance, tΩn ajnqr∫pwn tΩn polemouvntwn in 45:4, is contested by A, 410,
613, the main Catena group, and Bohairic, which read polemistΩn for polem-
ouvntwn (though none of  the witnesses reads ajndrΩn here). However, the pre-
ponderance of  o¥ aßndreÍ o¥ polemistaµ is not specific to Jeremiah, but general
in the LXX (it is even found in 4 Kgdms 25:19), while o¥ aßndreÍ touÅ polevmou
is found only in 4 Kgdms 25:4.

(3) For MT’s ry[hm waxyw wjrby, the LXX has only ejxhÅlqon, suggesting a
different Vorlage which had only waxyw. This suggestion is strengthened by the
fact that the parallel passage in 4 Kingdoms had neither verb, though BHS
notes that 2 Hebrew mss add waxy, and a few others add wjrbyw, probably be-
cause the clause makes little sense without a verb.

(4) Where the Hebrew simply reads “between the two walls,” the translator
of  Jeremiah 52 distinguishes the two walls. The same Hebrew phrase, AˆyBE

µyit"møjøh", is also found in 39[LXX 46]:4, for which the Greek, however, is ab-
sent. In Isa 22:11 it is translated ajna; mevson tΩn duvo teicevwn. That Jer 52:7 is
interpretive here rather than based on a different Vorlage is suggested by the
fact that ajna; mevson is not repeated before touÅ proteicÇsmatoÍ (cf. 7:5; Ezek
42:20). So, too, Person calls this an “exegetical translation” based on a Vor-
lage identical to MT, but adds:

However, the Greek of  JG [LXX Jeremiah 52] has a grammatical problem. The
preposition ajna; mevson, which requires the genitive, is followed by two nouns
each with the genitive singular article touÅ, but the first noun teÇcouÍ is accusa-
tive plural. This use of  teÇcouÍ, which almost all extant Greek manuscripts con-
tain, may reflect a formal equivalence to µytmjh, even within the exegetical
translation. Therefore the grammatical peculiarity of  the Greek may be the
translator’s attempt to convey the understanding of  the dual in the Hebrew.47

But here a simple mistake has led Person astray, for teÇcouÍ is the genitive
singular and teÇch the accusative plural of  teÇcoÍ; there is no grammatical

47. R. F. Person, Jr., The Kings-Isaiah and Kings-Jeremiah Recensions (Berlin: de
Gruyter, 1997) 92.
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problem. ProteÇcisma occurs only here in Jeremiah, and 9 times in the LXX,
of  which it translates ljE in 2 Kgdms 20:15; 3 Kgdms 20:23; and see Ezek
42:40 and 48:15, where MT has ljø (“common, profane”). Where proteÇcisma
and teÇcoÍ appear in the same verse, 2 Chr 32:5 renders hm:/j by teÇcoÍ and
tr,j<a" hm:/jh" by to; proteÇcisma aßllo, while Lam 2:8 translates hm:/jw] ljE as to;
proteÇcisma kaµ te∂coÍ. All of  the other 9 occurrences of  te∂coÍ in Jeremiah
translate hm:/j (1:15, 18; 15:20; 21:4; 27:15; 28:12, 58; 30:16; 52:14). Here
the Greek translator specifies that “between the two walls” refers to the area
between the city wall and the second outer wall (which Hezekiah had built,
2 Chr 32:5).

Jer 52:8 2 Kgs 25:5
Ël<M<h" yrej“a" µyDic‘K"AlyjE WpD]r]Yiw' Ël<M<h" rj"a" µyDic‘K"AlyjE WpD]r]Yiw'

/jrey] tbør]["B} WhY;qId]xIAta< WgyC¥Y'w' /jrey] t/br]["B} /taø WgyC¥Y'w'

wyl:[:mE Wxpøn; /lyjEAlk:w] wyl:[:mE Wxpøn; /lyjEAlk:w]

Jer 52:8 4 Kgdms 25:5
kaµ katedÇwxen hJ duvnamiÍ tΩn kaµ ejdÇwxen hJ duvnamiÍ tΩn 

CaldaÇwn ojpÇsw touÅ basilevwÍ kaµ CaldaÇwn ojpÇsw touÅ basilevwÍ kaµ 

katevlabon aujto;n ejn tåÅ pevran Iericw katevlabon aujto;n ejn Arabwq Iericw

kaµ pavnteÍ o¥ pa∂deÍ aujtouÅ kaµ paÅsa hJ duvnamiÍ aujtouÅ

diespavrhsan ajp∆ aujtouÅ diespavrh ejpavnwqen aujtouÅ

(1) Since for whyqdxAta, the Septuagint has aujto;n, and 2 Kgs 25:5 has wta,
it is possible that the Vorlage for Jer 52:8 simply read wta as well, though, on
the other hand, there is little need for MT to specify the referent, and it may
be that the translator thought a pronoun sufficient.

(2) LXX Jeremiah 52 has katadi∫kw, where 4 Kingdoms has the simplex
di∫kw, for πdr. However, of  the remaining 6 occurrences of  the Hebrew verb,
Jeremiah has the simplex form twice (17:18; 20:11) and the compound form
twice (15:15; 52:8), and the 2 remaining occurrences (the only other 2 in-
stances where πdr is followed by yrja) have no Greek equivalent (MT 29:18;
39:5). Further, the equation is too general in the LXX to tell us anything par-
ticular about Jeremian translation technique.

(3) In the previous verse, hb:r;[“ is transliterated, but here the Greek has
pevran, which never otherwise translates hb:r;[“. The explanation is that the r
and b were reversed in the Vorlage, since all 5 occurrences of  pevran in Jere-
miah translate the root rb[. Note that this reversal also occurs in 2 Sam 15:28
and 17:16, where the Qere has twbr[ and the Kethib twrb[.
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(4) LXX Jeremiah 52 has kaµ pavnteÍ o¥ paivdeÍ aujtouÅ for wlyjAlkw. The con-
text refers to Zedekiah and his army (referred to in the previous verse as o¥ aßn-
dreÍ o¥ polemÇstai). It is possible that the Vorlage read wydb[Alkw.48 If  it read
as MT, this is the only place in Jeremiah where lyij" (singular) is used of
Judah’s army; otherwise it is used either of  the Babylonian or Egyptian army
and is translated duvnamiÍ (26:2; 39:2; 41:1, 7, 21; 42:11; 44:5, 7, 10, 11; 45:3;
46:1; 52:4, 8, 14). The forces of  Judah which remained after the capture of
Jerusalem are consistently referred to in Jeremiah by the plural µylIy;j“, which
is also translated duvnamiÍ (singular) (47:7, 13; 48:11, 13, 16; 49:1, 8; 50:4, 5).
Perhaps the translator, thinking that Jeremiah 52:8 could not refer to the entire
army of  Zedekiah, interpreted it as referring to his officials.

Jer 52:9 2 Kgs 25:6
/taø Wl[“Y'w' Ël<M<h"Ata< WcP}t}Yiw' /taø Wl[“Y'w' Ël<M<h"Ata< WcP}t}Yiw'

hm:j“ ≈r,a<B} ht:l:b}ri lb<B: Ël<m<Ala< ht:l:b}ri lb<B: Ël<m<Ala<

µyfIP:v‘mI /TaI rBEd'y]w' fP:v‘mI /TaI WrB}d'y]w'

Jer 52:9 4 Kgdms 25:6
kaµ sunevlabon to;n basileva kaµ hßgagon kaµ sunevlabon to;n basileva kaµ hßgagon

aujto;n pro;Í to;n basileva BabulΩnoÍ aujto;n pro;Í to;n basileva BabulΩnoÍ

e√Í Deblaqa kaµ ejlavlhsen aujtåÅ e√Í Deblaqa kaµ ejlavlhsen met∆ aujtouÅ 

meta; krÇsewÍ krÇsin

(1) The expression ta fpvm rbd, found 5 times in Jeremiah, 4 of  which are
translated into Greek, is rendered in 2 different ways in LXX Jeremiah: lalevw
pro;Í . . . meta; krÇsewÍ (1:16; 52:9) and lalevw krÇmata pro;Í . . . (4:12; 12:1).

Jer 52:10 2 Kgs 25:7
wyn;y[El} WhY;qId]xI yneB}Ata< lb<B:AËl<m< fj"v‘Yiw' wyn;y[El} Wfj“v… WhY;qId]xI yneB}Ata<w]

ht:l:b}riB} fj"v… hd;Why] yrec…AlK:Ata< µg'w]

Jer 52:11
µyiT"v‘jUn]b" Whres}a"Y'w' rWe[I WhY;qId]xI yney[EAta<w] µyiT"v‘jUn]b" Whres}a"Y'w' rWe[I WhY;qId]xI yney[EAta<w]

hl:b<B: lb<B:AËl<m< WhaEbIy]w' s lb<B: WhaEbIy]w'

tDøq UP}h"A[tybE]AtybEb} WhneT}Yiw'

/t/m µ/yAd["

48. So Person’s reconstruction, Recensions, 83.
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Jer 52:10 4 Kgdms 25:7
kaµ eßsfaxen basileu;Í BabulΩnoÍ tou;Í kaµ tou;Í u¥ou;Í SedekÇou eßsfaxen

u¥ou;Í SedekÇou kat∆ ojfqalmou;Í aujtouÅ kat∆ ojfqalmou;Í aujtouÅ

kaµ pavntaÍ tou;Í aßrcontaÍ Iouda 

eßsfaxen ejn Deblaqa

Jer 52:11
kaµ tou;Í ojfqalmou;Í SedekÇou kaµ tou;Í ojfqalmou;Í SedekÇou 

ejxetuvflwse kaµ eßdhsen aujto;n ejn ejxetuvflwsen kaµ eßdhsen aujto;n ejn 

pevdaiÍ kaµ hßgagen aujto;n basileu;Í pevdaiÍ kaµ hßgagen aujto;n

BabulΩnoÍ e√Í BabulΩna e√Í BabulΩna

kaµ eßdwken aujto;n e√Í o√kÇan muvlwnoÍ 

e§wÍ hJmevraÍ h•Í ajpevqanen

(1) Here the differences in the parallel Greek passages are due entirely to
the Hebrew; the elements shared in the Hebrew are identical in the Greek.

Jer 52:12 2 Kgs 25:8
vd,jøl" r/c[:B< yv¥ymIj“h" vd,jøb"W vd,jøl" h[:b}v¥B} yv¥ymIj“h" vd,jøb"W

hn;v… hrec‘[<A[væT} tn'v‘ ayhI hn;v… hrec‘[<A[væT} tn'v‘ ayhI

lb<B:AËl<m< rX"ar,d]k"Wbn] Ël<M<l" lb<B:AËl<m< rX"an,d]k"bUn] Ël<M<l"

µyjIB:f"Abr' ˆd;a“r]z'Wbn] aB: µyjIB:f"Abr' ˆd;a“r]z'Wbn] aB:

µl:v…WryBI lb<B:AËl<m< ynep}lI dm"[: µl:v…Wry] lb<B:AËl<m< db<[<

Jer 52:12 4 Kgdms 25:8
kaµ ejn mhnµ tåÅ pevmptå dekavt¬ touÅ kaµ ejn tåÅ mhnµ tåÅ pevmptå eJbdovm¬ touÅ 

mhno;Í mhnovÍ (aujto;Í ejniauto;Í ejnneakaidevkatoÍ 

tåÅ Naboucodonosor basile∂ 

BabulΩnoÍ)

h®lqe Nabouzardan oJ ajrcimavgeiroÍ h®lqen Nabouzardan oJ ajrcimavgeiroÍ 

e˚sthkw;Í kata; provswpon basilevwÍ e˚stw;Í ejn∫pion basilevwÍ

BabulΩnoÍ e√Í Ierousalhm BabulΩnoÍ e√Í Ierousalhm

(1) LXX Jeremiah 52 lacks the parenthetical reference to Nebuchadnez-
zar’s reign. (Though found in a number of  mss, it appears to be an Origenic
addition.) It may have been absent in the Vorlage and entered the Hebrew
from 2 Kgs 25:9.

(2) The word ynep}lI is only translated ejn∫pion once (7:10), the other 3 occur-
rences of  which translate yney[EB}/l} (7:11; 16:9; 18:4), but commonly as kata;
provswpon (18:17, 20; 24:1; 27:8, 44; 29:20; 33:4; 37:20; 41:15, 18; 42:5, 19;
43:7, 9, 22; 44:20; 47:10; 49:2; 51:10; 52:12, 33). Thus this item does not in-
dicate a deviation from the translation technique in the rest of  Jeremiah.
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Jer 52:13 2 Kgs 25:9
Ël<M<h" tyBEAta<w] hw;hy]AtyBEAta< πrøc‘Yiw' Ël<M<h" tyBEAta<w] hw;hy]AtyBEAta< πrøc‘Yiw'

tyBEAlK:Ata<w] µl"v…Wry] yTEB:AlK: taEw] tyBEAlK:Ata<w] µl"v…Wry] yTEB:AlK: taEw]

vaEB: πr'c… l/dG;h" vaEB: πr'c… l/dG;

Jer 52:13 4 Kgdms 25:9
kaµ ejnevprhse to;n oπkon kurÇou kaµ ejnevprhsen to;n oπkon kurÇou

kaµ to;n oπkon touÅ basilevwÍ kaµ to;n oπkon touÅ basilevwÍ

kaµ pavsaÍ ta;Í o√kÇaÍ thÅÍ povlewÍ kaµ pavntaÍ tou;Í o≥kouÍ Ierousalhm

kaµ paÅsan o√kÇan megavlhn ejnevprhsen kaµ paÅn oπkon ejnevprhsen

ejn puri

(1) 4 Kgdms 25:9 translates all 4 occurrences of tyiB" by oπkoÍ, but Jer 52:13
renders the last 2 oijkÇa. In Jeremiah, oijkÇa is never used of  the temple (though
once of  the temples of  the Egyptian gods, 50:12), only rarely of  the king’s
house (45:7, 11—both contested), usually of  the residences of  the people
(some 25 times), and occasionally of  families (43:2; 45:17) or of  particular
buildings (+ povtou [16:8]; + fulakhÅÍ [44:15]; + lavkkou [44:16]; + muvlwnoÍ
[52:11]). Other occurrences of  oijkÇa where oπkoÍ is found in the immediate
context are 19:13; 22:13; 42:3 (cf. 42:2); and 45:14.

(2) If  the Vorlage read as MT, this is the only instance in Jeremiah (includ-
ing its occurrences in chap. 52) in which µil"v…Wry] is translated povliÍ; all others
are rendered Ierousalhm.

Jer 52:14 2 Kgs 25:10
Wxt}n; bybIs: µil"v…Wry] t/mjøAlK:Ata<w] Wxt}n; bybIs: µil"v…Wry] t/mj:Ata<w]

µyjIB:f"Abr'Ata< rv≤a“ µyDic‘K" lyjEAlK: µyjIB:f"'Abr' rv≤a“ µyDic‘K" lyjEAlK:

Jer 52:14 4 Reigns 25:10
kaµ paÅn te∂coÍ Ierousalhm kuvklå oJ ajrcimavgeiroÍ

kaqe∂len hJ duvnamiÍ tΩn CaldaÇwn hJ 

meta; touÅ ajrcimageÇrou

(1) Apparently the Vorlage of  4 Kingdoms lacked the words between πr'c…

of  v. 9 and µyjIB:f"Abr' of  v. 10, for the translator perceived the latter as the sub-
ject of  the former.

(2) 4 Kgdms 25:10 is thus not helpful for a discussion of  translation tech-
nique. The only item of  interest in Jer 52:14 is kaqairevw for ≈tn “break
down.” The Hebrew verb occurs 7 times in MT Jeremiah, only 3 of  which are
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translated kaqairevw (38:28;49 40:4; 52:14). (The verse containing a 4th in-
stance of  ≈tn in the second half  of  Jeremiah, namely MT Jer 39:8, is absent in
the Greek text.) Three of  the 7 occurrences of  ≈tn occur within a series of
verbs.50 In all 3 cases there is a verb vtn “uproot” beside ≈tn; in 2 of  these the
Greek series has one verb fewer than the MT series (1:10; 18:7), and in the 3d
the Greek has 3 verbs fewer than the Hebrew (38:28). The similarity of  the 2
verbs placed side by side in MT may be the reason for the absence of  one or
the other in the Vorlage; the trick is to find out which one in each case. In 1:10,
the order of  the verbs in the series suggests that both ≈tn and vtn were present
in the Vorlage and that the “missing” verb is instead srh, which, interestingly,
is rendered kaqairevw in 24:6; 38:40; 49:10; and 51:34; ≈tn, then, corresponds
with kataskavptw. In 18:7, the 3 verbs in the Hebrew series are vtn, ≈tn, and
dba (Hiphil), while the 2 Greek verbs are ejxaÇrw and ajpovllumi. Given that
ajpovllumi usually translates dba and that ejxaÇrw is closer in meaning to vtn

than to ≈tn, it seems that the latter is the odd one out. In 38:28, MT has a se-
ries of  7 verbs (vtn, ≈tn, srh, dba, [[r, hnb, and [fn) while Greek has only
4 (kaqairevw, kakovw, oijkodomevw, and katafuteuvw), vtn and dba seem not to be
translated in the Greek, and kaqairevw could stand for either ≈tn or srh. In
sum, the equation ≈tn § kaqairevw is no surprise in Jer 52:14, because it fits
the translation technique of  Jeremiah.

Jer 52:15 2 Kgs 25:11
µ[:h: rt<y,Ata<w] µ[:h: t/LD'mIW µ[:h: rt<y, taEw] 

Wlp}n; rv≤a“ µylIp}Noh"Ata<w] ry[IB: µyria:v‘Nih" Wlp}n; rv≤a“ µylIp}Noh"Ata<w] ry[IB: µyria:v‘Nih"

ˆ/ma:h: rt<y, taEw] lb<B: Ël<m<Ala< ˆ/mh:h: rt<y, taEw] lb<B: Ël<M<h"Al["

µyjIB:f"Abr' ˆd;a“r]z'Wbn] hl:g]h< µyjIB:f"Abr' ˆd;a“r]z'Wbn] hl:g]h<

4 Kgdms 25:11
kaµ to; perisso;n touÅ laouv

to; kataleifqe;n ejn t¬Å povlei

kaµ tou;Í ejmpeptwkovtaÍ oi ¶ ejnevpeson 

pro;Í basileva BabulΩnoÍ

kaµ to; loipo;n touÅ sthrÇgmatoÍ methÅren 

Nabouzardan oJ ajrcimavgeiroÍ

49. Though see below.
50. Similar series are found in 1:10; 18:7, 9; 24:6; 38:28; 42:7; and 49:10.
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Jer 52:16 2 Kgs 25:12
ˆd;a“r]z'Wbn] ryaIv‘hI ≈r,a:h: t/LD'mIW ryaIv‘hI ≈r,a:h: tL"D'mIW

µybIg]y ol}W  µymIr]køl} µyjIB:f"Abr' µybIg]yol}W µymIr]køl} µyjIB:f"Abr'

Jer 52:16 4 Kgdms 25:12
kaµ tou;Í kataloÇpouÍ touÅ laouÅ kaµ ajpo; tΩn ptwcΩn thÅÍ ghÅÍ

katevlipen oJ ajrcimavgeiroÍ uJpevlipen oJ ajrcimavgeiroÍ

e√Í ajmpelourgou;Í kaµ e√Í gewrgouvÍ e√Í ajmpelourgou;Í kaµ e√Í gabin

(1) Since both vv. 15 and 16 start with t/lD;mIW in MT, one might wonder
whether the omission of  LXX Jer 52:15 was caused by a parablepsis.51 How-
ever, the translator does not begin v. 16 with t/lD;mIW, which presumably was
absent in his text, but with the words of  15a, µ[:h: rt<y,Ata<w], which he rendered
kaµ tou;Í kataloÇpouÍ touÅ laouv. But then his eye apparently dropped from
µyria:v‘Nih" of  v. 15 to ryaIv‘hI of  v. 16, where he continued, with the result that
vv. 15b–16a of  the Hebrew are missing in the Greek. Rofé contends that the
omission of  v. 15 (as well as 27b and 28–30) is due to its absence in the Vor-
lage and that, though the Hebrew originally read as MT, later editors who
wanted to emphasize that Zedekiah’s people were annihilated, not exiled, left
these words out.52 However, if  the omission is due to parablepsis by the trans-
lator, one need not posit a shorter Vorlage here, nor seek an interpretive
motive for the shorter text. Hatch and Redpath (sub katavloipoÍ) matches
kataloÇpouÍ with t/LD'mI, but this is a mistake, for the addition of  touÅ laouv
makes it clear that µ[:h: rt<y,Ata< is being translated. In Jeremiah, kataloÇpoÍ is
the standard translation for tyriaEv‘, but rt<y, is a rare word with no usual
equivalent. PerissovÍ (4 Kgdms 25:11), on the other hand, never occurs in
Jeremiah. Perhaps the translator’s choice of  katavloipoÍ was motivated by his
choice of  the cognate verb.

51. Cf. H.-J. Stipp, Das masoretische und alexandrinische Sondergut des Jeremia-
buches: Textgeschichlicher Rang, Eigenarten, Triebkräfte (OBO 136; Freibourg: Universi-
tätsverlag / Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1994) 60, 109n, 164.

52. Alexander Rofé, “Not Exile but Annihilation for Zedekiah’s People: The Purport of
Jeremiah 52 in the Septuagint,” in VIII Congress of the International Organization for Sep-
tuagint and Cognate Studies (Paris 1992) (ed. L. Greenspoon and O. Munnich; Atlanta:
Scholars Press, 1995) 165–70. P.-M. Bogaert (“Les trois formes de Jérémie 52 [TM, LXX
et VL],” in Tradition of the Text: Studies Offered to Dominique Barthélemy in Celebration
of His 70th Birthday (ed. G. J. Norton and S. Pisano; Freibourg / Göttingen, 1991) 4, simi-
larly argued that the redactor who imported the material from 2 Kings 24–25 left out the
references to the exile of  the Judeans in vv. 15, 27b, and 28–30. Though it is doubtless
striking that 3 omissions in LXX Jeremiah 52 refer to the same topic, the simpler text-
critical explanation proposed above may dispose of  one of  these.
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(2) Besides Jer 52:16 and 2 Kings 25:12, µybIg]yo “unpaid laborers” (Koehler-
Baumgartner) occurs in the Hebrew Bible only in Jer 39:10, for which there is
no Greek equivalent. LXX Jeremiah 52 has gewrgoÇ, but in 4 Kgdms 25:12,
gabin is a transliteration not of  the Qere µybIg]yo but of  the Kethib µybIG;.

Jer 52:17 2 Kgs 25:13
hw;hy]AtybEl} rv≤a“ tv≤jøN]h" ydeWM["Ata<w] hw;hy]AtyBE rv≤a“ tv≤jøN]h" ydeWM["Ata<w]

tv≤jøN]h" µy;Ata<w] t/nkøM}h"Ata<w] tv≤jøN]h" µy;Ata<w] t/nkøM}h"Ata<w]

 WrB}v¥ hw;hy]AtybEB} rv≤a“  WrB}v¥ hw;hy]AtybEB} rv≤a“

hl:b<B: µT:v‘jUn]AlK:Ata< Wac‘Yiw' µyDic‘k" hl:b<B: µT:v‘jUn]Ata< Wac‘Yiw' µyDic‘k"

Jer 52:17 4 Kgdms 25:13
kaµ tou;Í stuvlouÍ tou;Í calkouvÍ kaµ tou;Í stuvlouÍ tou;Í calkouvÍ

tou;Í ejn o≥kå kurÇou kaµ ta;Í bavseiÍ tou;Í ejn o≥kå kurÇou kaµ ta;Í mecwnwq

kaµ th;n qavlassan th;n calkhÅn th;n ejn kaµ th;n qavlassan th;n calkhÅn th;n ejn 

o≥kå kurÇou sunevtriyan o¥ Calda∂oi o≥kå kurÇou sunevtriyan o¥ Calda∂oi 

kaµ eßlabon to;n calko;n aujtΩn kaµ h®ran to;n calko;n aujtΩn

kaµ ajphvnegkan e√Í BabulΩna e√Í BabulΩna

(1) The t/nkøm} that the Babylonians crushed were the ten bronze stands on
wheels with basins for holding water which Solomon had made for the temple
(1 Kings 7). Their side panels and basins had already been removed by Ahaz,
presumably for tribute to Tiglath-pileser (2 Kgs 16:17). Throughout King-
doms the word is transliterated (1 Kgdms 7:14, 15, 17, 18, 20, 21, 23, 24, 25,
29; 2 Kgdms 16:17; 25:13, 16), as well as in 2 Para 4:14. On the one hand,
LXX Jeremiah’s bavseiÍ is semantically a good translation of  t/nkøm}. On the
other hand, the fact that bavsiÍ occurs together with stuvloÍ more than 30 times
in Exodus 26, 27, and 37 and Numbers 3 and 4 to refer to the bases under the
pillars (stuvloi) of  the tabernacle, not for t/nkøm} but always for ˆd,a<, leads one
to believe that the Greek Pentateuch was the source for bavsiÍ in Jer 52:17 and
suggests that the translator was thinking not of  Solomon’s stands on wheels
but of  pillar pedestals. Unfortunately, bavsiÍ occurs only here in Jeremiah, and
of  the other 2 occurrences of  t/nkøm} in Jeremiah, 34:16 (MT 27:19) lacks a
Greek equivalent and 52:20 changes it to qavlassa. (See my comments on
v. 20 below.)

(2) The verb acn occurs 27 times in MT Jeremiah, and there is no standard
Greek equivalent. Its translation throughout Jeremiah gives evidence for both
consistency between the two halves of  the book and diversity within each
half. As an example of  consistency, hP:r]j< ac…n; is translated lambavnw ojnei-
dismo;n in both 15:15 and 38:19. As an example of  diversity in Jeremiah a,
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µyin'y[E ac…n; is rendered a≥rw ojfqalmou;Í in 3:2 but ajnalambavnw ojfqalmou;Í in
13:20. Translation consistency within each half  tends to happen where the
same Hebrew expression recurs in the immediate context, such as with a≥rw
bastavgmata in 17:21, 27 and a≥rw shme∂on in 28:12 and 27. Though the trans-
lation of  acn by lambavnw is quite common in the LXX, the distribution of  this
equation in both halves of  Jeremiah is noteworthy (9:10, 18; 15:15; 30:29;
38:19; 52:17, 31).

(3) LXX Jeremiah 52 adds kaµ ajphvnegkan without warrant in MT. Person
suggests that the Vorlage was different:

JG [Jeremiah 52 Vorlage] includes the verb waybwyw, thus differentiating between
the taking of  the bronze from the temple and the taking of  the bronze to Babel.
This retroversion is suggested by the use of  the same root (aßgw) in KG [4 Reigns
Vorlage] 25:6 and JG 52:11 for aby with hlbb in KH [2 Kings MT] 25:6 and JH
[Jeremiah MT] 52:11.53

The Greek verb in question is not (ajp)avgw, however, but ajpofevrw, and thus
Person does not have a legitimate basis for including waybwyw. ∆Apofevrw occurs
only here in Greek Jeremiah and may constitute an addition by the translator.

Jer 52:18 2 Kgs 25:14
t/rM}z'm}h"Ata<w] µy[IY;h"Ata<w] t/rSIh"Ata<w] t/rM}z'm}h"Ata<w] µy[IY;h"Ata<w] t/rSIh"Ata<w]

ylEK}AlK: taEw] t/PK"h;Ata<w] tqør;z]MIh"Ata<w] ylEK}AlK: taEw] t/PK"h;Ata<w]

Wjq:l: µh<b: Wtr]v…y]Arv≤a“ tv≤jøN]h" Wjq:l: µb:AWtr]v…y]Arv≤a“ tv≤jøN]h"

Jer 52:18 4 Kgdms 25:14
kaµ th;n stefavnhn kaµ tou;Í levbhtaÍ kaµ ta; iamin

kaµ ta;Í fiavlaÍ kaµ kaµ ta;Í fiavlaÍ kaµ

ta;Í kreavgraÍ kaµ pavnta ta; skeuvh ta; ta;Í quÇskaÍ kaµ pavnta ta; skeuvh ta; 

calkaÅ ejn oi •Í ejleitouÅrgoun ejn aujto∂Í calkaÅ ejn oi •Í leitourgouvsin ejn aujto∂Í

eßlaben

(1) Though the lists of  the temple vessels are almost the same in the two
MT passages, LXX Jeremiah 52 is different both from MT and from LXX
2 Kgs 25:14, and it is not easy to determine which Greek items match which
Hebrew. I propose the following:

• The translator seems to have read t/rSIh" as twrzh from rze (“edge”)
which also better explains the Greek stefavnh. This suggestion is streng-
thened by the fact that t/rSIh" is translated differently in v. 19.

53. Person, Recensions, 92.
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• The order is different in LXX than MT: µy[IY;h" is rendered ta;Í kreavgraÍ;
t/rM}z'm}h" is not found in LXX v. 18 but is transliterated in v. 19 as ta;
masmarwq; tqør;z]MIh" is translated ta;Í fiavlaÍ but not translated in v. 19;
t/PK"h" is not rendered in LXX v. 18 but is rendered in v. 19.

Jer 52:19 2 Kgs 25:15
t/qr;z]MIh"Ata<w] t/Tj}M"h"Ata<w] µyPISIh"Ata<w] t/qr;z]MIh"Ata<w] t/Tj}M"h"Ata<w]

t/PK"h"Ata<w] t/rnoM}h"Ata<w] t/rySIh"Ata<w]

t/yqIn'M}h"Ata<w]

πs<K: πs<K<Arv≤a“w' bh:z; bh:z; rv≤a“ πs<K: πs<K<Arv≤a“w' bh:z; bh:z; rv≤a“

µyjIB:t"Abr' jq"l: µyjIB:t"Abr' jq"l:

Jer 52:19 4 Kgdms 25:15
kaµ ta; saffwq kaµ ta; masmarwq kaµ ta; pure∂a kaµ ta;Í fiavlaÍ

kaµ tou;Í uJpocuthÅraÍ kaµ ta;Í lucnÇaÍ 

kaµ ta;Í quÇskaÍ kaµ tou;Í kuavqouÍ a¶ h®n 

crusaÅ crusaÅ kaµ a¶ h®n ajrguraÅ ajrguraÅ ta;Í crusaÅÍ kaµ ta;Í ajrguraÅÍ

eßlaben oJ ajrcimavgeiroÍ eßlaben oJ ajrcimavgeiroÍ

(1) The following suggestions may be made concerning the Greek text of
Jer 52:19:

• The transliteration saffwq suggests that the Vorlage had a feminine
plural ending for the first item (cf. BHS footnote b1).

• The transliteration masmarwq suggests that the translator read t/rM}z'm}h"

(which is found in MT of  v. 18 but not in the LXX of  v. 18) instead of
t/Tj}M"h".

• The next item, t/qr;z]MIh", is not translated in v. 19, but it is found in v. 18,
where it is translated fiavlh. Thus, either it is found only once in the
Vorlage or the translator left it out here to avoid repetition.

(2) My conclusions on vv. 18–19 are: (a) that LXX lists the items in a dif-
ferent order than MT, (b) that LXX lists each item only once, and (c) that while
it is possible that the Vorlage read differently from MT, the repetition of  items
might have provided the translator with a motivation for simplifying the list.

(3) Since none of  the items listed in vv. 18 and 19 are found elsewhere in
Jeremiah, little can be concluded about the translation technique of  Jeremiah
52 in relation to the rest of  the book.
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Jer 52:20 2 Kgs 25:16
rq:B:h"w] dj:a< µY;h" µyin'v‘ µydiWM["h: t/nkøM}h"w] dj:a<h: µY;h" µyin'v‘ µydiWM["h:

t/nkøM}h" tj"T"Arv≤a“ tv≤jøn] rv…[:Aµynev‘

hw;hy] tybEl} hmøløv‘ Ël<M<h" hc…[: rv≤a“ hw;hy] tybEl} hmøløv‘ hc…[: rv≤a“

µT:v‘jUn]lI lq:v‘mI hy;h:Aalø tv≤jøn]lI lq:v‘mI hy;h:Aalø

hL<aEh: µylIKEh"AlK: hL<aEh: µylIKEh"AlK:

Jer 52:20 4 Kgdms 25:16
kaµ o¥ stuvloi duvo kaµ hJ qavlassa mÇa stuvlouÍ duvo hJ qavlassa hJ mÇa

kaµ o¥ movscoi d∫deka calko∂ uJpokavtw kaµ ta; mecwnwq

thÅÍ qalavsshÍ a¶ ejpoÇhsen oJ basileu;Í a¶ ejpoÇhsen Salwmwn tåÅ oi ßkå kurÇou 

Salwmwn e√Í oπkon kurÇou oujk h®n staqmo;Í touÅ calkouv pavntwn tΩn

oujk h®n staqmo;Í touÅ calkouv aujtΩn skeuΩn

(1) The translator of  4 Kgdms 25:15–16 construed µyDiWM["h: as a direct ob-
ject of  the preceding jq"l: and thus translated it with accusative stuvlouÍ duvo
and then began a new sentence with hJ qavlassa. LXX Jer 52:20, on the other
hand, begins with a clause-initial kaÇ, though there is no waw in MT (nor in
MT 2 Kgs 25:16). The translator of  Jeremiah 52 (not surprisingly) also in-
serted kaÇ before hJ qavlassa.

(2) The words kaµ o¥ movscoi d∫deka calko∂ uJpokavtw in Jer 52:20 translate
a Hebrew phrase that is absent in 2 Kgs 25:16: Arv≤a“ tv≤jøn] rc…[:Aµynev‘ rq:B:h"w]

tj"T". It is possible, though far from certain, that this phrase was originally
present in 2 Kgs 25:16 but was lost through parablepsis from the letters hw at
the beginning of  rq:B:h"w] to the letter h at the beginning of  t/nkøM}h", with the re-
sultant text t/nkøM}h"w]. In any case, such a parablepsis would have taken place
before Kingdoms was translated into Greek, since the Greek reflects the
shorter Hebrew text.

(3) LXX Jeremiah 52 has thÅÍ qalavsshÍ where MT has t/nkøM}h". Since the
Hebrew Bible states more than once that the 12 bronze oxen were under the
sea (2 Chr 4:4; 1 Kgs 7:25 [LXX 3 Kgdms 7:13]), MT has the more difficult
reading. A variety of  emendations has been suggested in commentaries and in
BHS to insert µY;h" (or a pronoun representing it) between t/nkøM}h" and tj"T".
However, the Vorlage clearly did not have both µY;h" and t/nkøM}h". The simplest
solution seems to be that the Vorlage read as MT and the translator, endeav-
ouring to correct it, wrote thÅÍ qalavsshÍ.

(4) For µT:v‘jUn]lI, MT Jeremiah 52 also adds the referent hL<aEh: µylIKEh"AlK:,
while MT 2 Kings 25 has only the referent and not the pronominal suffix, and
LXX Jeremiah 52 has only the pronoun but not the referent. (Note the
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secondary addition of  pavnta tΩn skeuΩn touÅtwn, attested by O [asterisked]
Q 86 62 Arm Lu.) It is possible that the Greek reflects a different Vorlage and
an older Hebrew text which had only the pronominal suffix and that the ref-
erent in MT Jeremiah 52 is a later explanatory addition which, perhaps,
slipped in via a marginal gloss noting the text of  2 Kings 25.

Jer 52:21 2 Kgs 25:17
 hm:/q hM:a" hrec‘[< hn,møv‘ µydiWM["h:w]  dj:a<h: dWM["h: tm"/q hM:a" hrec‘[< hn,møv‘

hrec‘[<AµyTEv‘ fWjw] dj:a<h: dMU["h: [tm"/q]
/yb}[:w] WNB<sUy] hM:a" 

bWbn; t/[B:x}a" [B"r]a"

Jer 52:22
tv≤jøn] wyl:[: tr,t<køw] tv≤jøn] wyl:[: tr,t<køw]

t/Ma" vmEj: tj"a"h: tr,t<Køh" tm"/qw] [t/Ma"] hM:a" vløv… tr,t<Køh" tm"/qw]

bybIs: tr,t</Kh"Al[" µyni/Mriw] hk:b:c‘W bybIs: tr,t<Køh"Al[" µyniMøriw] hk:b:c‘W

µyni/Mriw] yniV´h" dWM["l" hL<aEk:w] tv≤jøn] lKøh" yniV´h" dWM["l" hL<aEk:w] tv≤jøn] lKøh"

Jer 52:23
hj:Wr hV…v¥w] µy[Iv‘TI µyniMørih: Wyh}Yiw'

bybIs: hk:b:C‘h"Al[" ha:mE µyni/Mrih:AlK: hk:b:V‘h"Al[" 

Jer 52:21 4 Kgdms 25:17
kaµ o¥ stuÅloi triavkonta pevnte phcΩn ojktwkaÇdeka phvcewn u§yoÍ touÅ stuvlou 

u§yoÍ touÅ stuvlou touÅ eJnovÍ kaµ spartÇon touÅ eJnovÍ

d∫deka phcΩn periekuvklou aujtovn kaµ 

to; pavcoÍ aujtouÅ daktuvlwn tessavrwn kuvklå

Jer 52:22
kaµ ge∂soÍ ejp∆ aujto∂Í calkouvn kaµ kaµ to; cwqar ejp∆ aujtouÅ to; calkouvn kaµ 

pevnte phcΩn to; mhÅkoÍ uJperoch; touÅ to; u§yoÍ touÅ cwqar triΩn phÅcewn 

geÇsouÍ touÅ eJnovÍ kaµ dÇktuon kaµ rJovai sabaca kaµ rJoaµ ejpµ touÅ cwqar kuvklå 

ejpµ touÅ geÇsouÍ kuvklå ta; pavnta calkaÅ ta; pavnta calkaÅ kaµ kata; ta; aujta; tåÅ 

kaµ kata; tauvta tåÅ stuvlå tåÅ deutevrå stuvlå tåÅ deutevrå ejpµ tåÅ sabaca

ojktw; rJovai tåÅ phÅcei to∂Í d∫deka phÅcesi

Jer 52:23
kaµ h®san a¥ rJovai ejnenhvkonta e¶x to; e¶n 

mevroÍ kaµ h®san paÅsai a¥ rJovai eJkatovn 

ejpµ touÅ diktuvou kuvklå

(1) LXX Jer 52:21 records the height of  the temple pillar as 35 cubits
but MT has 18 cubits, as do 1 Kgs 7:15 [LXX 3 Kgdms 7:3] and 2 Kgs
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25:17.54 One might argue, as Keil has done in his commentary on 1 Kgs 7:15–
22,55 that the numeral 18 (written jy) was confused with the numeral 35 (writ-
ten hl), but there is no proof  that the numerals were so written in the Vorlage
of  Jeremiah 52, nor are the letters jy and hl so similar as to have been easily
confused. On the other hand, it is noteworthy that the Chronicler’s account of
the construction of  Solomon’s temple gives the height of  the pillars as 35 cu-
bits (2 Chr 3:15). It is thus possible that the translator, detecting a discrepancy,
chose 35 cubits as the correct figure. Further, since I proposed earlier that thÅÍ
qalavsshÍ is a translator’s change on the basis of  1 Kgs 7:25 or 2 Chr 4:4, it
now appears that 2 Chr 4:4, only 6 verses after 3:15, is the more likely candi-
date. Perhaps the translator’s judgment that 2 Chr 4:4 was more accurate than
Jer 52:20 led him to choose the Chronicler’s 35 cubits over Jeremiah 52’s 18
cubits. A tentative hypothesis, which cannot be further explored here, is that,
while the Hebrew Jeremiah 52 is based on Kings, the Greek translator double-
checked its details against the parallel accounts in Chronicles and even
showed preference for the latter in cases of  discrepancy. It might prove in-
teresting to study how well this hypothesis holds up for the rest of  LXX
Jeremiah.

(2) The word tr,t<Kø occurs 3 times in Jeremiah, all in 52:22. Its 6 occur-
rences in 1 Kings are all translated ejpÇqema (7:4, 5, 6, 9); it is further translit-
erated cwqar in 4 Kgdms 25:17 and cwqareq in 2 Para 4:12, 13. Jeremiah 52’s
ge∂soÍ also occurs only here in Jeremiah. Thus it is a closed equation, and not
productive for our study. So, too, both hk:b:c‘ and its translation dÇktuon occur
only in Jer 52:22, 23.

(3) The word hm:/q also occurs only here in Jeremiah; 52:21 has u§yoÍ, but
52:23 reads to; mhÅkoÍ uJperoch;. The word uJperochv “height” is otherwise found
only four times in 2 Maccabees, but to; mhÅkoÍ “length” is common in the LXX,
almost always translating Ër,aø: it is often used of  tabernacle dimensions in Ex-
odus 25–38, for temple and palace dimensions in 1 Kings 6–7, and for temple
dimensions in 2 Chronicles 3–4. Here, however, one should not suppose that
the Vorlage read Ër,aø before hm:/q (which would produce nonsensical Hebrew)

54. A comparative study of  the differences between MT’s and LXX’s description of
Solomon’s temple is D. W. Gooding, “Temple Specifications: A Dispute in Logical Ar-
rangement between the MT and the LXX,” VT 17 (1967) 143–72. Gooding argues that the
translator changed the dimensions of  the Holy Place and the Holy of  Holies in 1 Kingdoms
6 where he judged the Hebrew unclear.

55. C. F. Keil, Commentary on the Old Testament, vol. 3: 1 and 2 Kings; 1 and 2
Chronicles (reprinted Peabody: Hendrickson, 1996), 70.
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but understand to; mhÅkoÍ as an adverb added by the translator: “and the height
of  the one cornice was five cubits long [or high].”

(4) To arrive at the total of  96 pomegranates (v. 23), LXX Jer 52:22 adds
that the cornice had 8 pomegranates per cubit for 12 cubits. Since MT Jer
52:22 ends rather abruptly, it may well be that the Greek addition reflects its
Vorlage.

Jer 52:24 2 Kgs 25:18
varøh: ˆhEKø hy;r;c‘Ata< µyjIB:f"Abr' jQ'Yiw' varøh: ˆhEKø hy;r;c‘Ata< µyjIB:f"Abr' jQ'Yiw'

hn,v‘MIh" ˆhEKø hy;n]p"x}Ata<w] hn,v‘mI ˆhEKø hy;n]p"x}Ata<w]

πS"h" yrem}vø tv≤løv‘Ata<w] πS"h" yrem}vø tv≤løv‘Ata<w]

Jer 52:24 4 Kgdms 25:18
kaµ eßlaben oJ ajrcimavgeiroÍ to;n ¥ereva to;n kaµ eßlaben oJ ajrcimavgeiroÍ to;n Saraian 

prΩton kaµ to;n ¥ereva to;n deutereuvonta ¥ereva to;n prΩton kaµ to;n Sofonian u¥o;n 

kaµ tou;Í tre∂Í tou;Í fulavssontaÍ th;n thÅÍ deuter∫sewÍ kaµ tou;Í tre∂Í tou;Í 

oJdo;n fulavssontaÍ to;n staqmo;n

(1) One notices at once that the names of  the high priest and second priest
are absent in LXX Jer 52:24. While it is conceivable that the translator should
leave out a name or replace it with a pronoun when the reference is clear from
the context, here there is no apparent warrant for such an omission. It would
be better to conclude, then, that the names were absent in the Vorlage; they
may well be a later addition to the Hebrew. As an interesting sidenote: though
there are several Seraiahs in Jeremiah, Seraiah the high priest is mentioned
only here in the Hebrew (and hence, not at all in Greek Jeremiah). Zephaniah
the priest, on the other hand, is singled out in 21:1, 36[29]:25, 29, and
44[37]:3.

(2) Zephaniah is called u¥o;n thÅÍ deuter∫sewÍ in 4 Kgdms 25:18, but to;n
¥ereva to;n deutereuvonta in Jer 52:24. The meaning of  the Hebrew is not the
second priest among a number of  priests (for which one might expect yniv´—
see, e.g., 2 Kgs 25:17 // Jer 52:22), but a priest second in rank. Presumably the
translator of  the Kingdoms passage read ̂ B< for ˆhEKø which, combined with deu-
ter∫siÍ, results in a scarcely intelligible “son of  making second.” So, too, in
2 Kgs [4 Kgdms] 23:4, Hilkiah the high priest (l/dG:h" ˆhEKøh" § oJ ¥ereuÍ oJ
mevgaÍ) is distinguished from hn,v‘MIh" yneh“Kø (o¥ ¥ere∂Í thÅÍ deuter∫sewÍ). The
translator of  Jeremiah 52, however, used the participial form of  deutereuvw “to
play the role of  a deuvteroÍ” for hn,v‘mI (as do 1 Para 16:5 [for the musician sec-
ond in rank] and 2 Para 35:24 [for Josiah’s second chariot]). Deutereuvw occurs
only here in Jeremiah; the other two instances of  hn,v‘mI are translated diplouÅÍ
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(16:18) and dissovÍ (17:18), since its meaning is not “second” but “twofold”
and “double, ” respectively.

(3) Th;n oJdovn seems an unlikely translation for πS"h", but clearly has the sup-
port of  the majority of  the evidence. Lucianic to;n oujdovn “the threshold,” also
found in Theodotion, is a much more apt translation. The only other occur-
rence of  πs" in Jeremiah is in the same expression πS"h" rmEvø  in 42[35]:4, where
both Rahlfs and Ziegler read touÅ fulavssontoÍ th;n aujlhÅn, though the evi-
dence is divided: B, S*, 130, 239, A, 106, 410, 46, as well as Coptic, Ethiopic,
and Arabic support the lemma, while Sc, Q, V, 26, 86, 710, 534, 538, 544, 613,
the O-group, the Catena-group, and Olympiodorus read th;n oJdovn. With regard
to Jer 52:24, Ziegler concluded that th;n oJdovn was the original reading and that
the Lucianic reading was secondary, perhaps derived from Theodotion, possi-
bly via the Hexapla. While Ziegler’s decision is methodologically sound, it
does not answer one fundamental question: what could have inspired the
translator to render πs" by oJdovÍ? Unless one postulates a Vorlage different from
MT, this question remains unanswered. OujdovÍ, on the other hand, presents no
such difficulty, and when one considers that oujdovÍ and ojdovÍ are alternate spell-
ings of  the same word, an easy solution suggests itself: (1) the translator wrote
to;n ojdovn; (2) at a very early stage, a well-meaning scribe “corrected” to th;n
oJdovn; (3) Theodotion’s to;n oujdovn easily found its way into the manuscripts,
since it required only a minor change.

One cannot help but wonder whether something similar might have hap-
pened at 42:4. In 42:4, of  course, one has the added difficulty that th;n aujlhÅn
is well attested. In any text-critical dilemma, one must explain the secondary
appearance of  the variants.

(A) If  th;n aujlhÅn is the original reading, how might one account for the appearance
of  th;n oJdovn? One might point out that the latter is hexaplaric. However, since it can-
not be said that it is a revision toward the Hebrew (au contraire!), the most one can
say is that th;n oJdovn was already present in Origen’s text and that Origen left it un-
changed. Alternatively, one might suggest that th;n oJdovn is a secondary intrusion
from 52:24. However, it is noteworthy that th;n aujlhvn does not appear in the text-
critical apparatus at 52:24 and thus the interference between the two texts would
seem to be minimal. Finally, if  th;n aujlhvn were the original reading in 42:4, this
would be the only instance in the entire LXX where aujlhv translates πs", and it is dif-
ficult to imagine why the translator would do so here, unless the Vorlage read dif-
ferently from MT.

(B) If, on the other hand, th;n oJdovn were the older of  the two, how might one account
for the appearance of th;n aujlhvn? Aujlhv is not an accurate translation of  πs", nor is
the latter ever so rendered in the LXX. There are 19 occurrences of  aujlhv in Jere-
miah (15 of  which translate all 15 occurrences of  rxEj:). Most striking among these
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is its occurrence (uncontested) only two verses prior, in 42:2, which reads: bavdison
e√Í oπkon Arcabin kaµ aßxeiÍ aujtou;Í e√Í oπkon kurÇou e√Í mÇan tΩn aujlΩn [> tj"a"Ala<

t/kv…L}h"] kaµ potie∂Í aujtou;Í oπnon. Though aujlhv is a reasonably good rendering of
hK:v‘lI, there is no apparent reason for the translator to use it again at 42:4 for πs".

One might therefore reconstruct the transmission history of  42:4 as follows:
as at 52:24, the translator wrote to;n ojdovn, which was changed to th;n oJdovn at
an early stage. A later copyist/reviser, thinking that th;n oJdovn made little sense
in the context, wrote aujlhn on the basis of  42:2. If  this reconstruction is cor-
rect, it means that both occurrences of  πS"h"Ayrem}vø  in Jeremiah were originally
translated o¥ fulavssonteÍ to;n ojdo;n, in contrast with 4 Kingdoms which al-
ways reads o¥ fulavssonteÍ to;n staqmo;n (12:10; 22:4; 23:4; 25:18). Though
this item occurs too infrequently to draw a firm conclusion, it seems to lend
support to the suggestion that Jeremiah 52 was translated by the same individ-
ual who translated the second half  of  the book.

Jer 52:25 2 Kgs 25:19
hy;h:Arv≤a“ dj:a< syris: jq"l: ry[Ih:AˆmIW aWhArv≤a“ dj:a< syris: jq"l: ry[Ih:AˆmIW

µyv¥n;a“ h[:b}v¥w] hm:j:l}MIh" yv´n]a"Al[" dyqIp: µyv¥n;a“ hV…mIj“w' hm:j:l}MIh" yv´n]a"Al[" dyqIp:

ry[Ib: Wax}m}ni rv≤a“ Ël<M<h"Aynep} yaErømE ry[Ib: Wax}m}ni rv≤a“ Ël<M<h"Aynep} yaErømE

aBIx}M"h" ab:X:h" rcæ rpEsø taEw] aBIx}M"h" ab:X:h" rcæ rpESøh" taEw]

≈r,a:h: µ["mE vyaI µyV¥v¥w] ≈r,a:h: µ["Ata< ≈r,a:h: µ["mE vyaI µyV¥v¥w] ≈r,a:h: µ["Ata<

ry[Ih: Ë/tB} µyaIx}m}Nih" ry[IB: µyaIx}m}Nih"

Jer 52:25 4 Kgdms 25:19
kaµ ejk thÅÍ povlewÍ eßlaben

kaµ eujnouvcon e§na o¶Í h®n ejpistavthÍ eujnouÅcon e§na o¶Í h®n ejpistavthÍ 

ajndrΩn tΩn polemistΩn ejpµ tΩn ajndrΩn tΩn polemistΩn

kaµ eJpta; aßndraÍ ojnomastou;Í kaµ pevnte aßndraÍ tΩn oJr∫ntwn

ejn pros∫på touÅ basilevwÍ tou;Í to; provswpon touÅ basilevwÍ tou;Í 

euJreqevntaÍ ejn t¬Å povlei euJreqevntaÍ ejn t¬Å povlei

kaµ to;n grammateva tΩn dunavmewn to;n kaµ to;n grammateva touÅ aßrcontoÍ thÅÍ 

grammateuvonta tåÅ laåÅ thÅÍ ghÅÍ dunavmewÍ to;n ejktavssonta to;n lao;n thÅÍ 

kaµ eJxhvkonta ajnqr∫pouÍ ejk touÅ laouv ghÅÍ kaµ eJxhvkonta aßndraÍ touÅ laouÅ

thÅÍ ghÅÍ tou;Í euJreqevntaÍ thÅÍ ghÅÍ tou;Í euJreqevntaÍ

ejn mevså thÅÍ povlewÍ ejn t¬Å povlei

(1) Though most manuscripts read ejk thÅÍ povlewÍ eßlaben after the first oc-
currence of  kaµ in Jer 52:25, this appears to be a hebraizing correction; B, S,
106, 410, 239, and Bohairic support the lemma. Since the verb jql is also
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found in v. 24, it is possible that the translator decided to continue the sen-
tence without repeating the verb and to skip the rather obvious ry[Ih:AˆmI. How-
ever, it is equally possible that jq"l: ry[Ih:AˆmI was absent in the Vorlage.

(2) While 4 Kgdms 25:19 translates hm:j:l}MIh" yv´n]a"Al[" as ejpµ tΩn ajndrΩn
tΩn polemistΩn, Jeremiah 52 does not formally represent the Hebrew prepo-
sition. This need not suggest that the Vorlage was different; rather, since a
chief  is by definition “over” his subordinates, the translator doubtless consid-
ered a preposition superfluous. The (approximately) 450 occurrences of  the
preposition l[" in Jeremiah are almost always rendered by a Greek preposi-
tion, usually ejpÇ, but occasionally are not formally represented in the Greek
(1:9; 5:31; 6:19; 12:9; 13:21; 18:23; 21:4; 23:34; 25:12; 28:8; 33:5; 34:8;
37:20; 39:24; 42:6; 43:32; 51:20; 52:4, 25).

(3) The discrepancy between “five” and “seven” men is not a matter of
translation but of  the Hebrew parent text; LXX in both passages reflects MT.

(4) The Hebrew Ël<M<h"AyneP} yaErømE µyv¥n;a“ “men of  those who saw the king’s
face” is different from the corresponding Greek aßndraÍ ojnomastou;Í ejn pro-
s∫på touÅ basilevwÍ “renowned men in the king’s presence.” This is probably
due not to a different Vorlage but to the translator, for two reasons: (a) The
Hebrew expression is vague and thus lends itself  to interpretation, for “those
who see the king’s face” might refer to a range of  categories, such as atten-
dants (who see to his needs), bodyguards (who look out for him), devotees
(who behold him), counselors, or heroes, etc. LXX eliminated the vagueness
by translating “renowned men.” (b) It is difficult to account for MT if  the Vor-
lage read as LXX. Other instances of  ojnomastovÍ in the LXX translate µv´

(“men of  name”: Gen 6:4; Num 16:2; 1 Chr 5:24; cf. Jer 13:11, where eijÍ lao;n
ojnomasto;n translates µv´l}W µ["l}). The presence of  ejn would require the intro-
duction of  b in an equivalent parent text with the further result that ynep} has a
nonliteral meaning. But it is implausible that the Vorlage read µv´Ayv´n]a"

Ël,M<h"Aynep}BI. On the Greek side, though ojnomastovÍ is not a common word in the
LXX, it also occurs in 13:11, though for different Hebrew, and both occur-
rences are nonliteral translations.

(5) Where MT has ≈r,a:h: µ["Ata< aBIx}M"h" ab:X:h" rcæ rpEsø taEw], LXX reads kaµ
to;n grammateva tΩn dunavmewn to;n grammateuvonta tåÅ laåÅ thÅÍ ghÅÍ; rcæ is not
translated, the Greek verb is a cognate not of  “host” but of  “scribe,” and the
direct object has been converted to an indirect object. If  these differences were
all due to differences in the Vorlage, the text of  MT would be difficult to ac-
count for. It would seem wiser, then, to regard them as a series of  adjustments
made by the translator. But if  his text was essentially identical to MT, how did
the translator understand the Hebrew? A key question here is the grammatical
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function of  rpEsø: is it part of  the construct chain that follows it, or is it in appo-
sition to it? In other words, are the rpEsø and the ab:X:h" rcæ the same or different
individuals? The Hebrew is ambiguous.56 A related issue is whether the gram-
matical head of  aBIx}M"h" is rpEsø or rcæ. Here LXX’s grammateuvonta indicates
that the translator thought that the activity of  the rpEsø was being referred to
(“the recorder of  the army who recorded for the people of  the land”). Further,
his choice of  a cognate of  grammateuvÍ (where the Hebrew has a cognate of
abx) suggests that he regarded the rpEsø and the ab:X:h" rcæ as the same person;
the latter label merely qualifies the former. This might explain why the trans-
lator did not translate rcæ. Equating the two is also supported by other data in
Jeremiah. The µyricæ appear to be administrative officials closely associated
with the king and frequently mentioned as a distinct category besides the king
and his servants, the prophets, the priests, and the people of  the land (1:18;
2:26; 4:9; 8:1; 17:25; 24:8; 25:1; 26:11; 36:2; 39:32; 43:24; 51:21). Among
these µyricæ, Jer 43:12 and 21 mention Elishama, the secretary (grammateuvÍ >
rpEsø).

Jer 52:26 2 Kgs 25:20
µyjIB:f"Abr' ˆd:a“r]z'Wbn] µt:/a jQ"Yiw' µyjIB:f"Abr' ˆd:a“r]z'Wbn] µt:/a jQ"Yiw''

ht:l:b}ri lb<B: Ël<m<Ala< µt:/a Ël<Yow' ht:l:b}ri lb<B: Ël<m<Al[" µt:/a Ël<Yow'

Jer 52:26 4 Kgdms 25:20
kaµ eßlaben aujtou;Í Nabouzardan kaµ eßlaben aujtou;Í Nabouzardan 

oJ ajrcimavgeiroÍ kaµ hßgagen aujtou;Í oJ ajrcimavgeiroÍ kaµ ajphÅgagen aujtou;Í 

pro;Í basileva BabulΩnoÍ e√Í Deblaqa pro;Í to;n basileva BabulΩnoÍ e√Í Deblaqa

(1) This is the only time in Jeremiah that aßgw translates ˚lh (Hiphil). Most
of  the 14 occurrences of  aßgw translate the Hiphil of  awb, but other equivalents
include lby (11:19), hlg (47:1), jql (48:12; 50:10), and hl[ (52:9). Of  the
four other occurrences of  ˚lh (Hiphil), the first (2:6) is translated kaqodhgevw
(ajnavgw is found earlier in the verse), the second is not represented in the
Greek (2:17), the third is translated ajnavgw (38:9), and the fourth (39:5) eijsevr-
comai (involving a transformation of  object to subject). This item demon-
strates little more than that the translation technique of  Greek Jeremiah is
characterized by variety.

56. The ambiguity is reflected in the English translations: kjv reads: “the principal
scribe of  the host”; niv has: “the secretary who was chief  officer.” But rsv and nrsv both
translate: “the secretary of  the commander of  the army” (emphases mine).
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Jer 52:27 2 Kgs 25:21
hl:b}riB} µtEmIy]w' lb<B: Ël<m< µt:/a hK<Y'w' hl:b}riB} µtEymIy]w' lb<B: Ël<m< µt:aø ËY'w'

/tm:d]a" l["mE hd;Why] lg,Yiw' tm:j“ ≈r,a<B} /tm:d]a" l["mE hd;Why] lg,Yiw' tm:j“ ≈r,a<B}

Jer 52:27 4 Kgdms 25:21
kaµ ejpavtaxen aujtou;Í basileu;Í kaµ eßpaisen aujtou;Í basileu;Í 

BabulΩnoÍ BabulΩnoÍ kaµ ejqanavtwsen aujtou;Í

ejn Deblaqa ejn g¬Å Emaq ejn Deblaqa ejn g¬Å Aimaq kaµ ajpåkÇsqh 

IoudaÍ ejpavnwqen thÅÍ ghÅÍ aujtouÅ

(1) 4 Kingdoms translates hkn (Hiphil) paÇw, but Jeremiah uses patavssw,
which is much more common in the LXX, almost always for hkn. In Jeremiah,
patavssw is used exclusively for hkn (19 times), except in 48:4, where MT has
tWm (Hiphil). However, the fact that there are a number of  differences between
LXX and MT in Jer 48:2–4 makes it possible that the Greek is nonliteral here.
Though patavssw is the default, alternatives are also found, the most striking
of  which is paÇw in 5:6; 14:19; and 37:14, thus in both halves of  the book.57

(2) The absence of  a Greek equivalent for µtEmIy]w' suggests that it was not
present in the Vorlage. On the other hand, patavssw can refer to a fatal blow
(see, e.g., Acts 7:24; 12:23), and it is thus possible that the translator consid-
ered it superfluous to add “and he killed them.” The absence of  the same
phrase after patavssw in Jer 48:2 lends credence to this possibility.

(3) The final clause of  MT Jer 52:27 is absent in the Greek, as are vv. 28–
30. Doubtless they were not present in the Vorlage. Bogaert and Rofé58 count
vv. 15, 27b, and 28–30 as three separate omissions, deliberately suppressed in
the Hebrew Vorlage. It has already been shown that the omission at v. 15 is
probably due to a parablepsis on the part of  the translator and thus is not grist
for the mill of  Bogaert and Rofé. Here it ought to be noted that it makes good
sense to treat v. 27b and vv. 28–30 as a single omission (i.e., as vv. 27b–30),
not merely because no text separates them, but also because v. 27b in the He-
brew may be considered a summary statement introducing vv. 28–30.59

57. Note also that Clement of  Alexandria reads paÇw for patavssw in 40:5.
58. Rofé, “Not Exile but Annihilation,” 165–70; P.-M. Bogaert, “Les trois formes,” 4.

See under v. 15.
59. Here I draw on the observation of  Gooding (“Temple Specifications,” 148–52) that

summary statements in Hebrew often precede rather than follow what they summarize.
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(4) 4 Kgdms 25:21 is followed by five verses which have no parallel in
Jeremiah 52.

Jer 52:31 2 Kgs 25:27
ˆkIy;/hy] tWlg;l} hn;v… [b"v≤w; µyv¥løv‘bI yhIy]w' ˆkIy;/hy] tWlg;l} hn;v… [b"v≤w; µyv¥løv‘bI yhIy]w'

vd,jø rc…[: µynev‘BI hd;Why]AËl<m< vd,jø rc…[: µynev‘BI hd;Why]AËl<m<

vd,jøl" hV…mIj“w' µyric‘[<B} vd,jøl" h[:b}v¥w] µyric‘[<B}

/tkUl}m" tn'v‘BI lb<B: Ël<m< Ëd'røm} lywia” ac…n; /kl}m" tn'v‘BI lb<B: Ël<m< Ëd'røm} lywia” ac…n

hd;Why]AËl<m< ˆykIy;/hy] varøAta< hd;Why]AËl<m< ˆykIy;/hy] varøAta<

[aWlK}][h"] aylIK}h" tyBEmI /t/a axEYow' al<K< tyBEmI

Jer 52:31 4 Kgdms 25:27
Kaµ ejgevneto ejn tåÅ triakoståÅ kaµ kaµ ejgenhvqh ejn tåÅ triakoståÅ kaµ 

eJbdovmå eßtei ajpoikisqevntoÍ touÅ Iwakim e˚bdovmå eßtei thÅÍ ajpoikesÇaÍ touÅ Iwakim 

basilevwÍ Iouda ejn tåÅ dwdekavtå mhnµ basilevwÍ Iouda ejn tåÅ dwdekavtå mhnµ 

ejn t¬Å tetravdi kaµ e√kavdi touÅ mhno;Í eJbdovm¬ kaµ e√kavdi touÅ mhno;Í

eßlaben Oulaimaradac basileu;Í u§ywsen Euilmarwdac basileu;Í 

BabulΩnoÍ ejn tåÅ ejniautåÅ å• BabulΩnoÍ ejn tåÅ ejniautåÅ thÅÍ 

ejbasÇleuse th;n kefalh;n Iwakim basileÇaÍ aujtouÅ th;n kefalh;n Iwakim 

basilevwÍ Iouda kaµ ejxhvgagen aujto;n ejx basilevwÍ Iouda kaµ ejxhÅgagen aujto;n ejx 

o√kÇaÍ h•Í ejfulavsseto o≥kou fulakhÅÍ aujtouÅ

(1) Verse-initial yhyw is usually translated kaµ ejgevneto (1:3, 4, 11, 13; 13:6;
18:5; 24:4; 33:8; 35:1, 12; 36:30; 39:26; 40:1; 42:12; 43:27; 44:6, 13; 48:1, 4,
7, 13; 50:8; 52:4, 31), but occasionally kaµ ejgenhvqh (13:3, 8; 41:12; 42:11;
43:9, 16, 23; 49:7; 50:1); it seems that the two Greek equivalents were inter-
changeable, for they are often used in close proximity with each other (wit-
ness 13:3, 6, 8; 42:11, 12; 43:23, 27).60 Both expressions are used in two
ways: with a subject (always lovgoÍ kurÇou [“and the word of  the Lord
came . . .”], except 44:13 [aujtovÍ]), or without (“and it happened that . . .”).
Kaµ ejgevneto usually translates yhyw, but sometimes hyhw (3:9; 20:9; 31:39;
44:11), and once hyh rva (14:1). All occurrences of  kaµ ejgenhvqh translate yhyw

(yhtw in 51:22). Where clause-initial hyhw is considered future, it is translated
kaµ eßstai (3:16; 4:19; 5:19; 12:15, 16; 15:2; 16:10; 17:6, 8, 24; 25:19; 27:10;
28:37, 63; 32:28; 38:28; 40:9; 49:16; never kaµ genhvsetai), though eijmÇ is
otherwise used only to translate Hebrew nominal clauses—usually verbless,

60. The two also often contest one another in the critical apparatus; see, e.g., 13:3, 8;
41:12; 50:1.
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though sometimes having hyh—or Hebrew stative verbs (eijmÇ + subject com-
plement; e.g., 2:35).

(2) 4 Kingdoms’ ajpoikesÇa occurs only 8 times in the LXX (3 times in
4 Kingdoms, 4 times in Ezra 6, and once in Pss. Sol. 9:1), never in Jeremiah.
jApoikÇzw is more common, found 33 times in the LXX, 10 of  which are in

Jeremiah, 2 of  them translating tWlG: (the other is 24:5). The Hebrew noun
tWlG: occurs 5 times in Jeremiah, twice rendered with the verb ajpoikÇzw, and 3
times with the noun ajpoikÇa (35:4; 36:22; 47:1);61 the additional 10 occur-
rences outside Jeremiah are never translated either ajpoikÇzw or ajpoikÇa, but
most often aijcmalwsÇa. The translator’s choice of  ajpoikÇzw in Jer 52:31 not
only reflects the prominence of  this verb in Greek Jeremiah, but also stands in
striking parallel with 24:5, where hdWhy tWlG ta is rendered tou;Í ajpoikisqevn-
taÍ Iouda.

(3) For both instances of  ˆykIy;/hy] in this verse, LXX has Iwakim. Person sug-
gests that the Vorlage read ˆyqywhy, its redactor having confused Jehoiachin
with Jehoiakim.62 Indeed, Jehoiakim is consistently represented by Iwakim in
the LXX, including the following occurrences in Jeremiah: 1:3; 22:18; 24:1;
25:1; 26:2; 33:1, 21; 42:1; 43:1, 9, 28, 30, 32; 44:1; 51:31. Jehoiakim’s son
and successor, Jehoiachin, is mentioned some 10 times in Jeremiah, but with
various Hebrew spellings of  his name, including hynk, whynk, and hynky, all 3 of
which are represented IeconiaÍ (22:24, 28; 24:1; 34:20; 35:4; 36:2); Jeremiah
52 is the only chapter to give his name as ˆykIy;/hy]. However, the fact that the
Greek reads Iwakim need not suggest a Vorlage different from MT, for ˆykIy;/hy]

is always rendered Iwakim in the LXX (4 Kgdms 24:6, 8, 12, 15; 25:27; Ezek
1:2), except for 2 Para 36:8 and 9, which have IeconiaÍ.63

(4) LXX Jeremiah 52 places Jehoiachin’s promotion on the “24th day of
the month,” as opposed to MT Jeremiah 52’s “25th day” and 2 Kings/4 King-
doms 25’s “27th day.” The LXX evidence for “24th” is unanimous (though
there are variants in its spelling), but Aquila, Symmachus, and the Syro-
hexaplar read “25th” with MT. Most likely, the reading of  Greek Jeremiah is
due to a difference in the Vorlage.

61. For a recent discussion of  the meaning of  ajpoikÇa in the context of  hellenistic Juda-
ism, see W. Aalders, De Septuagint: Brug tussen synagoge en kerk (Heerenveen: Groen,
1999) 27–34.

62. R. F. Person, Jr., “II Kings 24,18–25,30 and Jeremiah 52: A Text-Critical Case
Study in the Redaction History of  the Deuteronomistic History,” ZAW 105 (1993) 199, 204.
Note, however, that Jehoiakim’s name is never spelled with final ˆ in MT, so Person’s retro-
version seems unlikely.

63. Cf. Stipp’s discussion (Das masoretische und alexandrinische Sondergut, 50).
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(5) The spelling Oulaimaradac suggests that the translator read ˚drm ylwa

(with l and y reversed) rather than ˚drm lywa.
(6) LXX gives a nonliteral but accurate translation of  /tkUl}m" tn'v‘BI: ejn tåÅ

ejniautåÅ å• ejbasÇleuse. Interestingly, this is the only occurrence of  twklm that is
translated in Greek Jeremiah. (Two prior occurrences, in MT 10:7 and 25:14,
are absent in the Old Greek.) The parallel passage in 4 Kingdoms 25 has the
noun basileÇa, but the Hebrew has the infinitive construct of  ˚lm rather than
twklm. On the use of  basileÇa in Jeremiah, see my comments on 52:4, above.

(7) The translator apparently read the Kethib awlkh and understood awlk

not as a noun but as the Qal passive participle of  alk “restrain,” which also oc-
curs at 39:2, where it is translated in exactly the same way, as ejfulavsseto.
The noun al<K<, on the other hand, is always rendered fulakhv (44:15, 18;
52:33). Further, in 44:4, where the Kethib has awlkh tyb and the Qere tyb

aylkh, the Greek has e√Í oπkon thÅÍ fulakhÅÍ; here it is quite conceivable that
the Vorlage read the Qere or simply the segolate noun. Thus this item, too,
shows that the translation technique of  Jeremiah 52 is consistent with that of
(the second half  of) Greek Jeremiah.

Jer 52:32 2 Kgs 25:28
/as}KIAta< ˆTEYiw' t/bfø /TaI rBEd'y]w' /as}KIAta< ˆTEYiw' t/bfø /TaI rBEd'y]w'

[µykIl:M}][h"] µykIl:m} aSEkIl} l["M"mI µykIl:M}h" aSEkI l["mE

lb<b:B} /TaI rv≤a“ lb<b:B} /TaI rv≤a“

Jer 52:32 4 Kgdms 25:28
kaµ ejlavlhsen aujtåÅ crhsta; kaµ eßdwke kaµ ejlavlhsen met∆ aujtouÅ ajgaqa; kaµ 

to;n qrovnon aujtouÅ ejpavnw tΩn qrovnwn eßdwken to;n qrovnon aujtouÅ ejpavnwqen tΩn 

tΩn basilevwn tΩn met∆ aujtouÅ ejn qrovnwn tΩn basilevwn tΩn met∆ aujtouÅ ejn 

BabulΩni BabulΩni

(1) The word bwf is most often translated ajgaqovÍ in Jeremiah (2:7; 5:25;
6:16; 8:15; 14:11, 19; 15:11; 17:6; 18:10, 20; 21:10; 24:5, 6; 36:32; 38:12, 14;
39:39, 42; 40:9; 46:16; 49:6), but also kalovÍ (12:6; 47:4) and crhstovÍ (24:2,
3, 5; 40:11; 52:32) and the verbs sumfevrw (33:14) and ajgaqovw (51:27). The
above distribution patterns show that this item does not favor Thackeray’s
view that the book was divided and translated by separate individuals; rather,
it appears that the translator throughout chose the Greek equivalent whose nu-
ance best suited the immediate context.64

64. Nor, for the same reason, does this item favor Tov’s revisor theory.
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(2) All 3 occurrences of  l l[mm in Jeremiah are translated ejpavnw (42:4;
50:10; 52:32). Elsewhere this equation occurs only in Gen 22:9; Isa 14:13;
and Dan LXX/q 12:6, 7.

Jer 52:33 2 Kgs 25:29
/al}kI ydeg]BI taE hN;v¥w] /al}kI ydeg]BI taE hN;v¥w]

wY;j" ymEy]AlK: dymIT: wyn;p:l} µj<l< lk"a:w] wyY;j" ymEy]AlK: wyn;p:l} dymIT: µj<l< lk"a:w]

Jer 52:33 4 Kgdms 25:29
kaµ hßllaxe th;n stolh;n thÅÍ fulakhÅÍ kaµ hjlloÇwsen ta; ¥mavtia thÅÍ fulakhÅÍ 

aujtouÅ kaµ hßsqien aßrton dia; panto;Í aujtouÅ kaµ hßsqien aßrton dia; panto;Í 

kata; provswpon aujtouÅ pavsaÍ ta;Í ejn∫pion aujtouÅ pavsaÍ ta;Í

hJmevraÍ a¶Í eßzhse hJmevraÍ thÅÍ zwhÅÍ aujtouÅ

(1) The Hebrew verb hnv can mean either “repeat” or “change.” It is not
strange, then, that of  its 2 occurrences in Jeremiah, one is translated deuterovw
“repeat” (2:36) and the other ajllavssw “substitute, alter” (52:33). jAllavssw is
found 37 times in the LXX, most often for πlj, which does not occur in Jere-
miah. The Greek word’s 4 occurrences in Jeremiah translate 3 Hebrew verbs
that mean “change,” namely, rwm (twice in 2:11), ˚ph (13:23), and hnv

(52:33).
(2) In his article “The Greek Translators of  Jeremiah,” Thackeray uses the

fact that the Hebrew word dg<B< is rendered stolhv in 52:33 as support for his
view that the final chapter was translated by a third individual.65 Since stolhv
occurs only here in Jeremiah, and the other 3 occurrences of  dg<B< are all ren-
dered ¥mavtion (43:24; 48:5; 50:12), Thackeray’s argument appears to have
some weight. However, it is not uncommon in Jeremiah that regular transla-
tion equivalents are abandoned in specific instances. In such instances, before
resorting to the hypothesis of  a different translator, one should check whether
other factors might have motivated the translator to choose an unusual equiva-
lent. To give an example, in Jer 28:2, kaqubrÇzw “despise,” which like stolhv,
occurs but once in Jeremiah, translates the verb hrz “scatter,” which is other-
wise translated twice with diaspe∂rw and twice with likmavw. Apparently this
choice was motivated by the fact that the Hebrew verb was preceded by µyriz;:
to reflect the lexical similarity of  the Hebrew in the Greek, the translator ren-
dered h:Wrzew] µyriz; uJbristavÍ kaµ kaqubrÇsousin aujth;n. As a second example, 8
of  9 occurrences of  hK:m" are translated plhvgh (10:19; 14:17; 15:18; 19:8;

65. “The Greek Jeremiah,” 260.
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27:13; 37:12, 14, 17); the exception is 6:7, which has mavstix. More examples
could easily be provided, but the point is that it would be difficult to use such
examples as evidence of  the work of  different translators. Thus stolhv is not
able to support the weight that Thackeray attaches to it. As for 52:33, it is
noteworthy that, while ¥mavtion can refer to various kinds of  clothing, stolhv
denotes a long, flowing robe indicative of  high social rank. It might seem
strange, then, to read of  a stolh; thÅÍ fulakhÅÍ; nevertheless, stolhÅ was the
word that came to the translator’s mind as best suiting the attire of  King Jehoi-
achin.

(3) Seldom in Jeremiah is a relative pronoun introduced where there is no
rva in the Hebrew, but there are 3 such instances in Jeremiah 52: vv. 11 (e§wÍ
hJmevraÍ h•Í ajpevqanen, for /t/m µ/yAd["), 33 (pavsaÍ ta;Í hJmevraÍ a¶Í eßzhsen, for
wY;j" ymEy]AlK:), and 34 (e§wÍ hJmevraÍ h•Í ajpevqanen, for wyY;j" ymEy] lKø). These 3 are simi-
lar to one another, and the Hebrew phrases which they translate are not found
elsewhere in Jeremiah. Their importance lies in the fact that, while Hebrew
(and English) relatives can be omitted, Greek relatives cannot, which means
that if  the translator chose to express an action by a verb rather than a noun,
his options were limited, and Greek syntax might have obligated him to in-
clude a relative where none was present in the Hebrew. Instances of  a com-
parable translation technique elsewhere in Jeremiah are 11:4 (ejn hJmevrç ¬•
ajnhvgagon aujtou;Í for µt:/aAyaIyxI/h µ/yB}), 11:14 (ejn tåÅ kairåÅ ejn å• ejpikalouÅntaÇ
me, for yl"aE µa:r]q; t[EB}), and 51:44 (a¶ katevpien, for /[l}BIAta<).

Jer 52:34 2 Kgs 25:30
/LAhn;T}ni dymIT: tj"rUa“ /tj:rUa“w' /LAhn;T}ni dymIT: tj"rUa“ /tj:rUa“w'

/m/yB} µ/yArb"D] lb<B:AËl<m< taEmE /m/yB} µ/yArb"D] Ël<M<h" taEmE

wyY;j" ymEy] lKø /t/m µ/yAd[" wyY;j" ymEy] lKø

Jer 52:34 4 Kgdms 25:30
kaµ hJ suvntaxiÍ aujtåÅ ejdÇdeto kaµ hJ eJstiatorÇa aujtouÅ e˚stiatorÇa dia; 

dia; panto;Í para; touÅ basilevwÍ panto;Í ejdovqh aujtåÅ ejx oi ßkou touÅ 

BabulΩnoÍ ejx hJmevraÍ e√Í hJmevran basilevwÍ lovgon hJmevraÍ ejn t¬Å hJmevrç 

e§wÍ hJmevraÍ h•Í ajpevqanen aujtouÅ pavsaÍ ta;Í hJmevraÍ thÅÍ zwhÅÍ aujtouÅ

(1) Though hjra appears twice (and is twice rendered in 4 Kgdms 25:30),
it is represented only once in the Greek, by hJ suvntaxiÍ. Though it is conceiv-
able that the Vorlage was different from MT, there are several reasons for be-
lieving that the translation is a free rendering of  the Hebrew. First, this is only
the first in a series of  differences between the MT and LXX of  v. 34; the others
are the place of  aujtåÅ and the nonliteral translation of  /m/yB} µ/yArb"D]. Second,

spread is 3 points long
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the translator’s treatment of  dymIT:, not as a noun in a bound construction but as
an adverbial translated dia; panto;Í (as it is often rendered), forces him to recast
the syntax of  the whole. Third, there appears to be a connection between the
translation of  hjra in 52:34 and in its only other Jeremian occurrence in 47:5,
where taEc‘m"W hj:rua“ µyjIB:f"Abr' /lAˆT<Yiw' is translated kaµ eßdwken aujtåÅ oJ ajrci-
mavgeiroÍ dΩra. DΩra seems to translate taEc‘m". While it is possible that the
plural indicates that both Hebrew nouns are being represented in the single
Greek word, note that both other occurrences of  dΩron are also plural, even
though they translate singular nouns (28:59; 40:11). In any case, it appears
that the translator had some difficulty with hjra in both passages.

(2) Ziegler’s lemma reads the form ejdÇdeto (3d sing. impf. mid. of  dÇdw),
supported by B*, S*, A, 538, 26, 233, 544. The rest of  the evidence, however,
has ejdÇdoto (3d sing. impf. mid. of  dÇdwmi). Ziegler’s apparatus also refers the
reader to the Theodotionic text of  Bel and the Dragon 32 and to p. 250 of
Thackeray’s Grammar, where Thackeray writes:

the 3rd sing. imperf. and 2nd aor. middle forms as from dÇdw (by an easy
change of  o to e) appear in late portions or texts of  the LXX: imperf. ejdÇdeto
Jer. lii. 34 B*a*A (the chap. is a late appendix to the Greek version), Dan. Q
Bel 32 B* A Q.66

In short, Ziegler appears to accept Thackeray’s suggestion that Jeremiah 52 is
a “late portion” of  the LXX and therefore reasons that the late form ejdÇdeto
must be original. However, as this paper has attempted to demonstrate,
Thackeray’s arguments to support the notion that LXX Jeremiah 52 is later
than the rest of  Greek Jeremiah are very weak, and the translation technique
of  Jeremiah 52 provides no good evidence for a distinct translator. If, in fact,
LXX Jeremiah 52 is no later than the rest of  the book, it may well be that the
later ejdÇdeto is secondary.

(3) 4 Kgdms 25:30 reads ejx o≥kou, where MT has taEmE. Presumably the
Vorlage read tyBEmI (as does 25:27, only three verses prior).

C. A Reevaluation of the Translation Technique of Jeremiah 52

The above analysis investigates approximately 70 items which are trans-
lated differently in Jeremiah 52 than in the parallel passage in 4 Kingdoms.
The mere presence of  so many discrepancies amply demonstrates that the two
passages were handled by independent translators, as Thackeray already ob-
served.67 Not all of  the differences between LXX 4 Kgdms 24:18–25:30 and

66. Thackeray, Grammar, 250.
67. “The Greek Jeremiah,” 260.
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LXX Jeremiah 52 are matters of  translation technique; some are due to differ-
ences between the parent text of  each. Some such differences are visible in the
Masoretic Text. Others are not apparent from the Masoretic Text; in various
places I have suggested that the Greek gives evidence of  a Vorlage different
from MT. But where the parent text of  4 Kgdms 24:18–25:30 may be judged
to be the same as that of  Jeremiah 52, differences between the Greek of  each
are probably due to the different translation practices of  each translator.
Therefore, items in Jeremiah 52 which are handled differently from 4 Kgdms
24:18–25:30 can provide a snapshot of  the translational approach of  the trans-
lator of  Jeremiah 52. By analyzing how such items are handled in the rest of
LXX Jeremiah, one can assess the relationship of  LXX Jeremiah 52 to the rest
of  LXX Jeremiah.

A number of  the items studied in the above analysis of  Jeremiah 52 are not
found in the rest of  the book. In some such cases, the reason is that the Hebrew
construction in question is never or rarely found elsewhere in the book, which
means that no translational pattern can be established, which in turn means
that such items cannot be admitted as evidence of  a different translator. Ex-
amples include: l[ hnb in 52:4, qyd in 52:4, [qb in 52:7, the temple vessels of
52:18–19, trtk, hkbc, and hmwq in 52:22, twklm in 52:31, hnv in 52:33, and
hjra in 52:34. In other cases, the Greek is an interpretive translation of  the
Hebrew in a specific context. Some examples are: kaµ touÅ proteicÇsmatoÍ in
52:7, kaµ pavnteÍ o¥ paÇdeÍ aujtouÅ in 52:8, aßndraÍ ojnomastou;Í ejn pros∫på touÅ
basilevwÍ in 52:25, grammateuvonta in 52:25, stolhv in 52:33, and suvntaxiÍ in
52:34. Thus such instances do not demonstrate the work of  a different transla-
tor either, though such interpretive treatment of  the parent text is completely
in character with the rest of  LXX Jeremiah.

Other Hebrew-Greek equivalents in Jeremiah 52 are commonly attested,
not only in Jeremiah but more widely in the LXX (such as hnv § eßtoÍ, Ayvna

hmjlmh § o¥ aßndreÍ o¥ polemistaÇ, πdr § katadÇwkw, yhyw § kaµ ejgevneto).
Such items, however, are of  limited value for assessing the specific relation-
ship between LXX Jeremiah 52 and the rest of  LXX Jeremiah.

Many of  the items investigated above range somewhere between those
never attested elsewhere in Jeremiah and those commonly found in Jeremiah
and in other parts of  the LXX. These have occasional parallels in the rest of
Jeremiah. In some such cases, the Hebrew constructions which they translate
are but seldom found in Jeremiah (basileÇa aujtouÅ for wklml in 1:2; 52:4; to;n
ojdovn for πsh in 42:4; 52:24; ejpavnw for l l[mm in 42:4; 50:10; 52:32; difficulty
with hjra in 47:5; 52:34). In other cases, the Hebrew expression is common
enough, but is variously rendered in the Greek. Here it is good to bear in mind
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what Thackeray also noted, that a translator “did not, for the most part, rigidly
render each Hebrew word by a single Greek equivalent. The rendering varies
in the same book and in the same context.”68 It is not difficult to demonstrate
that such variety is not only present but characteristic throughout Jeremiah.
Note, for example, that the verb qzj is rendered kratevw in 6:23, but katevcw in
6:24, and katadunasteuvw in 27:33, but eßcw in 27:42, katakratevw in 27:43,
and ejfÇsthmi in 28:12; or that tyb is translated oijkÇa, even when it is trans-
lated oijkoÍ in the immediate context, in 19:13; 22:13; 42:3; 45:14; and 52:13.
Examples of  such variety could easily be multiplied.69 But where variety is
characteristic, sameness is all the more noteworthy: thus stereovw for qzj in
5:3; 10:4; and 52:6 but never elsewhere in LXX; lalevw pro;Í . . . meta; krÇsewÍ
for ta fpvm rbd in 1:16 and 52:9 but never elsewhere in LXX; kaqairevw for
≈tn in 38:28 (or for srh), 40:4, 52:14, and for srh in 24:6, 38:28 (or for ≈tn),
38:40, 49:10, 51:34; patavssw alone for (Hiphil) twmw . . . (Hiphil) hkn in 48:2
and 52:27; ajpoikÇzw for twlg in 24:5 and 52:31; fulavssw for alk in 39:2 and
52:31; crhstovÍ for bwf in 24:2, 3, 5; 40:11; and 52:32. Other parallels in
translation technique between Jeremiah 52 and the rest of  the book are the re-
course to a genitive absolute in 19:3b, 23:27, 33:8, 35:9, 36:2, 43:23, 48:7,
49:18, and 52:1; and the use of  the rare root carak- in 39:2, 40:4, and 52:4.

The above examples show that there are a number of  significant connec-
tions between Jeremiah 52 and Jeremiah a and/or Jeremiah b.70 This has three
important implications. The first is that there is no reason to believe that Jere-
miah 52 was the work of  a third translator, as Thackeray initially suggested.
Not only are his supporting arguments very weak, but the data within Jere-

68. Ibid., 245. Thackeray cites Swete’s Introduction to the Old Testament in Greek,
317.

69. Other examples are: (1) the variety of  ways in which the expression “without in-
habitants” is rendered: see 6:8; 9:11; 27:3; 28:29, 37, 43, 62; 29:19; 30:11; 31:9; and 39:43;
(2) tyv is rendered tavssw in 2:15 and 3:19 (and nowhere else in the LXX), tÇqhmi in 13:16,
22:6, and 27:3, and as dÇdwmi in 28:39 and 38:21; (3) ˚lh (Hiphil) is translated kaqodhgevw
in 2:6 (ajnavgw is found earlier in the verse), ajnavgw in 38:9, eijsevrcomai in 39:5, and lam-
bavnw in 52:6.

70. Parallels shared by Jeremiah a and b are not uncommon. Besides the examples men-
tioned in E. Tov, The Septuagint Translation of Jeremiah and Baruch: A Discussion of an
Early Revision of the LXX of Jeremiah 29–52 and Baruch 1:1–3:8 (HSM 8; Missoula,
1976), note: (1) grhgorevw for dqv in Jer 1:12, 5:6, and 38:28 (twice) and otherwise only in
Dan q 9:14; (2) provquron for jtp in 1:15, 19:2, 33:10, 43:10, and 50:9; (3) the only 2
occurrences of  ajmelevw in the translated corpus of  the LXX, in 4:17 and 38:32; (4) ajpoikÇa
for hlwg in 13:19 and 9 times in Jeremiah b; (3) katavleimma for tyrav in 27:26 and 47:11;
(5) the occurrence of  bevltion hJmivn gevnhtai in 22:15, 33:14, 45:20, and 47:9; (6) paÇw for
hkn (Hiphil) in 5:6, 14:19, and 37:14.
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miah 52 do not support his suggestion. Second, the existence of  such connec-
tions casts doubt on Thackeray’s modified view that Jeremiah 52 was a later
addition to the Hebrew book, a translation of  which was later added to the
Greek.71 Thackeray points to instances of  later Greek forms in Jeremiah 52,
but these may well be secondary. There is no early manuscript evidence which
suggests that Jeremiah 52 was ever not part of  the book (Codex 41 was a sol-
itary 9th–10th-century witness to its omission). Though Thackeray is correct
in noting that its contents have “the nature of  an appendix,”72 this does not in
any way suggest that Jeremiah 52 had not as yet been appended when the
book was translated into Greek. In any case, the translation technique does not
give evidence that it was a later addition. A final implication is that the items
analyzed in this paper lend no support to Thackeray’s thesis that the two
halves of  LXX Jeremiah give evidence for two different translators; some
items in Jeremiah 52 have parallels in Jeremiah a, others in Jeremiah b, and
still others in both. The existence of  such parallels urges the need for a thor-
ough reexamination of  Thackeray’s theory of  bisectioning,73 a reexamination
which on the one hand fully accounts for items displaying continuity of  trans-
lation technique, and on the other hand scrutinizes items previously associ-
ated with discontinuity of  translation technique to see whether they indeed
prove discontinuity or can be otherwise accounted for.

71. Note also Ziegler’s comment in his Einleitung to Ieremias, Baruch, Threni, Epis-
tula Ieremiae: “Sehr fraglich bleibt, ob Kap. 52 wirklich nur ein späterer Nachtrag ist”
(p. 128n).

72. “The Greek Jeremiah,” 260. Tov rightly noted that Thackeray was “probably more
impressed by the secondary nature of  ch. 52 in MT than by textual evidence relating to the
LXX” (The Septuagint Translation, 79). Indeed, one of  the pitfalls in Thackeray’s reason-
ing was his mixture of  text-critical with literary-critical arguments.

73. Tov provided one such reexamination, but his treatment of  chap. 52 is limited. He
offers the following remark in appendix 2: “there is little positive evidence that the substra-
tum of  ch. 52 was part of  the OG, and was subsequently revised by Jer-R because the He-
brew vocabulary of  ch. 52 differs from that of  the remainder of  Jeremiah. On the other
hand, the location of  ch. 52 between two sections which were both revised by Jer-R (chap-
ters 29–51 and Bar 1:1–3:8) makes it likely that it underwent the same revision” (Tov, The
Septuagint Translation, 79). But this deduction arises from his thesis that there was such a
reviser, rather than from the data within LXX Jeremiah 52. For a telling critique of  Tov, see
Stipp, Das masoretische und alexandrinische Sondergut, especially pp. 17–19.
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“Transcription Technique” and the Text
of the Greek Genesis

Frederick W. Knobloch

�
Philadelphia, Penn.

Transcriptions of  Hebrew words into Greek, because they were unfamiliar
to Greek-speaking scribes, were especially susceptible to textual corruption.
It is a failing that, ironically, makes transcriptions exceptionally useful to the
textual critic, for whom they serve as markers of  textual groupings.1

Its redeeming virtues notwithstanding, the textual corruption that is often
associated with transcriptions complicates the determination of  their original
form. In this process the weighing of  textual witnesses may play a lesser role
than with other word types, while factors like the spelling of  the word in He-
brew sources and the varieties of  Greek scribal error may play a greater one.2

Nevertheless, with transcriptions as with other elements of  the text, transla-
tion technique is an essential consideration in the text-critical process. With-
out a knowledge of  translation technique—or rather what we might in this
context call transcription technique—a datum such as the Hebrew spelling of
the word would be of  little use.

1. So, for example, M. Margolis, “The Washington MS. of  Joshua,” JAOS 31 (1911)
367, who calls transcribed names in the book of  Joshua “the milestones which guide the in-
vestigator in finding his way to texts held together by group affinity.”

2. A. Pietersma comments that “it is doubtful that in the case of  proper nouns one
should be swayed by which or how many witnesses support a reading, unless it is unde-
niably hexaplaric. The chief  focus should be on the form of  the Hebrew name” (“Ra
2110,” in Studien zur Septuaginta—Robert Hanhart zu Ehren [ed. D. Fraenkel, U. Quast,
and J. W. Wevers; AAWG, Phil.-Hist. Kl. 3/190; MSU, 20; Göttingen: Vandenhoeck &
Ruprecht, 1990] 277. J. W. Wevers states that “With transcriptions palaeographic consid-
erations play a large role; furthermore one must decide whether the spelling of  M is actu-
ally the same as of  the parent text of  Gen” (Text History of the Greek Genesis [MSU 11;
Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1974] 213, cited hereafter as THGG).
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In the present article, I will investigate aspects of  transcription technique,
using selected readings of  the Göttingen Genesis as illustrations. Examples
are taken not only from the printed Göttingen edition but also from J. W.
Wevers’s proposed changes to the printed edition.3

Terminology and Method

Two brief  notes on terminology and method will be helpful before we pro-
ceed. First, the term transcription, rather than transliteration, is used advis-
edly. Although the two words are at times used interchangeably, in its
narrower sense transliteration is a graphic process, the replacement of  one
grapheme or symbol with a symbol in a different writing system. An example
of  a nearly pure transliteration is the Hebrew coding of  the CCAT biblical
texts,4 as in W:)ET-LOW+ for f/lAta<w] ‘and Lot’ (Gen 12:5). In this example
Hebrew waw is represented by W regardless of  whether waw marks a conso-
nant or a vowel. The principle followed in transliteration is that of  one-for-one
representation of  symbols. Transcription, on the other hand, is a process in
which symbols stand for sounds rather than for other symbols.5

It seems safe to say that it was primarily this latter, sound-based, process
that characterized the work of  the Septuagint translators.6 We see, for ex-
ample, that the Hebrew combinations vk and vq are transcribed x rather than
cs or ks (cf. ˆçqy // Iexan in Gen 25:2 and dçkpra // Arfaxad in Gen 10:22,
etc.). Another telling bit of  evidence is the frequent disregard in transcriptions

3. See J. W. Wevers, Genesis (vol. 1 of  Septuaginta: Vetus Testamentum Graecum;
Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1974); and idem, Notes on the Greek Text of Genesis
(SBLSCS 35; Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1993) 855–56.

4. Available at gopher://ccat.sas.upenn.edu. The coding scheme is that of  the Michigan-
Claremont BHS. Some versions of  the electronic text include elements not shown above,
such as morphological boundary markers. In such cases the text is of  course not a pure
transliteration.

5. This distinction between transcription and transliteration follows the usage of  the In-
ternational Organization for Standardization, as seen, for example (with specific reference
to Hebrew), in ISO Information Centre, Information Transfer: Handbook on International
Standards Governing Information Transfer (ISO Standards Handbook 1, 1977) 201.

6. The representation of  the Hebrew tetragrammaton hwhy in some manuscripts by Greek
PIPI, which appears somewhat similar graphically, is no exception, since it is evidently a
recensional element; see A. Pietersma, “Kyrios or Tetragram,” in De Septuaginta: Studies in
Honour of John William Wevers (ed. Claude Cox and Albert Pietersma; Mississauga, Ont.:
Benben, 1984) 85–101; R. Hanhart, review of  F. Dunand, Papyrus grecs bibliques, cols.
39–45 in OLZ 73 (1978) 42–23; and Henry B. Swete, Introduction to the Old Testament in
Greek (ed. R. R. Ottley; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1914) 39–40 n. 4. In any
event, the tetragrammaton is an exceptional case due to the taboo on pronouncing it.
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for the distinction between word-final m and n, as seen in many cases such as
µyapr] // Rafain ‘Rephaim’. The fluctuation is best explained as resulting from
the indistinct pronunciation of  nasal consonants in word-final position.7 For if
it were the symbols m and n that the translator strove to represent, we would not
see the degree of  fluctuation that we do.8

The second note concerns this paper’s notation and its implications. Where
MT-LXX word pairs are adduced, two parallel lines (//) between elements of
the pair indicate that the words are formally equivalent to each other, meaning
that they occur in the same position in the biblical text. This is not to suggest
that the MT’s word was the source of  the Greek one, or that the Septuagint
translators were necessarily working with a vocalization tradition or conso-
nantal text identical to that of  the Masoretes. Nor does it imply that the He-
brew language of  the Septuagint translators was identical in pronunciation to
the language of  the Masoretes.

Nevertheless, where there were no errors in the transmission of  the texts,9

the MT’s pronunciation should display a predictable relationship to Septua-
gint transcriptions because, to cite an axiom of  historical linguistics, sound
change is regular.10 It is thanks to this principle that we can compare English
home and stone to German Heim and Stein and find regular, predictable pho-
nological relationships. We do so without believing that the modern German
word is the source of  the English one. Similarly, we need not believe that the

7. It need not concern us here whether this indiscriminate pronunciation can be attrib-
uted to Hebrew or Aramaic or to pronunciation of  these languages by a native speaker of
Greek (a language that allows only final /n/).

Cases of  µ // n in Genesis: µmyh // Aiman (Gen 36:22), µyny[ // Ainan (Gen 38:21, etc.),
µmy // Iamin (Gen 36:24), µynrq // Karnain (Gen 14:5), µypm // Mamfin (Gen 46:21), and
µyapr // Rafain (Gen 15:20, etc.). Cases of  n // m in Genesis: ˆra // Aram (Gen 36:28), ˆçg /
/ Gesem (Gen 45:10, etc.), ˆsr // Dasem (Gen 10:12), ˆtd // Dwqaim (Gen 37:17, etc.), ˆd[ //
Edem (Gen 2:8, etc.), ˆwrmç // Zambram (Gen 46:13), ˆw[z // Zoukam (Gen 36:27), and ˆydm /
/ Madiam (Gen 25:2, etc.).

8. Of  course it is possible that some m-n variants were present already in the Vorlage;
but again pronunciation would be the most likely cause.

9. This would include not only copyists’ errors but also errors in vocalization of  the
Hebrew consonants by the translators or by the Masoretes.

10. The classical formulation of  the principle, which is “sound change is regular and
operates without exceptions,” has mellowed a bit with age. A recent treatment nuances it as
follows: “Change in pronunciation which is not conditioned by non-phonetic factors is
regular and operates without exceptions at a particular time and in a particular speech com-
munity, with possible environmental restrictions. Certain changes (including dissimilation
and metathesis) are exempt from this hypothesis” (Hans H. Hock, Principles of Historical
Linguistics [Trends in Linguistics: Studies and Monographs 34; New York: Mouton de
Gruyter, 1986] 35).
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MT was the source of  the LXX transcription in order to compare the two prof-
itably. We need only hold that the reading tradition expressed in the MT and
the Hebrew tradition underlying the LXX translators’ work developed from
common origins and were modified by regular phonological processes. My in-
tent here is not to list every assumption involved in analyzing transcriptions
but simply to put to rest any notion that comparing the MT (especially its vo-
calization) with LXX transcriptions commits the error of  equating the MT
with the LXX Vorlage.

The Treatment of Morphemes

tydiWhy] // Ioudin (Genesis 26:34)

An obvious difficulty in this word pair is the formal correspondence t // n.
There does not appear to be any satisfying graphic, orthographic, or phonetic
explanation for the correspondence.11 A look at the treatment of  similar
names in the Septuagint points us instead in a different direction. Elsewhere
in Genesis and in the Greek Pentateuch the gentilic ending ty– i is translated,
not transcribed. Usually it is rendered by means of  the Greek gentilic ending
-∂tiÍ, or -∂tin in the accusative, its case in the present passage.12 This would
lead us to expect an original transcription *IOUDITIN. It is not difficult to
imagine how this could have become IOUDIN, the Göttingen reading.

Relevant to the transformation, perhaps, is the unusual nature of  the name
tydwhy, whose form is that of  the gentilic that meant “Jewess.”13 Far from be-

11. The correspondence t // n would be difficult to explain by any normal graphic error.
Another possibility is that an abbreviation was improperly filled out; for Hebrew see
Emanuel Tov, Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible (2d ed.; Minneapolis: Fortress, 2001)
256–57, where the category of  abbreviations is included with a question mark. We could
also imagine fricative Heb. t rendered by Gr. s (no examples in the Pentateuch) or an in-
terchange of  fricative Hebrew t with a Hebrew s-sound; compare Ashkenazi [s] for t. The
transcription *IoudiÍ would then have been made accusative as Ioudin, a possible though
unusual declension.

12. In Genesis we have CananÇtidoÍ (Gen 46:10++), “of  the Canaanite [woman].” Else-
where in the Pentateuch we have IsrahlÇtidoÍ (Lev 24:10++), and Madian∂tin (and varia-
tions; Num 25:6++). These names are simply gentilics, not gentilics used as proper nouns,
but the distinction would not necessarily have occasioned different treatment by the LXX
translator, since gentilics were often used as proper names in Greek; for examples, see
W. Pape and G. Benseler, Wörterbuch der griechischen Eigennamen (3d ed.; Braunsch-
weig: Vieweg, 1911) xvi.

13. Disregarding its problematic appearance in connection with Esau, the name is used
in the Hebrew Bible only to refer to the Jewish language. Its use to mean “Jewess” by Hel-
lenistic times is seen in the name of  the heroine of  the book of  Judith. There it is tran-
scribed as one would expect: Ioudiq.
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ing of  Israelite stock, however, Judith was one of  the Hittite wives of  Esau
that so upset his mother Rebekah. The semantic incongruity of  a Hittite
named *Ioud∂tiÍ, who moreover makes her appearance in the story precisely
because she is not a Ioud∂tiÍ, would have provided an incentive to reanalyze
the accusative ending -tin as an itacistic error for the article thvn. And indeed,
the Göttingen text of  26:34 reads ∆Ioudµn th;n qugatevra Beh;r, with no article in
MT yrabAtb tydwhy corresponding to LXX thvn. The case ending n could then
have been added to *IOUDI THN to yield IOUDIN THN, the Göttingen read-
ing.14 Alternatively, there may have been an early parablepsis in which -TI-
was omitted: *IOUDITIN > IOUDIN.

Wevers also points to the meaning of  the name as the reason that we do not
find the expected transcription Ioudiq, but he suggests that the translator delib-
erately avoided it because of  its incongruent semantics.15 Wevers’s suggestion
is bolder than attributing the semantic discomfort to anonymous scribes; for in
the case of  the translator, we would hope to find similar examples to confirm
that this behavior was within his translation repertoire.

In sum, the unprecedented and phonetically inexplicable nature of  the cor-
respondence t // n in conjunction with the translator’s normal mode of  han-
dling the Hebrew morpheme ty– i point to a solution that is different from the
one chosen in the Göttingen text. If  this solution is correct, the translator has
combined transcription with the translation of  a suffix.

Sounds or Phonemes?

jlk // Kalac (Genesis 10:11–12)

The reading Kalac for the name of  the Assyrian city stands out from the
majority of  transcriptions because of  initial k // k rather than k // c, the latter
being the usual correspondence, as Wevers notes.16 In Genesis we find k // c
in 29 different transcriptions, and k // k in perhaps 2.17 Simple tabulations of

14. For the case ending, see above, n. 11.
15. Wevers, Notes, 416. To clarify, Ioudiq does occur but is not the critical text.
16. Wevers, THGG, 214.
17. The exact number depends on what we consider to be a transcription by the LXX

translator, as opposed to a preexisting transcription or loanword that was used by the trans-
lator. As illustrated by the letter name πk // kavppa, the correspondence k // k is often found
in pre-LXX loanwords and transcriptions. It is probably in this light that we should under-
stand µytk // KÇtioi (Gen 10:4) and µkv // Sikima (Gen 48:22). For the first, we have pre-
LXX Kition (Thucy. 1.112.3) and KitieuÍ (Demosth. Or. 35.32) from the fifth and fourth
centuries b.c.e., respectively. Sikima, a declinable Greek word, was apparently the name of
Shechem after its reconstruction by the Macedonians ca. 330 b.c.e. It is distinguished by
the translator of  Genesis from µkv // Sucem (e.g., Gen 12:6), in which we see the expected

spread one pica long
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this sort do not suffice to capture transcription technique, of  course, but they
do provide a valuable point of  departure.

Wevers argues that the translator employed the anomalous correspondence
k // k in this name in order to distinguish k and j, since the normal transcrip-
tion of  the latter is also c.18 There are indications, however, that such a con-
cern on the part of  the translator is unlikely. Normally the translator uses c to
represent both k and j with no apparent concern for the reader’s inability to
know which Hebrew consonant c represents. It is not clear why the presence
of  both Hebrew consonants in the same word would trigger such a concern.

Significantly, this translator is willing to ignore Hebrew letters like h and a
routinely and to represent all four voiceless sibilants (s, x, f, and v) with s.
One might counter that, due to the limitations of  the Greek alphabet, “lapses”
of  this sort are a matter of  compulsion rather than willingness; but the transla-
tor could have used a system of  diacritics or special spellings. In reality the
translator has preferred not to provide distinctive representations of  Hebrew
phonemes or of  Hebrew symbols, perhaps because the goal of  approximating
the Hebrew sounds in Greek was more important or because of  a desire to fol-
low Greek writing conventions. There does not appear to be any good ex-
ample of  an effort on the part of  the translator of  Genesis (or any translator of
the Greek Pentateuch) to enable the reader to identify particular Hebrew pho-
nemes or letters, as opposed to simply approximating their sound in Greek.

Moreover, Calac, the reading of  Rahlfs, enjoys rather robust textual sup-
port.19 The Göttingen reading Kalac may or may not be correct; perhaps it

18. Wevers, THGG, 214.
19. Calac is the majority reading in both verses, supported by A M and all, or all but

one, of  the witnesses of  d n t z. Confusion of  aspirated and unaspirated consonants in the
textual tradition (see next note) would suffice to explain the small number of  witnesses that
read Kalac. Although 911 supports the reading Kalac in 10:11, its editors note that the
scribe interchanges similar consonants “rather often,” including k for c seven times and c
for k six times; see H. A. Sanders and C. Schmidt, The Minor Prophets in the Freer Col-
lection and the Berlin Fragment of Genesis (Univ. of  Michigan Studies, Hum. Ser. 21;
New York: Macmillan, 1927) 243. In fact, Wevers illustrates c-k and k-c interchanges us-
ing examples from (inter alia) 911 and 392, the latter being another of  the small number of

transcription correspondences. Josephus knows the city of  the Samaritans as Sikima (e.g.,
J.W. 1.63), and Eusebius explains that biblical Sucem is Sicima (On. 151.1). The other in-
stances of  k // k are ˚bs // sabek (Gen 22:13) and µyrtpk // Kafqorieim (Gen 10:14). 

The figures cited are for both forms of  MT kaf, K and k. For the sake of  simplicity the
“un-dageshed” forms are generally cited herein. Whether the stop-fricative variation in the
MT has any relevance for LXX transcriptions is debatable; transcriptions in the Greek Pen-
tateuch do not show any certain indication that there were alternative stop and fricative
forms of  the tpkdgb letters.
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can be justified as the result of  a dissimilation of  aspirates or as a pre-LXX
loanword.20 But the stated rationale for the reading is doubtful in light of  the
book’s transcription practice.

The example raises a fundamental question concerning the translator’s ob-
jectives in transcription. At the risk of  oversimplifying the possibilities, is the
object merely to represent the sound of  the Hebrew word (a phonetic tran-
scription), or is there an intent to communicate the Hebrew letters or pho-
nemes involved (more along the lines of  a phonemic transcription)?

Phonetic Processes

[lb // Bala (city name; Genesis 14:2, 8)

The basic Hebrew-Greek consonantal correspondences, such as beth-beta
and gimel-gamma, are rather well known and might be thought not to occa-
sion any difficulty, but the present case may illustrate an exception. The tex-
tual support in Gen 14:2, 8 for Göttingen Bala, as opposed to Rahlfs’s reading
Balak, is anemic. Wevers explains, “Since [ is never transcribed in Gen by k
but always by zero or g . . . the balak variant cannot be original; it entered the
tradition from the well-known Moabite king of  that name.”21 The statement is
not quite accurate, for in Gen 23:2 we do find [ // k, in [bra // Arbok. The
same correspondence is found in [br // Robok in Num 31:8.22

In phonetic terms the representation of  [ by k would not be surprising, be-
cause k is a close phonetic cousin of  g, and g frequently represents [. The ex-
amples suggest the existence of  the phonetic process known as devoicing, by

20. The dissimilation of  aspirates might be suggested by one of  the other cases of  k // k,
µyrtpk // Kafqorieim. Confusion of  aspirates is well attested in the later textual tradition,
however (Wevers, Genesis, 483–84). For pre-LXX loanwords showing k // k, see n. 17.
The case for a pre-LXX loan might be hard to make for Calah, which was eclipsed by
Nineveh and subsequently abandoned in the late seventh century b.c.e.

21. Wevers, THGG, 214.
22. Wevers had published on this matter previously. In defending the proposition that

the LXX reflects the distinction between the proto-Semitic pharyngeal and velar spirants
(both denoted in Hebrew by the letter j), Wevers argued that R. Rufizicka, who held the
contrary position, frequently made the error of  supposing final [ to be transcribed by kappa
(J. W. Wevers, “Óeth in Classical Hebrew,” pp. 101–112 in Essays on the Ancient Semitic
World [ed. J. W. Wevers and D. Redford; Toronto: Univ. of  Toronto, 1970] 103). Wevers
explained at least some of  Rufizicka’s examples as cases of  dittography of  k from a follow-
ing kaÇ.

witnesses supporting Kalac (Wevers, Genesis, 483–84). Only one witness supports Kalac
in both verses, DG, J. Grabe’s early-eighteenth-century collation of  the Cotton Genesis. In
10:12 DG is joined by f  and 318–392, but they support Calac in 10:11.
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which a voiced consonant such as g is replaced with a voiceless counterpart
such as k. Devoicing is a well-attested phenomenon, occurring frequently in
word-final position,23 as in the cases mentioned above and in three additional
examples from the Göttingen Genesis: drfm // Matraiq (Gen 36:39), gwrc //
Serouc (e.g., Gen 11:22), and glp // Falek (e.g., Gen 10:25).24 Devoicing of
final consonants in Hebrew has been inferred previously on the basis of  Greek
transcriptions25 and hints from the orthography of  the Qumran scrolls and
other Hebrew sources.26

A relevant question is whether the etymology of  [lb gives us reason to ex-
pect a transcription of  g or k rather than zero. The former transcriptions might
be expected from etymological ghain, the latter one from etymological ºayin.
Unfortunately the etymology of  the name is unsure.27 In any case, the reason
given for rejecting the variant Balak (that there are no cases of  [ // k) is inac-
curate according to existing Göttingen readings and, moreover, the correspon-
dence [ // k is phonetically plausible. The stronger textual support for the k
variant adds to our suspicion that this textual decision should be reevaluated.

23. For the general phonetic mechanism, see Hock, Principles, 80, 239–40.
24. In Matraiq and Serouc, the devoiced forms are also aspirated. Wevers mentions fi-

nal devoicing as a factor in the textual history of  Genesis, as seen, for example, in 22:22,
Cavsad] cozat d (Wevers THGG, 11). The examples cited above suggest that it was also
operative much earlier, in Hebrew.

25. For example, G. Bergsträsser notes the devoicing of  final b, g, and d based on
transcriptions in the LXX and Josephus; see Hebräische Grammatik, part 1: Einleitung,
Schrift- und Lautlehre (Leipzig: Hinrichs, 1918) §6 l.

26. On tjt for djt (Isa 14:20) in 1QIsaa and other Hebrew examples, see E. Y. Kut-
scher, The Language and Linguistic Background of the Isaiah Scroll (1QIsaa) (Leiden:
Brill, 1974) 87, 265, 517. Devoicing is not seen in all of  the LXX transcriptions in Genesis
and so may have been reflected inconsistently by the translator or may have been triggered
by an environmental factor. Pausal position is a likely trigger because all five words men-
tioned above occur in the MT with disjunctive accents. Pausal position is known to be a
conditioning factor for devoicing in Arabic (H. Blanc, “The ‘Sonorous’ vs ‘Muffled’ Dis-
tinction in Old Arabic Phonology,” in To Honor Roman Jakobson [Janua Linguarum, Se-
ries Maior 31; The Hague: Mouton, 1967] 1.295–308; here 304 n. 30 and the references
cited there) as well as other languages.

27. As a place-name, [lb is unknown outside of  Genesis 14. Many interpreters who see
symbolic rather than historical names in this chapter have associated the name with the
root [lb ‘swallow up’, with etymological ºayin. But the root blg % also yields suitably pe-
jorative meanings relating to slander and confusion (see HAL, 129). There is also some
question if  [lb is actually a city name (as in both MT r[xAayh [lb ˚lmw and in the LXX)
or if  it was originally the name of  the king of  Zoar, in parallel to the information given for
the other four cities. An additional question, regardless of  the actual origins of  the name
[lb, is whether the LXX translator had a reliable pronunciation tradition for it.
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It is to be expected that transcription in the LXX did not operate on a
simple phoneme-to-phoneme basis such that, for example, the phoneme /n/
would always be associated with /n/ (and be represented by the symbol n).
Such a representational system is generally unworkable because the phonemic
systems of  different languages do not correspond neatly. Instead, we would
expect phonetics to play a large role, so that if  /n/ were pronounced [m] due to
an adjacent labial consonant, it might be transcribed with the symbol m. Sim-
ilarly, the range of  representations of  etymological ghain might include both
k and g.

As the case of  [lb illustrates, transcriptions may represent features that did
not find their way into the Hebrew writing system. In addition to the well-
known etymological issues surrounding j and [,28 phonetic processes such as
devoicing may have left traces in LXX transcriptions. Even when they have
been identified, however, such processes may be difficult to distinguish from
processes at work during the transmission of  the Greek text.

Representation of the Gutturals

rx<ye // Isaar (Genesis 46:24)

It should be noted first that the Vorlage evidently read rhxy* where the MT
has rxy, as can be seen by comparing the pair rhx}yi // Isaar (Exod 6:18, etc.),
which occurs in Exodus and Numbers. The printed Göttingen Genesis agrees
with Rahlfs in reading Issaar with two sigmas, but Wevers subsequently ex-
pressed his preference for the reading Isaar with one sigma.29 The rationale
for this spelling in Genesis is apparently the same as the one given for Isaar
in Text History of the Greek Numbers, namely, that the Hebrew guttural h is
accounted for by the doubled alpha, leaving no reason for a geminate sigma,
which could easily result from inner-Greek dittography.30

Wevers’s proposed change to Isaar would make the name’s spelling in
Genesis consistent with its spelling elsewhere in the Pentateuch. There are,
however, two other Pentateuchal pairs showing both vowel and consonant
length in Greek opposite a Hebrew guttural, namely, r[:n]v¥ // Sennaar four
times in Genesis (e.g., Gen 11:2) and ˆ/vj}n' // Naasswn once in Exodus and

28. See Wevers, “Óeth” and J. Blau, Polyphony in Biblical Hebrew (Proc. of  the Israel
Academy of  Sciences and Humanities 6/2; Jerusalem, 1982).

29. Wevers, Notes, 785–86.
30. J. W. Wevers, Text History of the Greek Numbers (MSU 16; Göttingen: Vanden-

hoeck & Ruprecht, 1982) 115–16.
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five times in Numbers (e.g., Exod 6:23). In these names the Hebrew guttural
is reflected in Greek by doubling of  both the associated consonant and the ad-
joining vowel. If  the readings Naasswn and Sennaar are correct, the phonetic
rationale underlying the proposed change from Issaar to Isaar is question-
able. This rationale, while logical, is in conflict with what can be observed of
the transcription technique of  Genesis and other books. This example, as well
as the preceding one, shows the importance of  a systematic and complete tab-
ulation of  transcription correspondences.

The Hebrew gutturals were probably difficult to transcribe because of  the
lack of  Greek counterparts, the possible presence of  ancillary vowel sounds to
aid in articulation (cf. Masoretic furtive pata˙, if  we can trust analogy to the
MT on this subject), and the often fleeting nature of  the accompanying vowel
sounds (the three Masoretic ˙a†ef vowels are suggestive on this point). Our
expectations of  consistency in transcription equivalents should probably be
adjusted depending on the Hebrew element that was transcribed.

The Form of the Hebrew

zWB // Baux and ≈W[ // Wx (Genesis 22:21)

In some instances phonetic implausibility suggests that the textual tradi-
tion is not to be trusted. In zWB // Baux the MT and Septuagint differ substan-
tially. They interpret waw differently, one as an u-vowel, and the other as the
diphthong au (or vowel-plus-consonant sequence aw). More problematic is
the final consonant. Greek x implies a Hebrew combination such as vk, as
noted above.31 It is doubtful that any form of  Hebrew would tolerate a final
consonant cluster with a sound like vk}- (preceded by long vowel or diph-
thong)32 and highly unlikely that such a sound would have been represented
by Hebrew z. Greek x seems unimaginable as a phonetic representation of  z.

Considering the problem from the Hebrew side, the expected equivalent of
z is z, a plausible candidate for the original text.33 There is both means and
motive for an inner-Greek change from z to x in this word. The means is the
graphic similarity of  Greek Z and X, as seen in texts of  the fourth–third centu-

31. Outside of  the present verse, x occurs in transcriptions in the Pentateuch only as a
representative of  the consonant sequences in ˆçqy (Gen 25:2) and dçkpra (Gen 10:24, etc.).

32. For Tiberian phonology, see GKC §26r.
33. Note that in the Hellenistic period z is no longer the [zd] or [dz] sound of  earlier pe-

riods, but simply [z] or in some contexts long [z:]. See Edwin Mayser, Grammatik der
griechischen Papyri aus der Ptolemäerzeit, vol. 1: Laut- und Wortlehre (2d ed.; Berlin:
de Gruyter, 1923) 204; and W. S. Allen, Vox Graeca: A Guide to the Pronunciation of
Classical Greek (3d ed.; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987) 56–59.
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ries b.c.e.
34 The motive is the fact that x is acceptable as a final consonant in

normal, nontranslation Greek, while z is not. This convention of  Greek or-
thography would have provided a constant incentive to “correct” final z to x,
while the graphic similarity of  the two letters provided scribes with a reason
to think that an error could have been made by an earlier scribe.

With regard to the textual support for these readings, there is admittedly
widespread support for Baux, while the main support for the reading Bauz is
the cursive family d and the Bohairic Coptic. Wevers describes d as “quite
faithful to the old text form” except where proper nouns are concerned, where
“in no instance is the d reading to be preferred.”35 But it does not seem impos-
sible that Bo and the generally faithful d could have correctly preserved one
proper noun (or even two).

The case of  Baux is complicated by the name that is associated with it in
Gen 22:21, Wx, corresponding to MT ≈W[. In addition to the phonetic problems
in Hebrew that are implied by final x, which were mentioned above, the cor-
respondence x // x, if  correct, would be unique in the Pentateuch. There are
some 69 transcriptions in the Pentateuch showing x // s and two, both doubt-
ful and both in Genesis, having x // z.36 The case for reading Wz, which is sup-
ported inter alia by d and Bo, is weaker than the case for Bauz, although Wz is
preferable in terms of  phonetics and transcription technique to Göttingen Wx.
The names of  these two brothers seem to have developed in tandem, and
perhaps there was mutual influence even at their inception. This contextual
consideration may explain an unusual case of  x // *z.

34. Examples of  Gr. Z for X are ascribed to graphic error by E. Schwyzer, Griechische
Grammatik, vol. 1: Lautlehre, Wortbildung, Flexion (2d ed.; Munich: Beck, 1953) 329. In
the papyrus from Dervéni, Greece, from the latter part of  the fourth century b.c.e., Z and X
are made alike, except that Z lacks a short horizontal stroke found in X (Richard Seider,
Paläographie der griechischen Papyri [Stuttgart: Anton Heirsemann, 1990], III/1, 129–
30). Similar letters are found in the Zenon papyri from mid-third-century Egypt. See, e.g.,
PCZ 59013, lines 2 (x) and 4 (z) in Seider, Paläographie, III/1, 177. In a more cursive
script found in other Zenon papyri, the similarity of  z and x can be even greater; compare x
in XenokleouÍ of  PCZ 59003, line 3 (ibid., 189) with z in Zhnwni in PCZ 59002, line 1
(ibid., 185).

35. Wevers, THGG, 18 and 11. Presumably the latter statement is intended to be de-
scriptive rather than prescriptive.

36. The two are r[x // Zogora (Gen 13:10) and rxbm // Mazar (Gen 36:42), but the first
is likely to be pre-LXX. The transcription is evidently based on Aramaic r[z rather than on
r[x. While the exact form Zogora seems not to be attested, the Madaba Map comes close
with Zoora, presumably reflecting a later stage when g % was not widely pronounced. The g %
reappears in medieval Arabic references to the town. For the postbiblical references, see
M. C. Astour, “Zoar,” Anchor Bible Dictionary 6:1107.
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A Question of Greek Declension

hdwhy // Iouda(n) (Genesis 29:35)

In Gen 29:35 Judah is introduced for the first time. The printed edition of  the
Göttingen Genesis reads ∆Ioudav (= Ra), but Wevers subsequently changed his
preferred reading to ∆Iouvdan, citing the usual declension of  the word and the
need for an accusative in the context.37 This afterthought is open to question
in light of  instances in which the translator apparently introduces a proper
noun that is usually declined as a simple transcription from Hebrew, and only
in later references supplies Greek declensional endings. The translator’s con-
cern in such a case would presumably be the accurate representation of  the
sound of  the Hebrew name. Examples are the names of  Esau’s wives Ada and
Olibema, which are undeclined when they are introduced in Gen 36:2, even
though the syntax demands accusatives. The same names are declined else-
where in Genesis.38 This relatively infrequent phenomenon becomes less fre-
quent if  we accept the proposed modification to the printed edition of  Genesis.

Conclusions

The text-critical problems associated with transcriptions are undeniably
complex, and it seems that much work remains to be done in this area. The ex-
amples cited, it should be said, are not the result of  any systematic attempt to
examine the Göttingen Genesis in the light of  transcription technique. They
were noticed in the course of  other work or because they are discussed in
THGG. Moreover, most pertain to the representation of  the Hebrew conso-
nants, not the vowels, where the questions tend to be more difficult.

An issue that has not received much explicit discussion is that of  the
method for making text-critical decisions involving transcriptions. We are
able to say that the method employed in establishing the general text of  the
book of  Genesis was a conservative one. In Wevers’s words, “consistency has
in the main been avoided,”39 implying that as a rule the textual tradition was
determinative. At times this method was used for transcriptions as well, so
that we find examples like [bra // Arbok, in which a consonantal correspon-
dence runs counter to the editor’s stated expectations. As suggested above,
however, in the case of  transcriptions the textual tradition is particularly unre-

37. Wevers, Notes, 474, 856.
38. AdaÅÍ is found in 36:10, 12, 16; and OlibemaÅÍ in 36:14, 18, 41.
39. Wevers, THGG, 187.
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liable; and so there is reason to ask if  transcription technique should have been
given more weight in the text-critical process.

Another key area for investigation concerns the object and methods of  the
Septuagint translator as they pertain to that part of  the text that is not trans-
lated. The distinction described above between transcription and translitera-
tion helps to label two of  the possibilities. Where the translator is concerned
to represent the sound of  the original, a further question, and one that has text-
critical implications in the cases of  Bala(k) and Kalac, is what level of  sound
(e.g., phonetic or phonemic) is being represented.

Further study may succeed in better delineating the phonetic processes that
are relevant for the translator’s work, such as possible devoicing in the case of
Balak, and to distinguish them from processes operative during the transmis-
sion of  the text. Other issues include the methods of  treating Hebrew mor-
phemes (Ioudin/Ioud∂tiÍ) and assigning declensional endings (Iouda(n)).

The discussion has included proposals for the reading of  particular tran-
scribed proper nouns. Whether or not they are judged to have merit, it is
hoped that they have been useful in raising text-critical issues that need fur-
ther investigation. For the writer, at least, the complexity of  the cases dis-
cussed above serves as a warning against the text-critical complacency that
might accompany the appearance of  justly acclaimed critical editions.
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1. The Etymology of ajdolescevw; Its Meaning in Greek Literature

The verb ajdolescevw comes from the noun ajdolescÇa, which in turn comes
from a˚dolevschÍ.1 The noun a˚dolevschÍ is formed from two roots, of  which the
second (“levsch”) means “conversation.”2 P. Chantraine proposes two interpre-
tations of  the root a˚do-. (1) It comes from aßdhn (“to one’s fill, to satiety”). The
word a˚dolevschÍ then denotes someone who talks too much, a prater. The
weakness of  this interpretation is that the long a3 in a˚dolevschÍ remains un-
explained. (2) It comes from awado- (cf. the Attic form hJduvÍ—“sweet, pleas-
ant”). The initial a is a-privativum. On this showing, a˚dolevschÍ is an
unpleasant talker. A third interpretation is suggested by Mpampaniotis: (3) The
root is related to a˚ade∂n (“to bother, trouble”). The noun a˚dolevschÍ then de-
scribes a person who bothers others with his talk. Thus, the original meaning
of  the word a˚dolevschÍ consists of  two semantic components: (1) “to talk” and
(2) a negative estimation of  the person who talks. Theophrastus (Characters III
1–2) defines a˚dolescÇa and a˚dolevschÍ as follows:

hJ de; a˚dolescÇa ejstµ me;n dihvghsiÍ lovgwn makrΩn kaµ a˚probouleuvtwn, o J de;
a˚dolevschÍ toiouÅtovÍ ejstin, o∏oÍ o¶n mh; gin∫skei touvtå parakaqezovmenoÍ plhsÇon
prΩton me;n thÅÍ auÒtouÅ gunaiko;Í e√pe∂n ejgk∫mion, e∏ta o¶ thÅÍ nuktovÍ e∏den ejnuvp-
nion touÅto dihghvsasqai e∏q∆ w•n e∏cen ejpµ tåÅ de∂pnå ta; kaq∆ e§kasta diexelqe∂n

1. P. Chantraine, Dictionnaire étymologique de la langue grecque (Paris: 1968–80) 20.
2. Ibid., 21.
3. Cf. Suida, Suidae Lexicon Graece et Latine (ed. G. Bernardy; Halis, 1853) 106:

“a˚ttikoµ evkteÇnousi to; a˚.”
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Idle chatter is engaging in prolonged and aimless talk. The idle chatterer is the
sort who sits right down beside someone he does not know, and starts out by
speaking in praise of  his own wife; then he recounts the dream he had the night
before; then he relates the details of  what he had for dinner.4

LSJ ascribes two major meanings to a˚dolevschÍ: (1) prater, idle talker;
talker, babbler; (2) (in good sense) subtle reasoner. The word a˚dolescÇa,
according to LSJ, has three meanings: (1) prating, garrulity; (2) keenness,
subtlety; and (3) conversation, talk (with two references to the LXX). The
contexts in which a˚dolevschÍ and a˚dolescÇa presumably occur without a
negative connotation are few. LSJ refers to Cratylus 401b for a˚dolevschÍ (2)
and to Phaedrus 269e for a˚dolescÇa (2). However, in these texts Socrates
uses words with the root a˚dolevsc- in order to hint at the popular opinion held
in regard to philosophers; namely, they are nothing but idle talkers.5

For the verb a˚dolescevw LSJ lists three meanings: (1) to talk idly, prate;
(2) to talk; (3) to meditate. The evidence that LSJ adduces in support of
meanings (2) and (3) comes exclusively from the LXX. Meaning (1) is well
attested in Greek literature. It is actually the only meaning of  a˚dolescevw
known to Hesychius, who explains the verb as fluarevw and makrologevw.6

2. The Aim of This Paper

In the present paper I propose studying the use of  the verb a˚dolescevw
(and partially of  the noun a˚dolescÇa) in the LXX. As is well known, the LXX
uses certain words with meanings not attested for these words in the Classical
and Hellenistic sources or only sparsely attested in the newly found papyri.
The LXX usage may be either a reliable guide to the (Hellenistic) Greek usage
that only accidentally is not reflected in the original Greek writings accessible
to us, or it may be a deviation from the Greek norm, the result of  a certain han-
dling of  the Hebrew (or Aramaic) text by the translator. The aim of  this article
is to establish whether it is correct to ascribe the meanings “to talk” and “to
meditate” to the Greek verb. I attempt to ascertain whether the peculiarities of
the LXX usage should be explained as idiosyncratic translation phenomena or
as a genuine witness to Hellenistic Greek usage.

4. J. M. Edmonds, trans., The Characters of Theophrastus: Herodes, Cercidas, and the
Greek Choliambic Poets (except Callimachus and Babrius) (LCL; London, 1929) 60.

5. So E. Heitsch with regard to Phaedrus 269e (Platon Werke, vol. 3/4: Phaidros [Göt-
tingen:Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1997] 166).

6. Hesychii Alexandrini Lexicon (ed. M. Schmidt; Ienae, 1858, V. I.) 47. Cf. also P. Glare
(Revised Supplement to LSJ [Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1996] 7), who interprets
a˚dolescÇa as “talk, chatter” and dispenses with the other meanings given by LSJ.
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3. The Meaning of ajdolescevw in Genesis 24:63

The first occurrence of  a˚dolescevw in the LXX and the only one in the Pen-
tateuch is in Gen 24:63. The Hebrew text reads:

aC…Yiw' br,[: t/np}lI hd,C…B" j'Wcl: qj:x}yi axEyew'

.µyaIB: µyLIm"g] hNehIw] ar]Y'w' wyn;y[E

The verb j'Wc is a biblical hapax legomenon whose meaning is unclear.
The versions witness to a variety of  interpretations. The LXX offers a˚doles-
chÅsai, the Vulgate has ad meditandum, the Peshitta uses lamhallaku (“to walk
about”), and the Targum—halxl (“to pray”). The opinion of  modern scholars
is not unanimous either.7 HAL considers the meaning “to walk, wander” the
most probable, especially since in Gen 24:65 Isaac is called “the one walking
in the field” (hd<C…B" ËlEhøh"). The Greek rendering a˚doleschÅsai is puzzling, since
its meaning does not correspond exactly to any of  the proposed meanings of
the Hebrew original. It is possible that the translator chose to use a rare Greek
word to render the Hebrew hapax, whose meaning was unknown to him.
However, it is more likely that the translator actually read jyc in his Vorlage.8

The verb a˚dolescevw is used nine times in the Psalms, and it always translates

7. HAL refers to T. Nöldeke, who suggested that the first letter be read as v (jwv) and
interpreted the word as a verb of  motion (sich ergehen), based on the Arabic parallel sa˙a
(sy˙), which means “to make a pilgrimage, to wander.” H.-P. Müller (“Die Hebräische
Wurzel sj˙,” VT 19 [1969] 361–71, here p. 368) considers Nöldeke’s suggestion plau-
sible. Some scholars have tried to use the Qumran Manual of Discipline (1QS) 7:15 as the
key to understanding j'Wc in Gen 24:63. However, the Qumran text is ambiguous. P. Wern-
berg-Møller (“A Note on lasua˙ basadeh in Gen 24:63,” VT 7 [1957] 414–16) understands
it in context as “to stretch out (the left hand) in order to recline,” reading the verb with the
initial v. He contends that his interpretation corresponds to the normal meaning of  jwv: “to
sink down.” To interpret Gen 24:63, he extends the semantic chain as follows: “to sink
down”—“to bend down”—“to prostrate oneself.” Thus, Isaac went out in the evening to lie
down in the field. G. R. Driver (“Problems of  Interpretation in the Pentateuch” [Mélanges
Bibliques; Travaux de l’Institut Catholique de Paris 4; Redigés en l’honneur de André
Robert; Paris: Bloud and Gay, 1957] 66–76, here pp. 66–68) relates j'Wv to the noun hjyv

(“hole”) and understands the verb in the Genesis text as “to dig out a hole for purposes of
excretion.” Driver holds that this meaning of  j'Wv fits the context of  the Qumran text as
well. Still other scholars relate j'Wc to jyc and understand it as a verb of  speech (e.g.,
J. Levy, referred to by Müller in “Die Hebräische Wurzel,” 361). BDB tentatively suggests
that perhaps fwv (“to walk, wander”) is to be read instead of  j'Wc.

8. J. Wevers, Notes on the Greek Text of Genesis (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1993) 374 re-
gards jyc as a pseudovariant. Müller, “Die Hebräische Wurzel,” 368 rejects the possibility
that jyc is original. However, he considers only the meaning “to lament” for jyc, which
obviously does not fit the context. But the idea of  “meditation” in the field is not totally out
of  place and could therefore be ascribed to the writer. Driver, “Problems,” 66–67, however,
finds this idea contrary to normal practices in the ancient Near East.
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jyc. Furthermore, a˚dolescÇa, used five times outside the Pentateuch, always
translates the cognate noun jyc. This usage certainly relies on the text of  Gen
24:63 as its model.9 If  the translator of  Psalms was the first to use a word from
the root a˚dolesc- for jyc consistently (which is likely10), he must have com-
pared the Greek and the Hebrew texts of  Genesis, which were available to
him, and he must have read jyc in his Hebrew text of  Gen 24:63 (as did Je-
rome, Aquila, and Symmachus). If  the translator of  Genesis, like his succes-
sors, read jyc in Gen 24:63, how did he understand the Hebrew word and
what did he intend with a˚dolescevw?

HAL lists the following meanings of  jyc:
(1) Loud, emotionally laden speech

(a) praising
(b) lamenting
(c) taunting, mocking
(d) instructing, teaching

(2) to meditate, with thanks and praise
Meanings (a), (b), (c), and (d) are contextual. To simplify the matter, jyc is
used as a verb of  speaking (1) or as a verb of  thinking (2).11 LSJ, GELS, and
La Bible d’Alexandrie12 understand a˚dolescevw in Gen 24:63 as a verb of
thinking, presumably corresponding to meaning (2) of  jyc, given in HAL.
The Greek text reads: kaµ ejxhÅlqen Isaak a˚doleschÅsai e√Í to; pedÇon to; pro;Í
deÇlhÍ, which is translated in La Bible d’Alexandrie as Et Isaak sortit pour
méditer dans la plaine vers le soir. M. Harl postulates a semantic develop-
ment of  the word a˚dolescevw that took place before the translation of  the Pen-
tateuch but was not reflected in the original Greek writings. According to
Harl, a˚dolescevw developed the meaning “to meditate” on the basis of  the
root lesc- (“conversation”).13 It seems unnecessary to postulate a semantic

9. This shows to what extent the Hebrew Pentateuch was familiar to at least some later
translators.

10. Outside the Psalter, a˚dolescÇa renders the noun jyc three times in the books of
Kingdoms. The translators of  these books probably knew the Greek Psalter in addition to
the Greek Pentateuch and so could draw from both sources. Furthermore, the correspond-
ing Greek verb is used twice in Sirach.

11. Scholars are divided on the issue of  the original meaning of  the verb. HAL and
TWAT (7.758) follow Müller’s view (“Die Hebräische Wurzel,” 361–371), which regards
“sound-production” as the original meaning. Among the opponents of  this view, HAL lists
A. Deissler, G. Gerleman, J. Pedersen, and H. J. Franken, who regard the original denota-
tion of  jyc as some kind of  mental activity. However, there is no agreement among these
scholars regarding the precise nature of  the activity denoted by jyc.

12. Vol. 1: La Genèse (trans. M. Harl; Paris, 1986) 204.
13. Ibid., 205.
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evolution of  a˚dolescevw, however, since the word can be interpreted in Gen
24:63 as a verb of  speaking—that is, more in line with classical usage. On the
one hand, Aquila and Symmachus understood jyc in Gen 24:63 as a verb of
speaking. Aquila translates it oJmilevw, while Symmachus uses lalevw. The LXX
translator probably understood jyc in a similar way. Furthermore, several
Jewish and Christian writers during the first through fourth centuries under-
stood a˚dolescevw in Gen 24:63 (and in some other biblical passages) as a verb
of  speaking. Thus, Philo of  Alexandria refers to Gen 24:63 in Det. 30 and ex-
plains why Isaac went out into the field:

aJmillhsavmenoÍ d’ oujdenÇ, . . . movnon de; √diavsai boulovmenoÍ kaµ √diologhvsasqai
tåÅ qeåÅ

He (Isaac) is not going to compete with anyone; he only wants to be alone with
God and to converse with him in private.

Undoubtedly, Philo intends the words √diologhvsasqai tåÅ qeåÅ as an inter-
pretation of  a˚dolescevw. In Legat. 3.43 Philo uses a˚dolescevw with the da-
tive qeåÅ:

kaµ hJÍ thÅÍ yuchÅÍ cara; Isaak o§tan a˚dolesc¬Å kaµ √diavz¬ qeåÅ ejxevrcetai a˚po-
leÇpwn eJauto;n kaµ to;n ≥dion nouÅn

And when Isaac, the joy of  the soul, talks with God and is alone with him, he
goes out, leaving behind his own mind and himself.

In his commentary on the book of  Genesis, Origen provides an allegorical
interpretation of  Gen 24:63 (In Genesim 94–95):

kaµ ejxhÅlqen Isaak a˚doleschÅsai e√Í to; pedÇon to; pro;Í deÇlhÍ. ∆Exelqe∂n de∂ tΩn
ghÇnwn to;n mevllonta perµ tΩn qeÇwn oJmile∂n, o§per a˚doleschÅsai nuÅn wjnovmasen.
Ouj provskeitai de; tÇni, e√kovtwÍ, ejpeµ mhde; a˚nqr∫pwn hJ toiauvth oJmilÇa gÇnetai
a˚ll∆ hßtoi pro;Í qeo;n h˙ aujtouÅ tino;Í pro;Í eJautovn

And Isaac went out onto the plain in the evening to talk. It is necessary that he
who wants to converse—this is what he means by a˚doleschÅsai—about the di-
vine things should leave behind the earthly. It does not say with whom (he
talks), which is proper, since he converses not with men, but with God or with
himself.

One should note three things in connection with this comment by Origen.
First, he understands a˚dolescevw as a verb of  speaking; he explains it with oJmi-
levw. Second, he seems to concede that the usage is not normal. His remark,
“this is what he means by a˚doleschÅsai,” is probably occasioned by the stylis-
tic awkwardness of  the LXX. Third, he recognizes that the text is not quite
clear and needs exegesis. This he readily provides, indicating that Isaac con-
verses with God or with himself.

spread is 1 pica long
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In his commentary on the book of  Psalms (Selecta in Psalmos), Origen ex-
plains a˚dolescevw in Ps 118:23 by using the words lalevw and fqevggomai:

Kaµ ga;r ejkavqisan aßrconteÍ, kaµ kat∆ ejmouÅ katelavloun. oJ de; douÅlovÍ sou hjdolevs-
cei ejn to∂Í dikai∫masÇ sou. ou§twÍ sunevrcontai kata; touÅ dikaÇou skopouÅnteÍ
pΩÍ ejpibouleuvswsin au˚tåÅ, a˚ll∆ au˚to;Í ou˚ pauvetai lalΩn ejn to∂Í dikai∫masin touÅ
qeouÅ, ou˚de;n gar; a˚nqr∫pinon fqevggetai

“And the rulers sat down and spoke against me. But your servant talked about
your righteous statutes.” In this way, those who seek to lay snares for the righ-
teous come together against him, but he speaks unceasingly of  the righteous
statutes of  God. And it is not human things that he utters.

Although the context suggests that a˚dolescevw in Ps 118:23 has the meaning
“to meditate,” it is noteworthy that Origen understands it differently, more in
line with normal Greek usage.14 The difference is that Origen interprets
a˚dolescevw in a neutral sense, without the usual negative component of  the
verb’s meaning.

Commenting on Psalm 76, Eusebius writes:

a˚lla; kaµ hjdolevschsa, fhsµ, kaµ ẘligoyuvchsaÚ ånq∆ ou• oJ SuvmmacoÍ hJrmhvneuse,
Dielavloun ejn ejmautåÅ kaµ ejleipoquvmoun. £Oti me;n fhsµ ejmautåÅ dielavloun, ejleipo-
quvmoun kaµ o§te hjdolevscoun par∆ ejmautåÅ, thnikauÅta ẘligoyuvcei to; pneuÅmav mou

But he says: “I talked and I lost heart.” This Symmachus interprets as follows:
“I spoke to myself  and my spirit failed.” So he says: “I spoke to myself, my
spirit failed. And when I talked to myself, then my spirit failed.”

One of  the reasons that Eusebius turns to Symmachus is that a˚dolescevw in the
context (as in Gen 24:63) requires an object, indicating with whom the psalm-
ist is speaking (see also Origen on Gen 24:63). The translation of  Symmachus
makes it clear that a conversation with oneself  is meant. One should note that
for Eusebius the expressions ejmautåÅ dielavloun and hjdolevscoun par∆ ejmautåÅ
are synonymous.

Although the above-mentioned writers interpret a˚dolescevw as “to speak, to
talk, to converse,” the word was not normally used with this neutral meaning.
The necessity to interpret the biblical texts in a meaningful way leads Philo
and the Christian exegetes to a linguistically strained usage. Most contexts in

14. Such examples should restrain the lexicographer from hasty assertions that a He-
brew meaning is imparted to the Greek word. One can presume that in most cases the
Greek-speaking readers of  the LXX would not have recourse to the Hebrew original to un-
derstand the biblical text. It is only natural that they would try to interpret the Greek text in
itself, and as a result approximate the meanings of  the words in the Bible to those in their
own usage. For reservations regarding the ascription of  the Hebrew meanings to the Greek
words, see E. Tov, “Three Dimensions of  LXX Words,” RB 83 (1976) 529–44.
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which a˚dolescevw appears in the LXX demand that the negative semantic
component of  the word be eliminated. Moreover, the verb is sometimes used
in connection with the psalmist’s devotion to God’s law. We have to acknowl-
edge that with regard to the word’s connotations there is no continuity be-
tween Classical/Hellenistic and biblical usage. The change was introduced by
the translator of  Genesis, who then influenced subsequent translators. If  we
accept that the translator of  Genesis understood a˚dolescevw as “to converse,”
the question arises whether this meaning fits the context. The sense of  the
text is certainly clearer if  we translate a˚dolescevw as “to meditate” (as does
M. Harl). However, the ancient translators of  the biblical text perceived it dif-
ferently from modern readers. We look for a clear, unambiguous text; they of-
ten chose to leave it obscure. The most popular modern theory of  translation
is that of  dynamic equivalence; the ancients translated word for word. As S. P.
Brock has pointed out,15 the roles of  the translator (interpres) and the inter-
preter (expositor) in antiquity were generally distinguished. The translator did
not normally go out of  his way to provide an interpretation for obscure pas-
sages; this was the task of  the interpreter. Thus, although the text does not ex-
plicitly say with whom Isaac conversed on the plain, neither the translator nor
the Alexandrian exegetes found it overly problematic.

4. The Words ajdolescÇa and ajdolescevw in the Psalms

The first occurrence of  the root jyc in the Psalms is in Ps 55:3. According
to HAL, the meaning of  the prepositional phrase yjycb in this verse is “in my
lament.” The word occurs with the same meaning in 64:2, 102:1, and 142:3.
The translator was not aware of  this meaning. As he encountered the root jyc

for the first time, he translated it a˚dolescÇa, a cognate of  the verb a˚dolescevw,
which was used for jyc by the translator of  Genesis. In its Greek context the
word a˚dolescÇa refers to the psalmist’s prayer and can mean either “idle talk”
(a self-abasing description of  one’s prayer16) or simply “talk.” In four other
passages in which the noun jyc occurs, the translator abandons the equivalent
a˚dolescÇa (possibly because of  its negative overtones). In three of  the four
passages he explicates jyc as prayer:

15. S. P. Brock, “Aspects of  Translation Technique in Antiquity” GRBS 20 (1979) 69–
87. See also his “To Revise or not to Revise,” in Papers Presented to the International
Symposium on the Septuagint and Its Relations to the Dead Sea Scrolls and Other Writings
[Manchester 1990] (SSCW 33; ed. G. J. Brooke and B. Lindars; Atlanta: Scholars Press,
1992) 301–38.

16. Cf. Hannah’s words in 1 Kgdms 1:15–16.
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64:2 yjycb—ejn tåÅ devesqaÇ me
102:1 wjyc—th;n devhsin au˚tou
104:34 yjyc—hJ dialoghv mou
142:3 yjyc—th;n devhsÇn mou

An interesting case is presented by Ps 118:85a, which reads:

dihghvsantov moi paravnomoi a˚dolescÇaÍ

The wicked have told me idle speeches.17

The Hebrew text of  Ps 119:85a is quite different:

twojyv¥ µydize ylIAWrK:

The wicked have dug out holes for me.

The translator obviously read the last word as t/jyc¥ (plural of  hjyc—“medi-
tation, instruction,” a derivative of  the verb jyc). Guided by the meaning of
the verb jyc, he understood the noun as “speeches.” Since he rendered the He-
brew with the natural equivalent, a˚dolescÇa, the Greek word could then be
taken as a description of  the sinners’ idle talk. More problematic is the use of
dihgevomai for hrK.18 GELS suggests (with a question mark) the retroversion
warq. However, even if  wrK could be misread as warq, the semantic difference
between arq and dihgevomai is too big to make the retroversion plausible.19 I
would suggest a translation-technical solution to the problem. It is difficult to
say whether the translator understood his text as having little sense or as being
metaphorical.20 In any case he found it necessary to make the meaning of  the
text more perspicuous. Thus he translated the verb meaning “to dig” with a
verb meaning “to tell,” which fit the context.21 It is probable that the word
t/jyc¥ suggested to the translator the use of  dihgevomai, since this Greek verb

17. Euthymius Zigaben, a Byzantine commentator, explains a˚dolescÇaÍ in this verse as
fluarÇaÍ dogmavtwn, lhrwdÇaÍ (PG 128.1157). Here, as in other places, Zigaben gives the
opinions of  the well-known Church Fathers (St. Basil the Great, St. John Chrysostom,
St. Cyril of  Alexandria, St. Athanasius the Great, and others) without naming them.

18. The translator knows the meaning of  the Hebrew verb. Cf. Ps 7:16; 21[22]:7;
93[94]:13; 56[57]:7.

19. The word arq means “to call, proclaim, read,” while dihgevomai has the meaning “to
tell, narrate.” Most important is the fact that arq is never translated dihgevomai in the
Psalms. The Hebrew verb occurs 55 times. The translator uses two main equivalents:
ejpikalevomai (“to call upon”) 28 times and kravzw (“to cry unto”) 22 times. Besides these
two words, kalevw (“to call”) occurs 3 times and proskalevomai (“to call to”) one time. In
one instance there is no verb in the Greek text corresponding to the Hebrew arq.

20. The latter possibility is not unlikely, in view of  Prov 16:27, where the phrase
h[r hrk (“the one digging out evil”) is used.

21. A. Aejmelaeus has drawn my attention to Jer 18:20, 22, where the MT reads wrk

hjwv (in 18:22, so Q; K hjyv). The LXX translator read hjyc both times and understood
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has already been used twice (54:17[55:18]; 104[105]:2) in the previous psalms
as an equivalent for jyc. The third appearance of dihgevomai for jyc in the
Psalms is at 144:5. The choice of  Greek equivalents for the Hebrew noun jyc

shows that the translator understood it to denote speech. This fact makes it
likely that the verb jyc was understood by the translator as a verb of  speaking,
and therefore a˚dolescevw also should denote not “meditation” but “speech.”

At the first occurrence of  the verb jyc in the Psalms (55:18), the translator
understands it as a verb of  speech and renders it by dihgevomai. At 68:13 he
uses the word a˚dolescevw, probably in its normal meaning “to prate”:

kat∆ ejmouÅ h˚dolevscoun22 o¥ kaqhvmenoi ejn puvl¬, kaµ e√Í ejme; eßyallon o¥
pÇnonteÍ to;n oπnon

Those who sit at the gate talked idly against me and those who drink wine sang
against me.

In Psalm 77, jyc appears three times (vv. 4, 7, 13) and can be interpreted as
“to meditate.”23 In all of  these instances the LXX uses a˚dolescevw. How are
we to evaluate it? It is precarious to maintain that the translator intends the
meaning “to meditate” and consciously fills the Greek word with the Hebrew
meaning. It is safer to say that the translator stereotypically uses the previ-
ously chosen equivalent in a context that demands a different Greek word.24

In other words, the use of  a˚dolescevw in Psalm 76 tells us more about the fac-
tors in the translation process than about the semantics of  the Greek word.

22. This is the first occurrence of  the verb a˚dolescevw in the Psalms. The Slavonic Ver-
sion here uses the word meaning “to mock,” which actually suits the translation of  the He-
brew text better than that of  the LXX. In any case, here the Slavonic translator rendered
a˚dolescevw contextually. However, he completely disregarded the context in other cases, in
that he used the same word meaning “to mock” to translate a˚dolescevw in all of  its other oc-
currences. This is an example of  how the literal and the free approaches may be combined
within one book. Such a combination is evidenced in the Greek Psalter as well.

23. HAL (3.1320) understands jyc in vv. 4 and 7 as “lamenting,” and in v. 13 as “to
meditate.” KJV translates jyc as “meditate” in the first two verses and as “to talk” in the
third. The revised Luther’s Translation understands jyc as a verb of  speaking in v. 7, and as
a verb of  thinking in the other two verses. According to the Elberfelderübersetzung, jyc

means “to meditate, ponder” in all three occurrences.
24. The translator here probably did not ask himself: “What would a˚dolescevw mean

in these verses?” On the other hand, he seems to have been concerned with the meaning of
the Greek equivalent in 118:148 and 142:5, where he abandoned the standard render-
ing a˚dolescevw in favor of  meletavw, which corresponds to the meaning “to meditate” of  the
Hebrew jyc. The choice of  meletavw instead of  a˚dolescevw shows that the translator did not
regard the latter word as an adequate vehicle for the idea of  meditation.

this word as referring to speech. The verb hrk was rendered contextually. In the LXX Jer
18:20 and 18:22 read, respectively: sunelavlhsan rJhvmata and ejneceÇrhsan lovgon.
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However, it is not to be excluded that the translator understood jyc as “to
speak” and used a˚dolescevw with the same meaning.25 It is hard to be more
precise about the translator’s intentions in this case. As far as the possible in-
terpretations of  the Greek text itself  are concerned, there are two. The first is
represented by Eusebius, quoted above, who is constrained by the normal
Greek usage to understand a˚dolescevw as a verb of  speech, but who adds (re-
lying on Symmachus) the intepretative par∆ ejmautåÅ, so that the Greek text is
understood to mean something like “speaking with oneself,” which is not far
from the idea of  “meditation.”

The other approach does not seek to interpret the word in line with its nor-
mal usage. It starts with the question: “What meaning best fits this particular
context?” In Psalms 76 and 118 a˚dolescevw makes more sense when it is un-
derstood as “to meditate” rather than “to prate” or even “to speak.” In 76:4 it
is parallel to mimn¬vskomai; in 76:13 to meletavw. In Psalm 118 a˚dolescevw
appears five times (vv. 15, 23, 27, 48, 78), and it stands in parallelism with the
verbs katanoevw, meletavw, and sunetÇzw. The translator uses a˚dolescevw in the
phrases that resemble those with the verb meletavw:

118:15 (cf. v. 78): ejn ta∂Í ejntola∂Í sou a˚doleschvsw26

118:47: ejmelevtwn ejn ta∂Í ejntola∂Í sou
118:23 (cf. v. 48): hjdolevscei ejn to∂Í dikai∫masÇn sou
118:16 (cf. v. 117): ejn to∂Í dikai∫masÇn sou melethvsw

Naturally, some readers of  the LXX concluded that a˚dolescevw has a “bibli-
cal” meaning that is different from its normal meaning. Thus, the Lexicon of
Suida explains the words a˚dolescÇa and a˚dolescevw as follows: a˚kairÇa,
fluarÇa, sunevceia: a˚dolescÇa de; para; t¬Å Graf¬Å hJ sunech;Í melevth, kaµ
a˚doleschvsw a˚ntµ touÅ dihnekΩÍ melethvsw.27 The meaning of  a˚dolescevw is
explained in Zigaben’s commentary several times, for example: to; thÅÍ
a˚dolescÇaÍ oßnoma, kurÇwÍ me;n, ejpµ thÅÍ fluarÇaÍ tavttetai. Lambavnei de;
touÅto pollavkiÍ oJ profhvthÍ kaµ ejpµ thÅÍ sunecouÅÍ ejmmelethvsewÍ, wÒÍ tov: kaµ
hjdolevscoun ejn to∂Í dikai∫masÇ sou, toutevsti, ejmelevtwn ejn tåÅ novmå sou . . .
Lambavnetai de; kaµ ejpµ touÅ kata; qevan metewrismouÅ, wÒÍ tov: ejxhÅlqen ∆Isaa;k
a˚doleschÅsai eivÍ to; pedÇon, to; pro;Í deÇlhÍ.28

25. Compare Jerome’s use of  the verb loquor for jyc in Ps 77:7, 119:27, 48, 78 (accord-
ing to the modern dictionaries, jyc in these contexts has the meaning “to meditate”). Other
Latin renderings of  jyc are eloquor (55:18) and meditor (77:13; 119:15, 23, 148; 143:5).

26. The use of  the preposition ejn with the verb a˚dolescevw to indicate the object of
meditation is Hebraistic.

27. Suida, 106.
28.  PG 128.573.
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The English translation of  the LXX Psalms by A. Pietersma also stands in
this tradition. The words a˚dolescevw and a˚dolescÇa are normally rendered
“to ponder” and “pondering.” The three exceptions are Ps 76:7 (“to commune
[with one’s heart]”), 68:13 (“to gossip”), and 118:85 (“tales”). “Communing
with one’s heart” is very close to the idea of  meditation. The only two verses
in which the idea of  “speaking” is clearly expressed are thus Ps 68:13 and
118:85. As shown above, the context in both verses disallows the under-
standing of  a˚dolescevw and a˚dolescÇa as words of  “thinking.”

To sum up, the meaning of  a˚dolescevw in the LXX can be discussed on two
levels. As far as the intentions of  the translators are concerned, one can hardly
say that they used a˚dolescevw with the meaning “to meditate.” This meaning
is not attested for a˚dolescevw in the Greek literature, nor is it easy to perceive
why the translators would want to impart the meaning of  the Hebrew jyc to
the Greek verb. One can probably say that, when a˚dolescevw translates jyc

with the meaning “to meditate,” the semantics of  the Greek word was not the
translator’s concern (unless he understood jyc as a verb of  speaking, contrary
to the modern Hebraists). In these instances he was simply using a standard
equivalent for the verb jyc. On the other hand, there is evidence that the trans-
lator of  Psalms understood jyc (at least in some contexts) as a verb of  speak-
ing. The second level on which the semantics of  a˚dolescevw can be discussed
is that of  the later reception of  the LXX. The nature of  some contexts in which
a˚dolescevw appears enables an interpretation of  the verb as “to meditate.”
Moreover, this meaning actually fits the context better.
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Any attempt to restore the original text of  the Septuagint is an impossible
task. The most one can hope for is that, with the aid of  extant manuscripts, one
may perhaps come close to it. The significant opus by the Göttingen Septua-
ginta Unternehmen1 has presented an eclectic edition of  most books of  the
Old Testament, which brings scholars closer to the original form of  the Sep-
tuagint and allows biblical scholars to advance and perfect their research.
Through projects of  this sort, the scholar may now employ such statements as
“LXX reads so and so,” “LXX interprets so and so,” “LXX omits/adds/harmo-
nizes,” and so on, even without adding reservations in the form of  references
to manuscripts, unless there are significant differences between recensions.
Every once in a while there are some pleasant surprises when new material is
discovered (e.g., the Minor Prophets Scroll from Na˙al Óever and other
Greek fragments2). As in all science, we are coming closer and closer to the
accurate item. Certainly, however, not all scholars will agree with each deci-
sion made by the editors of  the Greek volumes of  the Bible as to what the
main text of  the edition should be.

Another significant point should be considered: There is a span of  hundreds
of  years between the transcriptions of  the extant manuscripts which suppos-
edly represent the “Old Greek” and the original translations. Consequently,

1. Septuaginta, Vetus Testamentum graecum auctoritate societatis litterarum gottingen-
sis editum, Göttingen, 1931ff. An important eclectic edition of  the whole Greek OT and
apocryphal works is A. Rahlfs, Septuaginta, id est Vetus Testamentum graece iuxta LXX in-
terpretes, Stuttgart, 1935.

2. The Greek Minor Prophets Scroll from Na˙al Óever [DJD VII, 1990] appears, how-
ever, to be a Kaige-Theodotion recension and in this capacity is even less useful than later
extant textual witnesses to the original text of  the LXX.
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one does not know exactly what happened during those hundreds of  years.
Without doubt, all known types of  textual developments that have occurred
during later periods—when there are already a number of  manuscripts con-
taining many variant readings stemming from the processes of  transcription
and typical Schreibfehler—occurred earlier as well. Accordingly, there is
room for scholars to suggest differing reconstructions of  the Greek text, in-
cluding conjectures that are not based on extant manuscripts. These sugges-
tions should be weighed judiciously, and in appropriate cases should be
incorporated or appended to these editions, so that readers of  these volumes
will have the opportunity to evaluate them.

In this paper, I would like to offer some comments on certain verses in the
Septuagint version of  Genesis and raise a number of  textual hypotheses.

1. Gen 6:7, MT: ytmjn yk; G, in Rahlfs’ and the Göttingen editions: ethy-
mothen (“I became angry”). This reading is accepted without reservation by
various commentaries and modern translations of  the Septuagint.3 The idea
that one would not attribute regret to God is comprehensible. However, in
v. 6, the same Hebrew expression uh µjnyw was rendered differently, enethym-
methe (“took to heart”), which is no less proper, although it is closer to the
Hebrew. There is no apparent reason for the change in the rendering. Some
witnesses have enethymethen in v. 7 as well. Accordingly, I think that this
reading should be preferred. Note the similarity of  the two Greek words.

2. Gen 9:5, MT: µdah dymw (wnçrda hyj lk dym çrda µkytçpnl µkmd ta ̊ a)
(µdah çpn ta çrda) wyja çya dym. This phrase is not entirely clear. In Sam
(and similarly in Pesh): wyjaw çya, which is no better. G renders it: kai ek
cheiros anthropou adelphou, literally, “from the hand of  a man a brother.” The
words anthropos and adelphos are genitive, and they are bound to “the hand.”
As often, adelphos is not followed by a possessive pronoun. We shall consider
what G read, how it interpreted the Hebrew text, and how the readers were
supposed to understand the biblical phrase.

Some explanations may be proposed:

a. The words çya dym appeared superfluous to the translator, and conse-
quently were omitted.4 However, this is not the usual practice of  the
translator of  Genesis, nor do these words seem superfluous.

3. See, e.g., M. Harl, La Bible d’Alexandrie, I: La Genèse (Paris, 1986) 126; J. W.
Wevers, Notes on the Greek Text of Genesis (Atlanta, 1993) 80.

4. So J. Lust, “ ‘For Man Shall His Blood Be Shed’: Gen 9:6 in Hebrew and in Greek,”
in: G. J. Norton and S. Pisano (eds.), Tradition of the Text. Studies offered to Dominique
Barthélemy (OBO 109; Freiburg and Göttingen, 1991) 91–102 [at p. 99].
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b. The translator simplified the odd phrase of  MT. The Greek is to be taken
as “[a] brother man,” and adelphou should be understood as an attribute
of  anthropou.5 Nonetheless, is this what the translator really meant?

c. This is a literal translation of  a shorter Hebrew text that read (hyj lk dym

(µdah çpn ta çrda) wyja µda dymw (wnçrda. Such a Hebrew phrase is in
fact impossible.

d. The word anthropos is a stereotypical rendition of  µda, but likewise it
is often used for çya. Therefore, it might reflect wyja çya dymw (here
again we may assume a shorter Hebrew text).

e. The Hebrew Vorlage was similar to MT, but something happened at a
later stage. It is possible that both Hebrew words, µda and çya, were
rendered anthropos, thus: kai ek cheiros anthropou, ek cheiros anthro-
pou adelphou, and that what we have now is a result of  haplography.

As for the verse in MT, it should probably be divided thus: wnçrda hyj lk dym

µdah çpn ta çwrda wyja çya dym ;µdah dymw. G reflects either a shorter text or
a haplography.6

3. At Gen 25:13, MT reads µtdltl µtmçb. In G: kat’ onoma ton geneon.
The term twdlwt is normally rendered genesis (or geneseis, in the plural), as
in v. 12; genea is very unusual; this is the common rendering of  rwd. I suspect
that geneon in our reference is a corruption of  geneseon (as in the 11th-
century ms 426) or a similar word (another explanation is offered by Wevers,
Notes, 384–85).

4. The next case refers to Symmachus. At Gen 19:12, for an hnh there is a
corrupted passage of  Symmachus: horasei, which is emended in the Göt-
tingen edition (as well as in Wevers, Notes, ad loc.) to hora ei, which may
roughly be interpreted as “see if.” This is not of  much use, and copyists prob-
ably exchanged the word idou, which is employed as a stereotypical equiva-
lent of  har, but literally means “see!” “behold!” with a cognate word hora. I
suspect, however, that the corrupted passage emerges from ara ei; compare
18:3, where an la is rendered ei ara in G.

There are also passages which seem to be additions and should be ascribed
to a later hand.

5. Harl, La Genèse, 140; Wevers, Notes on Greek Genesis, 115. In a private letter,
Hanna Kahana suggested that the Greek reader would understand the Greek phrase and
these two genitives, not according to the word order that follows the Hebrew but, rather, as
“of  a brother of  a man,” a fellow.

6. The next verse in G, 9:6, is no less difficult. Were it an exegetical translation, it could
have been better formulated. The Vorlage of  G probably read ˚pçy wmd (-)b µdah µd ˚pwç.
Note the four repetitions of  µd in MT.
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5. Gen 30:13, after the words “and she named him Asher” (G = MT): some
mss (among them 911, a papyrus dated to the third century c.e.) and secondary
text-witnesses add here (ho estin) ploutos, “richness,” which would explain
the name, albeit erroneously, probably confusing the root rça with rç[.7 This
is appropriately presented in the apparatus to the Göttingen edition. However,
there is a similar case, v. 18, where after “she named him Issachar” G adds: ho
estin misthos, “which means wage”; in this case both editions of  the Septua-
gint, that of  Rahlfs and that of  Göttingen, include these additional words in the
main text.8 Undeniably, this addition in v. 18 appears in almost all manuscripts
(in all the important ones) whereas in the former verse the textual evidence is
meager. In many passages in the Book of  Genesis, the narrative presents an
explanation for the choice of  a name while in the Greek there is no connection
between the name and the derivation offered. The translator, however, did not
supply any additional explanation for the sake of  his Greek readers (unlike Jo-
sephus, who always does) and leaves the issue unclear. The above-mentioned
instances are the only two where in Septuagintal manuscripts there is a supple-
ment clarifying the meaning of  the name. However, in the Book of  Jubilees,
which often shows affinity with G, these explanatory passages are missing.9

This leads one to conclude that these supplements in G derive from an early
Greek gloss and are not part of  the Septuagint.

6. Gen. 31:12
MT G

haEr]W kai ide
µydiTU["h:AlK: tous tragous

kai tous krious
µylI[øh: anabainontas

ˆaXøh"Al[" epi ta probata
kai tas aigas

G possibly reflects a Hebrew Vorlage µyz[h l[w ˆaxh l[ µyl[h µylyahw µydt[h

“the he-goats and the rams were mounting the sheep and the she-goats.” How-
ever, in the OT µyz[ never occurs as a separate group from ˆax and is always
a part of  the ˆax. It seems, therefore, that the additional words in G emerged
within the Greek tradition and were not an integral part of  the “Old Greek.”

7. Philo (Somn. 2.35; Migr. 95) explains the name Asher as “happy,” but clearly also re-
fers to the word ploutos.

8. See R. J. V. Hiebert, “Translation Technique in the Septuagint of  Genesis and Its Im-
plications for the NETS Version,” BIOSCS 33 (2000) 76–93.

9. Philo (Somn. 2.33–36) adds an explanation to the names of  all the tribes.
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Since probata usually renders both the Hebrew words ˆax and µyçbk, the
original G probably only had the term probata as a rendition of  ˆax, but it was
misunderstood as referring to “sheep” only, and the word aigai “she-goats”
was added (see, e.g., 30:32, 33). As a result, also a second male group, krioi
“rams,” had to be added as against the two female species. Zacharias Frankel
suggests that krioi stemmed from an erroneous doublet, µylyah + µylw[h.10 He
does not explain where the aigai came from.

7. Gen 45:21, MT: h[rp; G + tou basileos. This addition is strange. In MT
there is only “pharaoh” (without any attribute), “Pharaoh, the king of  Egypt,”
or only “the king of  Egypt”; never “Pharaoh the king.”

8. Gen 50:12, MT: µwx rçak ˆk wl wynb wç[yw “Thus his sons did for him as
he had commanded them”; G: + kai ethapsan auton ekei “and they buried him
there.”11 The latter passage has no point since Jacob was not buried “there”
but in the “double cave” near Hebron (v. 13). It is apparently taken from the
next verse, where it is in place.12 This passage, in fact, is missing in some
Greek manuscripts (mainly Hexaplaric) and in the Syrohexapla it is marked
with an asterisk in some editions or marked with Hexaplaric signs of  “added.”

9. The following reference is adduced here with hesitation. For MT ˆçg in
Gen 45:10 and 46:34, G has Gesem Arabias. The exchange of  n/m is common;
see, for example, ˆydm, G: Madiam. This addition of  Arabia appears in these
two references (and only in these two) in almost all the mss. It seems, however,
to be an old scholion, under the influence of  the name ybr[h µçg, Neh 6:1ff.,13

and should therefore appear only in the apparatus and not in the main text.14

Note, however, that the name Arabia is used by Herodotus, Pliny, and Ptolemy
the Geographer for an administrative district in Lower Egypt, and in some old
sources one finds in the same region a place-name generally deciphered Gsm.t.
This may possibly be related to the rendition of  G, but it is unsure.15 The Greek

10. Z. Frankel, Über den Einfluss der palästinischen Exegese auf die alexandrinische
Hermeneutik (Leipzig, 1851) 55.

11. The words “as he had told them” are missing in ms B and therefore some editions,
including Rahlfs, omit these words. I do not see any relationship between addition/omis-
sion of  these two passages.

12. See, for example, V. P. Hamilton, The Book of Genesis, Chapters 18–50 (NICOT;
Grand Rapids, 1995) ad loc.

13. Wevers, Notes, 761, claims that there is no connection to this name, since the Greek
text there (2 Esd 16:1) has to Gesam to Arabi. This argument is valid only if  we assume
that the translator of  the Book of  Genesis read the Book of  Esdras in Greek.

14. The identification of  ˆçg in Gen 46:28 with Heroon-polis will be discussed else-
where. For the present, see Frankel, Palästinishen Exegese, 19 note i.

15. See discussion in W. A. Ward, “Goshen,” ABD (New York, 1992) 2.1076–77.
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translator often uses “modern” names such as Mesopotamia, Syria, and Ai-
gyptos, as well as Heliou-polis and Heroon-polis, and one would expect a
“modern” name for ˆçg, too. Thus, the expression Gesem Arabias may be an
authentic rendition of  the Hebrew text.

A similar problem is found in Exod 1:11, where G adds On, a third treasure
city in Egypt, to the two found in the Hebrew text, and supplements it by add-
ing: “which is Heliou-Polis” (see Gen 45:50; 46:20; and cf. Isa 19:18, which
appears in 1Q Isaa as srjh ry[ = “City of  Sun,” also witnessed in some ver-
sions). Whereas the name On may reflect a Hebrew Vorlage ˆwa, the words
“which is Heliou-Polis” seem to be a later gloss. Had the “modern” name
been introduced as a translation, as is done often, it would have replaced the
Hebrew name and not been added as an explanation; see the cases mentioned
above. If  we are correct, the words “which is Heliou-Polis” should not be
printed in the main text of  G but only noted in the apparatus.

These notes may perhaps contribute to the endeavor of  the Göttingen Edi-
tion to get closer to the most ancient form of  the Old Greek Version.




